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FRANK CURTIS.. LESSEE AND MANAGER.
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falling hair, and
youthful COLOR
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Comedy Organization
Sayres’ laughable Comedy,

and the most talented
igteuce, in Thoodore

ei
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ONLY THIS

ASSEMBLIES

Every Thursday Evening
WALTZING and the GERMAN meet

Class in

The Bottom

tion of the people, as the only safeguard of oui
institutions and homes.
The usual reduction of fare may be expected or
the railroads.
Augusta, January 22, 1880.
JosnUA Nye, President.
L. W. Starbird, Secretary,
D. W. LeLachecr, Treasurer.
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THE TWENTIETH
ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

Executive Committee—A. J. Chase, 1st District:
Frank L. Dingier. 2d District; R. W; Dunn, 3o
District; M W. Hall, 4th District; Geo. E. Brack
ett, 5th District.

EQUITABLE

out of our Prices.

Dropped

people, they should demand a thorough, impartia:
anrl non-partisan enforcement ol law against th«
dram shop, as well as all other laws for the protec-

STREET,

PORTLAND.
febl3

More 2

j^otlxi:o.g;

And
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every Tuesday evening.

CORRESPONDENT,

FORE

Vice Presidents—Jordan Rand, Androscoggin:
B, J. Smith, Aroostook; H. A. Shorey. Cumberland:
Josiah Emery, Franklin; Reuben Rand; Hancock;
J. K. Osgood, Kennebec; W. W. Perry, Knox;
James A. Hall, Lincoln; W. T. Eustis, Oxford;
J. S. Wheelwright, Penobscot; R. L. Merrill, Piscataquis; B. F. Tallman, Sagadahoc; Frank Kenrick, Somerset; W. M. Wood! Waldo; N. B. Nutt,

Life Assurance Society of the United State*

HENRY B. HYDE, President.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1879.

GIGANTIC REDUCTIONS
—AT—

Edward Duddy:
Thomas Welch,
B. Wren,
X. X

■
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Men, Boys

*--->

dohii Lawler,
B. K. McDonough,
A. Bennett,

K. Brady,
B. C. Donahue,
Wm. McAleney,

Sold for

das. Quinn.
COKINITTEE ON ENTERTAINMENT.
J. J, Lynch and Aids.

To make

Tickets §1.00. admitting gentleman and lady.
Ladies’ gallery tioketH 50 cents. Tickets for sale at
Patrick McGowan’s, Catholic Bookseller, at all
principal grocery stores, at the door and by the

General Committee.
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PAT ROONEY’S

ODEK

of

Change

Reserved

ST.

COKTOrHEiSS
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Programme
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Total
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feb7

6,G96,039.53
3,673,700.00

unfortunately were. dTheir names

places
should be known of all men that they
may receive the just punishment of being
regarded as infamous by all good citizens

227,225.70
$35,980,997.62
348,006.17
344,342.96

nsinrr

100,470.00
593,025.00

other men

29,851,434.00

Munjoy Lodge
KNIGilTS OF

At

Sisks Assumed in

3,569,550.00
1879, $26-503,541.00.

Admitting

Graxd March at S

BY

MTTSIC

JA

£8 W.

All Knights
requested appear in uniform.
Tickets can be obtained at the stores of George
&
C Frye F. 'J'. Meaher, F. L. Bartlett, and Hill
Co. Also of the Committee of Arrangements:
CHAS. F. SWETT,
wyer Greek,
A. M. Sawyer,
Wm. E. Buckkam
Cuas. A. Robiksok,
dtd
fe4
to
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WHY INVEST IN

APPENDIX.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
WILLIAMS. SKILL IN..No. Yarmouth
SENATORS.

MB NINO
MAINE
STOCKS as likely to pay dividends as any of our
and get
markets
low
on
the
mines.
Western
Buy
When

SAINT PAUL,

BY THE HAYDN ASSOCIATION

1 have for sale the following
MAINE MINING STOCKS:

the rise.

A» Union Ball, Thursday Eve., Feb. *’.£,
For the benefit of the Maine General Hospital.
TICKETS 50 CENTS.
sale a
Number limited to capacity of hall. For Musi
s
Stockbridge’s, Hawes, and Collins & Buxton

Douglass Copper,

Atlantic Copper,
Blue Hill Copper

__f<!tlddht
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Gouldsboro’ Silver,
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Cherryfield Silver,

Notice of Dissolution.

Grant Silver,
Acton Silver.

Co-partnership heretofore existing underUh
firm name of OWEN & BAKBEK, is this da;
is au
dissolved by mutual consent. Either partner
thorized to sign in
liquidation.^. & BARBER.

THE

Portland,

Feb.

continue the business ii
Nc
Fruit and Confectionery, at the old stand,
of K.
13 Exchange street, under the firm name
al
meet
to
bo
will
and
pleased
BARBER & SON,
courteou
old friends and many new ones, promising
bottom
at
of
prices.
goods
attention and tlie best
R. Y BAKBKK.

THE

febddlw_R. A.
Dissolution

22
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LENNON

THE WORLD-WIDE FAME
OF

(liven to private pupils by

J.

w.

*

acquired by intrinsic merit. M. FAULUS.
!
Leader of the great FRENCH BAND, and hosts of
muRicians testify to their surpassing ciecllonce.
has been

SOLD

iVIIOLESALE

&

RETAIL BI

bamiiel imirston,

Class :

3 Free St.

POETLANP.

Block,

uoir»

subscriber.

143 Peas*! Street.
__

GLORGE

Teacher of

Mining Stocks

d[[

Rougiit

A. LIBBY,

Organ »

the

CO.,
at 67 Exchange Street,

GERMAN ^ LANGUAGE.

to Por
undersigned having just rottirned
am"
in
land from a six fears residence
la,
that
of
Bormanv where be made the study
lessonj
to
give
is
prepared
guage a specialty, limited
of
pupil
number
a
to
German
WALTER A. rOKil,
Address

THE

30

High

PORTLAND, MAINE,
also Auction

l

EVERY

Salos of the

same

SATURDAY,

at 10 o'clock A. M.

Street

jalO_
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BSNDS WANTED.
hereby given that the Maine Central
jAl ltailroad Company will pay par and accrued
i interest for any of the Bomb of the Pori land*
Kennebec ltailroad Company, due October 15, 1883
(known as the McKeen Bonds) on presentation
thereof, at the oifieo of the Treasurer in Portland.
Per order of the Directors.
J. 8. CUSHIXO, Treiw.
Ja30«i3w
Portland. Jan. 30, 1SS0.
!
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is

Small,

or

tilled

at short notice.

promptly,

liaiHefl’ Fr> Kid $3.00, $3.73, $4.23 ;
Lndic'i’ Am. Kid $1.30, $2.00, $2.73 5
2VH*h«'m’ Water Proof only $1.00.
A full line of Men’s Boys’ and Youths’ Bal.,
Cone- and. Button Boots; also a good assortment of
Children’s and Infant’s Shoes. Ladies Boots made

prices at

a dpadM’Q

r\e

jmptly done.

kind*

ja20d3m

Orders of Dances!
prettiest thing

latest and

ORDERS OF DANCES,
DINNER CARDS,
BUSINESS CARDS, Etc.,
—

is

on

hand.

Steel Plate

Covers.

Please call and examine.

Wifi. S. LOWELL,
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER,
191
j»20

Middle Street, Portland, Jilc.

©odtf

CHOICE MOJLASSES,
CHOICE PONCE P. «.
wt. joiins.
BAR BA DOES.
“
CIENFCECCS.
—

ALSO

—

too
bbia. different grades
NEW C ROP N. O. ItlOEASSES.
—FOB

SftlSTH,
92

SALS

1)T

—

GAGE & GO.

COMMERCIAL STREET,

ja27cf3w

Maine and New Hampshire,

NO. 28 EXCHANGE ST,
janl3

M^OHTIiAWHj f?IE»

MAINE.
eod2m

PORTLAND,

The Penn Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE CO’Y
OF

PHILADELPHIA.

Incorporated in 1847.

Purely Mutual.

Assets, Ann. 1st, 1880
Surplus over Liabilities,
received

97,031,318.84
1,502,371.33

Total
Policy Holders,.
§15,013,599.72
Total payments made
to Policy Holders. §10,223,338.16
At-sets

belonging

Policy Holders,

from

to

7,031,318.84
-§17,254,705.00

Excess of Assets, and Payments
over Premium receipts.

—

Lowell’s Celebrated
A full line

PECK, State Agent

B. B.

Premiums

for

18

Otficers.
Lewis C. Grover, President.
B. C, Miller, Treasurer. J. B. Pearson, Vice-Pres’t.
E. A. Strong, Secretary. B. J. Miller, Actuary.
H. N. Congar, Adjuster. F. H. Teese, Counsel.

381 CONGRESS STREET.
Repairing of all

Tie Ladies’ War.

§2,241,105.28

Surplus returned annually

in reduction of premiums or to increase insurance. Policies non-forfeitable by the rules of the company. Endowment policies issued at Life Rates.

A.

AUSTIN,

GENERAL AGENT FOR

Maine and New Hampshire,
188 Middle St.,
PORTLAND, HIE.
WANTED

ACTIVE AGENTS

d3m

no21

THY ALLEN HOW’S

PURE CANDIES,
Fresh

Eveiy Day and Strictly Pure.

NO. 566
ap28

CONGRESS

graver themes of debate
government'ociety at Washington is busyIn defauli of

..

For

LOOK AT BIT PRICES !

m

A*»et», Jan. 1, 1879 (par values)..$33,470,78228
liiabilitie* (Mass. Standard). 31,113,35763

(market values). §5,937,161

RUPADP Your Roots and
UXjr UHL Shoes Wiii
you call
and examine my
RTTVTTVa
Dt I i.li IT stock of Goods.

ir-

I

STREET.

POBTI-ANTD. ME.

dljr

the foremost musicians of his land and hi;
time. The volume is very elegantly bound
and decorated, the pages are of full musicsheet size, and largo outline illustrations by
noted artists accompany the text and music
No choicer or more available and delightful
collection of English vocal music i3 in existence than this group
of the songs of Alfred

flip rw*fifinnQ

for

passage of the Weaver bill for the equalization of bounties, that he believed the signatures were

mainly forgeries

Tennyson.
About Grant (Boston: Lee & Shepard) is an
agreeable and somewhat desultory volume concerning the great general and ex-President, of
which the Press receives advance sheets from
the publishers. Gen. John L. Swift is the author, and though apparently not much practiced in book-making, he has taken many
strong points with skill and precision, and has
collected much interesting material. The volume is not a biography of Geueral Grant, but
rather represents the hero in connection with

represented

or

non-existent persons, will not he surprising
to those who know something of the way in
which petitions are manufactured.
Leav-

ing out of the question those which are
wholly fraudulent, made up by copying
names out of the directory, or by “doubling
up,” as it is termed, transferring one list of
signatures to a second or several petitions,
there is altogether too much carelessness in
the way in which men attach their signatures to petitions, and
they might as well
sign for contradictory purposes, as they
sometimes do, for all the meaning that they

notable events of recent history, crises of
the rebellion, finance, and as seen by the foreign nations. Naturally—as might be expected in a volume written by a man rightminded enough to hold Gen. Grant in such
honor as to choose him for the subject of a
prose epic—Gen. Swift’s work contains much
some

attach to the act.

Gex. Hood’s book describing important
the war in which he bore part,

political doctrine on various points
less intimately connected with the immediate theme. He alludes to certain sections,
where “it has been discovered that the chief
end of man as a voter, is to mutilate his ticket
to make it perfect,” and says later, in a more
wholesome

events of

which is now

more or

under the direction

published

of Gen. Beauregard, for the benefit of his
family, throws new light on some of the
great battles, and will prove
contribution to the

history

interesting

an

of the

the inevitable.

McCloskey,

and General Emi-

gration Bureau of the United States”,
thinks that Mr. John Bright’s plan is the
only practical and efficient one. The only
permanent relief for Ireland, said Mr.
Weed, is a change in the tenure of the land,
so that ins’ead of being held in the hands of
a
few it may be distributed. The great
curse of the present system
is that the
masses labor for the benefit of the few, who
live in luxury abroad. Permit the large estates to be cut up into small freeholds, and
the question is settled; and it cannot be
The Louisville Courier-Journal
the Maine

conspiracy

as

is as

se-

it was

at

hopeless land

from which they have escaped
chant the jeremiads of her judgment to
come.
Mr. Swift recalls several anecdotes of
the. beloved Abraham Lincoln, and his relations with General Grant. This volume is a
to

welcome and strong addition to the mass of
good political writing which the present state
of affairs has called forth from men who have
their country’s good at heart.
It is one of the advantages connected with
the troublous times of a campaign year, that the

with the fusion

to-day’s

rascality in Maine may read
It
telegrams the reason why.

evident from

was

the

first

Garcelon

that

recital of the deeds which have given to our
heroes their claim upon that gratitude. Tlius
it may be that the account of the honors
which General Grant received abroad, and the

humbug; that his party was a lot
of political dead-beats, and that, bad as Jim
was an

old

Blaine and his buccaneers are, honest men
could not afford to go in with the riffraff of
total

appreciative remembrance there of his com.
manding military excellence, $crve also to
increase the onthmsiasm existing iu this coun-

The exodus of negroes from the Southern
States is increasing daily. Whatever may

try for tho great general, t arts 15 and Id of
Mr. John Russell Young’s Around the World
with General Grant, give interesting particulars of his reception abroad, and details of in-

be considered as its cause, there is no doubt
of thp fact. In some of its characteristics

teresting conversations which the general held
concerning tho rebellion and subsequent politi-

it resembles «ie night of negroes from districts in control of the rebels during the

cal conditions. The American News Company
publish this work of Mr. Young’s in admirable stylo, with heavy paper, good type and in-

fools and knaves who made up the opposition.

The result is as we

victory

for the

closing

predicted,
Republicans.

years of

the war.

Then

a

the

flight
fugitives are moved by the expectation that they
will be enabled to enjoy privileges elsewhere
which are denied them in the places they
was

from slavery to freedom;

now

teresting woodcuts. It is sold only by subscription—and will bo found fully worth its
price.

the

Messrs. Harper Brothers publish in their
handsome and practical Library Edition, the
first volume of Mr. Justin McCarthy’s History
of Our Own Times.
This thoughtful and

leave.
Tue young women of
enlarged facilties

have

struction.
rooms

There

are

girls

Philadelphia are to
for university in-

spirited addition

the literaturo of contemporaneous history has been already reviewed
in these columns; and it is only left to the reviewer to recommend this new and excellent
edition of a live and valuable work. (Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

four lecture

now

(and probably a fifth will be added)
University of Pennsylvania to which

are

admitted.

The Hartford Courant informs the world

tiraev preparing a
cave.
The story of the
racy will be
committee.

be in

cave

mammoth

of the

Hon. E. B. Washbubnb declares that he
because

Gen. Grant is the strongest

he believes

that

the Repub-

man

licans can nominate.
Tjie Boston Herald
come

rusli

thinks

will
He does

Blaine

to the front with a rush.

things

—

re-

conspifully told by the investigating
Have a little patience.

is a Grant man,

to

v

supposed to
history of the

when he gets started.

|

Leaves of Healing (Boston: A. Williams &
Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham) is a
book of consolatory selections, arranged, it is
a
lady residing in Deering,
with the kindly purpose of giving comfort to
invalids. The selections include both prose
and poetry, and are of cheerful and hopeful
tendency. It is not at all a sectarian volurno,

understood, by

but contains a tasteful and refined collection of
religious passages suited to its purpose chosen from various authors.
The compiler will
be gratefully remembered by many readers to
whom her pious

and

charitable

work will

bring consolation.

|

and the

presence
wcs

forty-five sougs contained in this volume, there
is not one that falls below the standard of the
best English music, not one that fails to trans-

to

as

cabinet officers.

The

special coiespondents make much of the
discussionfor there is in it infinite possiand

gossip, as Margaret
Fullerlog ago said, is delightful to all of
us.
Thy treat the contention in various
tne speaks of it in a manner deways,
signeuwrie

trial or

airy contempt.

rvuutuer

afiecti tibreak the butterfly upon the wheel
and discarses upon vanity in a strain as
old as th, of the royal Israelite preacher.
Yet aioter assumes to go into tlie merits
of thequstion, and gravely argues that as
the criat- must take precedence of the
create!, Snamrs who make cabinet oflicers
are ertitd to the step before them—a
method creasoning which by the way leads
toverj itraordinary deductions; for if
Senatorsiake cabinet officers, members of
State Igislatures make Senators, and,
here ia hine, Executive Councillors make
legishto, therefore Executive Councillors
are to baonored above all other official
men—a inclusion which irr this State at
least, w be strenuously disputed.
But atliese correspondents agree in one

dispute grows out of etiquette. If that vanity were unknown, the
contentn, they assert, could have no exisIt is
tence. in that conclusion they err.
the wa of etiquette that has provoked the
debate. If society at Washington were, as
in all t capitals of the old world, governed
by firn established rules of prudence there
could no question whether “Mrs. Secretary” aith should visit or receive “Mrs.
Senate Robinson at the opening of the
season It would not matter wdiich way
thing,

tt the

the

r
worked so long as it was recognized nd its recognition would save much
ill-feeg on the part of the wemen and
mueliscomfort on the part of the me::. It
is a q tion whether in riding over the

street

walking

Tennyson’s Songs, with Mnsic. Edited by
W. G. Cusins (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon).
No
more elegant or valuable contribution to musical literature could bo made than this collection of the Laureate’s songs, set by some of tbo
foremost of modern composers. Among the

the

of

bilities of,'Ossip;

By H. B. Wardwell (Portland;
& Donham) aro well-intentioned
and commonplace, with some ease of versifica-

Hoyt, Fogg

of the wives of Senators

ing itself wia the old dispute
relative

Poems.

Recent Publications.

the

pavement
right

convent to turn to the

it is
or

more

to the

late, with genuine feeling and adequate expression, the spoken music of Tennvson’s verse
into melody and harmony. It is exceedingly
difficult to select among the songs for purposes
of especial praise—for the range and variety of

styles is very great; and choice is

a

matter

of

individual sympathy with the manner of one
or
another composer.
Mr. Barnett’s SeaFairies, written for mezzo-soprano and chorus
of soprani and alti, is very effective and beautifully written, with the fresh and picturesque
quality with which the sea always inspires Mr,
Barnett—a composer of admirable marine tone
pictures. Mr. J. L. Hatton’s sound old English manner is suited to the quaint song, Love
that hath us in the Not. Merlin’s strange
chant of rain and sun is set to music by M.
Joachim, the great violinist. Mr. Cusins’
Sailor Boy is exceedingly dramatic. Mr. C.
Villiers Stanford’s Milkmaid's Song is admirable—it is genuinely arch, sufficiently rustic,
without the least touch of vulgarity or affectation. It is as fresh as a daisy in a green field.
Mr. Cusins scores imposingly his fine chorus
Blow Trumpet, for the World is White with
May. Mr. Stanford’s Lute Song is exquisitely
pathetic and full of true dramatic feeling; less
known on this side of the ocean than some of
the other composers represented in the volume,
Mr. Stanford’s name bids fair soon to be
classed among the first of modern English
song-writers. Mr. Macfarren's setting of the
hopeless Too Late is admirable. The Beggar
Maid is a fine song by Mr. Cusins. M. Raff

tion.
Tho Art of Cooking (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is a volume of practical lessons iu cookery by

Miss Matilda Lees Dods of the South

Kensington School. Many of the receipts given
will seem rather elaborate to Now England
housekeepers, but others again will be found
more simple and easily
followed. Miss Dods
received one of the first diplomas given by the
school of cookery at Kensington, and lior witty
preface shows her to bo a bright woman likely
to do well in whatever profession she might

adopt.
The Art of

Speech.

Vol. I.

Studies in Po-

etry and Prose. By L. T. Townsend, D. D.,
(New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland:
Dresser & McLollan) is the rather ambitious
title of a work upon rhetoric. It has an amuslack of literary quality, is narrow-minded
and dull, and its attempts to be witty, never
attractive, become
exceedingly reprehensible when the author travesties a most sacred
and tender passago of the Bible by translating

ing

exquisite 23rd Psalm into Johnsonian
English by way of showing the superiority of simple speech. When the authe

thor in his preface announces. with some apparent solf gratuktion that he “occupies tho
chair of Sacred Rhetoric,” ono marvels at the
insolent freedom
feel that they are

with

which

privileged

to

some

persons
handle sacred

things.
Sebastian Strome.
By Julian Hawthorne
(New York: D. Appleton; Portland: Dresser
& McLellan). Mr. Hawthorne’s talent has
undergone a healthful and desirable change, of

contributes two settings of Tears, Idle Tears,
the first of which is the more subtle in sentiment, but the second more direct and effective

what extent or duration his future work will
prove. He is beginning to turn toward a leas
fantastic manner, and a more solid and commendable tone of thought. It seems curious
that any novel by the author of Garth and
Bressant should remind the reader of George
Macdonald's works—but such a resemblance
exists in Sebastian Strome. It is not an agree-

Sir Herbert Oakeley's Bugle Song is tuneful
and very singable; with bugle obligato, which
may, however, be represented by the pianoforte. Mr. W. H. Cummings, the tenor singer,

able book, not thoroughly a wholesome ono, but
it evinces a desire to be upon the right side of
things, which is as good in a uovel as in a man.
It shows traces of tho traditions of slow and

a dramatic and
impassioned sotting
of Edith’s Song, in the tragedy of Harold.
Mr. Randegger’s Home They Brought her
Warrior Dead, is a fine song. M. Gounod's
Ring Out Wild Bells, is notable for the superb
treatment of the accompaniment, in which by
simple means tho composer arrives at one of

morbid analysis, which, with his father's fame
bahind him, it must be hard for Mr. Hawthorns to escape; but it also contains some
very highminded aud clearly written passages,
if Mr. Hawthorne continue to improve as he
lias done since the publication of the novel
previous to Sebastian Strome, the public will

contributes

the

Vivian the Beauty, by Mrs. Annie Edwardoa
York: D, Appleton and Co.; Portland:
Dresser and McLellan) is a new number of the
Handy Volume Series. It is a sketch of one of
the “professional beauties” which from season
to season appear, reign and disappear in English
society. Mrs. Edwardes' style does not improve; there is a fade tone of next morning
sodawater and last night's playbills about it.
Her ingenue talks liko her woman of the
world—and neither talk like women in any
world outside of a novelist’s pages. The novel
is well meant, and certainly shows up fashionable folly in an unattractive light, but is not a,
novel that leaves the reader liking the world
any the better.
Great Singers. Edited by George T. Ferris
(Appletona’ Handy Volume Series; Portland:
Dresser & McLellan),' consists of sketches of
the great prime donne from Faustina Bordoni,
who nourished in Handel’s time, to Madame
Sontag. The volume is compiled from various
musical authorities, and is a convenient and
attractive little work for the benefit of readers
interested in the history of the opera and its
heroines.
Messrs. Harpers’ Franklin Square Library
offers some very attractive volumes this week:
Sir John, a fresh, natural and charming novel
L.. si. __kl.

_

_

A_rt__.

cs__a

VT

—

It_

my Heart’s Delight, a story of colonial days
prettily told by Messrs. Besant and Rice; The
Greatest Heiress in England, one of Mrs.
Oliphant’s quiet, artistic stories: Madam de
Reinusat’s Memoirs, translated by Mrs. Cashel
and Mr. John Lillie, a striking and vivid picture of the court of Napoleon;
Queen
of the Meadow, a most admirable pastoral nov-

Hoey

el by

Mr. Charles Gibbon who has written
of the finest and most perfectly sustained
fiction ol the present day. By means of natural and unaffected genius, Mr. Gibbon arrives
at effects for which such novelists as Hardy
and Blackmore strain every muscle.
Another
volume of the same series is the Munster Circuit, a volume of reminiscences of the Irish
Bar, by J. R. O'Fl inagan. Nell—On and off
the Stage, is a bright theatrical
B. II.
some

story(by

All the numbers of the Franklin
Square Library are for sale in Portland by
Messrs. Loring, Short, & Harmon.
Buxton.

Grant and Lea.
The Surrender at Appomattox.

our

the rose-water school of politicians that criticised General Grant for supposititious lack of
society polish, and who go abroad to represent
their country by picturing it as a corrupt and

the first.
It says:
Democrats who quarreled with us because we refused to go in
in

irrefutable, that

upou

passive,

“continent that rose and uncovered before him”
and the self-respect, patriotism and nobility of
his attitude in presence of Europe is in decided contrast to that of certain individuals of

done in any other way.

vere on

or

reared.
It is interesting to read how gracefully General Grant responded to the courtesy of the

is a member of the “Cosmo-

American Colonization

fact is

will assist either
the “solid North,” or the
with
the
“solid
South.”
party ranging
They are
blind leaders of the blind, whether they stand in
who
that
teach
or
write
a'
<iitorial
desks,
pulpits
there is no choice of parties, and that it is of little
moment which wins. By an eternal law parties
differ, and by the same law they differ for good or
ill.
the heresy of political inditfe.ence, so flippantly paraded by chipper critics, strikes at that inherent and fundamental morality upon which alone
the social and political structure can be wisely

Weed, who, with Cardi-

Mit. Thuhlow
nal

The

political conduct, active
the party ranging with

Longstreet, which bears out the
declaration already made that at Gettysburg
Gen. Lee ordered the assault on Round Top
which was so disastrous to Longstreet’s
corps and to Lee’s army, when other officers'
doubted its expediency.

itself

strong writer of origi-

(Now

While it would be unwise needlessly to offjnd the
worthy portion of our countrymen who rally under
the banner of “independence,” it is not the time to
follow doctrinaires, to forget experience, or fret at

credit
and responsibility for dis-

It contains a letter from Gen. Hood

asters.

have reason to congratulate
appearance of another
nal fiction.

serious vein:

It

war.

over
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HALSEY H.

Be xingtox F. Randolph,
Henry S, Teiuell,
Jvmes M. Halsted,
Robert Bliss,
Thomas A. Cummins,
of
the
Board of Directors,
Committee
Special
appointed October 22. 1879, to examine the aasets
aud accounts at the close of the year.

o’clock, sharp.

which

and

JOHN R. FOSTER.Buugur

in person, caiefully
examined the accounts, and counted and examined
in detail, the assets of the Society, and certify that
the foregoing statement thereof is correct.
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elected,
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an
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Market value of Stocks and Bonds
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collection..—
Deferred Premiums.
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New York Combination.

Entire
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Favorites,

Return of the

unhappy accident being in
official positions, deliberately
abused their trust, perverted the laws which
it was their sworn duty to execute justly and
impartially according to their spirit and intent, who sought by wicked trickery to
thwart the will of the people as expressed at
the polls and who not only brought diswho, by
important
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MRS. C. C. HUNT, Cor. Sec.
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Song,
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Street,

study o:

the foremost performers. Several part-song)
are included, where,the words seem to requirt
several voices for their expression. Much
credit is due to Mr. Cusins for the fortunate

send
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music render them worthy the careful
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to Gen.
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dowments.
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set

non-recognition of an absence of genera
The vulgai
understanding of those forms.
strife is an argument for etiquette, not i
reason for its abolition.

will also revive the controversy

ford,

DISBURSEMENT^
Dividends, Surrender Values and
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York.

The State W. C. T. U., will hold
tion in the Methodist Church, Foss

$6,396,400.15
1,950,680.70

Claims by Death and Matured En-

and Children,

Randall,

PERANCE UNION.

$33,898,822.74

Annuities.

Patrick Bradley,
J. J. Lappin,

the generous zeal of Mr. Ernst Perabo—hai
the finale from the Sleeping Beauty witl
graceful and charming melody, at once tcndei
and naive, as befits the happy ending of
fairy tale. Enough songs have been describee
to give the reader an idea of the scope am
merit of this collection. In compass and diffi
culty they are not beyond the powers of ama
teur singers, though the beauty of words am

agreement promotes comfort and prevent

for victories won
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—FOR—

D. B.

WOMAN’S CHRISTIAN TEM-
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296,545.79
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Premiums.
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Patrick McGowan,
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Washington;
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Interest and Kents..
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James Cunningham,
Frank Cunningham,
Chas. McCarthy,
Daniel Mannix,
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J.hn Davis,

Department.
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Less Depreciation in Government
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measures

educate the masses upon the drinking system; t<
strengthen the moral sentiment of the people upoi
the drink traffic; to advise upon the question o
more stringent enacimcnts for the suppression o:
drinking and selling intoxicating liquors; to tak<
into consideration tne willful neglect and refusal o
executive officers of towns, cities and counties t(
enforce the laws upon the statutes of the Siate
prohibiting the traffic in intoxicating liquors: am
to consider any and all questions bearing upoi
these subjects.
of the times demand that wc
the exigencie
should vote for Done but honest men and hones:
obedi
officials to enforce the laws; and that
ence to all laws being the paramount duty of al

Thirty Days

John W. Munger,
166

—

ing

JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
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in Boston.
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OH

for the final overthrow of the drink
system and the liquor traffic.
We cordially Invite all friends of the temperanc<
cause to meet with us on this occasion, in order t<
able
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It requires only a few aoplicacions to restore gray hair to its youthful color and lustrous beauty,
duce luxuriant growth, and its occasional use is all that is needed to preserve it in its highest perfection
and beauty. DANDRUFF is quickly and permanently removed.

HALL,
in

XO

Society will meet ii

Wednesday, February 11th, 18*0, at 1J
o’clock A. 91.,
and oontinue through Wednesday and Thursday
The Maine State Temperance Society is compose< [
of members of all temperance organizations in thi 1
State, &nu is designed to be the medium througl
which they can unitedly act in the use of all honor
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its natural
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MATINEE,

on

soon as

;

jostling, confusion, and perhaps quarrel
All that, an observance of the etiquette o ^
the street does away with.
The etiquett !
of the drawing room serves as good a pur
pose, and within the bounds of its applica
tion keeps the peace and prevents dispute
as ignoble as they are persistent.
Th<
“Ladies’ War” at Washington is not thi
result of the existence of social forms but
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to
open policies
merchants, making risks binding a
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York,

attach^ of

the poetic effects which are associated with hi
genius. Mr. Arthur Sullivan's St. Agnes
Eve is a line concert air for soprano with ai
admirable accompaniment. M. Xaver Scliar
wenka—a young musician whose iutroductioi
to hearers in this part of the country is due t(

the
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]J. R. Young’s Around the World with Grant.]
“On the night before Lee’s surrender," said
General Grant, “I had a wretched headache
—headaches to which I have been subject—
nervous

ing.

prostration,

But, suffer

or

intense

not, I had

persona] sufferto keep moviDg.

I saw clearly, especially after Sheridan had cut
off the escape tp Danville, that Lee must surrender or break and run into the mountains—
break in all directions and leave ns a dozen
gnerilla bands to fight. The object of my campaign was not Richmond, not the defeat of Lee
in actual fight, but to remove him aud his army out of the contest and if possible to have
him use his influence in inducing the surrender of Johnston and the other isolated armies.
You see the war was an enormous strain upon
the country. Rich as we were I do not now
see how we could have endured another year,
even from a financial point of view.
So with these views I wrote Lee. and opened

correspondence with which the world is familiar.

Lee does not appear well in that cor-

respondence, not nearly so well as he did in
our subsequent interviews, where his whole
bearing was that of a patriotic and gallant soldier, concerned alone for the welfare of bis
army and his State. I received word that Lee
would meet me at a point within our lines
near Sheridan’s headquarters. I had to ride
quite a distance through a muddy country. I
remember now that I was concerned about my
personal appearance. I had an old suit on,
without my sword, and without any distinguishing mark of rank except the shoulderstraps of a lieutenant general on a woolen
blouse. I was splashed with mud in my long
ride. I was afraid Lee might think I meant
to show him studied discourtesy by so coming
—at least I thought so.
But I had no other
clothes within reach, as Lee’s letter found me
nnrmr

fvnns

m tt
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r~\
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The general,
who was one of the heroes of the campaign,
and whose pursuit of Lee was perfect in its
generalship and energy, told me where to find
Lee. I remember that Sheridan was impatient when I met him, anxious and suspicious
about the whole business; feared there might
be a plan to escape; that he bad Lee at nis
feet, and wanted to end the business by going
in and forcing an absolute surrender by capture.
In fact, he had his troops ready for
such an assault when Lee’s white fiag came
within his lines.

ridiDg until I met Sheridan.

MEETING OF

THE

CHIEFTAINS.

I went up to the house where Lee was waiting. I found him in a fine, new, splendid uniform, which only recalled my anxiety as to my
I
own clothes while on my way to meet him.
expressed my regret that I was compelled to
meet him in so unceremonious a manner, and
he replied that the only suit he had available
was one which had been seut him by some admirers in Baltimore, and which he then wore
for the first time. We spoke of old friends in
the army. I remembered having seen Lee in
Mexico. He was so much higher in rank than
myself at the time that I supposed he had no
recollection of me. But he said he remembered
me very
well. We talked of old times and
exchanged inquiries about friends. Lee then
broached the subject of our meeting. I told
him my terms, and Lee, listening attentively,
asked me to write them down. I took out my
‘manifold order’ book and pencil and wroto
them down. General Lee put on his glasses
and read them over. The conditions gave the
officers their side arms, private horses and personal baggage. I said to Lee that I hoped and
believed this would be the close of the war.
That it was most important that the men
should go home and go to work and the government would not throw any obstacles in the
way. Lee answered that it would have a most
happy effect, and accepted the terms. I
handed over my penciled memorandum to an
aid to put into ink and we resumed our conversation about old times and friends in the
armies.
COURTESIES BETWEEN

THE

OPPOSING HEROES.

Various officers came in—Longstreet, Gordon, Pickett from the South; Sheridan, Ord
and others from our side.
Some were old
friends—Longstreet and myself, for instance—
and wo had a general talk. Lee, no doubt, expected me to ask for his sword, but I did
not want
his
sword.
It would
only,”
said the general, smiling,
‘‘hare gone to
the patent office to be worshipped by the Washington rebels. There was a pause when General Lee said that most of the animals in his
cavalry and artillery were owned by privates,
and he would like to know, under the terms,
whether they would be regarded as private
property or the property of the government. I
said that under the terms of the surrender
they belonged to the government. General
Lee read over the letter and said that was so.
I then said to the general that I believed and
hoped that this was the last battle of the war
that I saw the wisdom of these men getting
home and to work as soon as possible, ana that I
would give orders to allow any soldier or officer
claiming a horse or mule to take it. General
Lee showed some emotion at this—a feeling
which I also shared—and said it would have a
most happy effect.
The interview ended and I
gave orders for rationing the troops. The next
Lee
on
I
met
horseback and we had
day
a long talk.
In that conversation I urged
the wisdom
Lee
of
upon
ending the
war
by the surrender of the other armies. I asked him to use his influence with
the people of the South—an influence that was
supreme—to bring the war to an end. General Lee said that his campaign in Virginia was
the last organized resistance which the South
was capable of making—that I might have to
march a good deal and encounter isolated
commands here and there; but there was no
longer any armv which could make a stand.
I told Lee that this fact only made his responsibility greater, and any further war would be
a crime.
1 asked him to go among the Southern people and use his influence to have all
men under arms surrender on the same terms
given to the army of Northern Virginia. He
replied that he could not do so without consultation with President Davis. I was sorry. I
saw that the confederacy had gone beyond the
reach of President Davis, anu that there was
nothing that could be done except what Lee
could do to benefit the Southern people. I was
anxious to get them home and have our armies
go to their homes and fields. But Lee would
not move without Davis, and, as a matter of
fact, at that time, or soon after, Davis was a
fugitive in the woods.
grant's opinion of lbb.
“Lee was of a slow, conservative, cautious
nature, without imagination or humor, always
the same, with grave diguity. I never could
see in his achievements what justifies his reputation. The illusion that nothing but heavy
odds beat him will not stand the ultimate light
of history. I know it is not true.
Lee was a
good deal of a headquarters general—a desk
general from wbat I can hear, and from what
his officers say. He wae almost loo old for active service—the best seIn
flald.
At

SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 7.
tl,o time of the surrender no was fifty-eight or
fifty-nine and 1 was forty-three.
I [is otiieers used to say that he posed liirnand
getf, tliat he was retiring and exclusive,
that liis headquarters were difficult of access.
came
I remember when the commissioners
surthrough our lines to treat, just before the
render, that one of them remarked on the
and
great difference between our headquarters
Lee’s. I always kept open house at lieadquarters. so lar as the army was concerned.
ior some
“My anxiety,” said the general,
time before Richmond fell was lost Lee should
hazardous.
was
Lee
of
abandon it. My pursuit
I was in a position o. extremo difficulty, rou
from my supp les,
see I was marching away
while Lee was falling back on ins supplies.
bis
continued
bad
fight another day I
If Lee
should hare had to abandon the pursuit, and
fall back to Danville, build the railroad and
feed my army. So far as supplies were concerned, I was almost at my last gasp when the
surrender took place.”

BY TELEGRAPH.

Planets in February.
(Providence Journal.]
Uranus wins the place of honor among the
planets in February, lor he is in bis best position for observation during the month, being
visible as a faint, misty star to observers who
know whore to look for him. lie comes into
opposition with the sun on the -5th, the earth
then being between the sun and Uranus, and
the planet at its nearest point to me cartii.
Ilis nearest approach, however, leaves an interval of space between us of seventeen hundred and forty-five millions of miles, and such
is the marvellous construction of tiie human
eye that it distinctly discerns this remote
member of the system, requiring hut a slight
effort to span the inconceivable space. Careful observers can find the planet with a little

Augusta, Feb. 5.
A petition from J. W. Porter was presented
asking for a repeal of the law relating to imprisonment for debt.
A bill was reported relating to tlie Portland

AUGUSTA.

COMMISSION.

ed to

The only issuo was as to the number
commission,
constitute the
which should
whether it should be seven or sixteen. Those
who favored the smaller number thought the
commission should be made up of one from

epinion.

each of the five Congressional districts, with
Those who opposed contended
two at large.
that the commission should eousis of one
from each of the sixteen counties, and their
views pievailed by a vote of 17 to 9, oil a call
The discussion was carof the yeas and nays.
ried on with good feeling, and party lines were
Tho resolve as it
for the nonce of abeyance.
passed makes the number sixteen to bo approved by the Governor.
The commissioners appointed are to hold
their first session at the Capitol, immediately
after their appointment and are to proceed
without delay to prepare the valuation, and
sit at the same place with no adjournment for
more than two days at one time until the
pre.
paration of the valuation is completed, or until
final adjournment of this legislature. In case
tho report cannot he completed before final adjournment, then tho report shall he made to
the next, legislature on the first day of its session.
Tho commissioners are empowered to employ a suitable clerical force. Tho compensation to the commissioners will be §3.00 per day
while actually engaged in preparing the valuation ami making their report, while the pay of
clerks will be §2.00 a day. Both commissioners and clerks will be allowed actual traveling

pale bluish tint. Seen through a
it shows a disc, proving that it
is a planet, assumes a delicate s'a-green tint,
aud is a beautiful object. Uranus is technically numbered with the morning stars until bis
a

good telescope,

the 26th. He then
opposition
becomes evening star, rising when the sun sets,
his place being opposite the sun, as the word
indicates. It is easy to keep track of Uranus,
sun on

expenses in ouce traveling to and
from Augusta.

bis movement is so slow. His oppositions ocabout three hundred aud
cur at intervals of
sixty-nine days. Thus the time of opposition
during the remainder of the present century
half
may be found by adding four Jays and a
for every subsequent year to the date of the

and illustrate in their varied
the harmony, symmetry and simplicity of the solar scheme, so immeasurably
vast when viewed by the finite powers of the
human mind, bo immeasurably small when
compared with the twinkling stars and stardust that people infinite space.

sky.

A Peculiar Phrase of Dickens.
A reporter lately talked with Tliurlow Weed
about Charles Dickens, and quoted the brief
account of his death in the “Letters.” “It
being now evident that he was ill, and vory
seriously ill, his sister-in-law begged him to
come to his own room before she sent for medical help. ‘Come and lie down,’ she entreated.
‘Yes—an the ground,’he said very distinctly
—these were the last words he spoke—and he
slid from her arms and fell upon the floor.”
Tlio p'u-ase used by Mr. Dickens in these, his
really “last words,” was peculiar IIo was in
the dining-room of his house at Gad’s hill, and
not out-of-doors. In point of fact he lay-

stretched oat upon the floor until a conch
could be brought. Mr. Weed said, “Yes, I
have remarked this peculiarity in the phraseology of ilr. Dickens. You will find that he
uses ‘ground’ for ‘floor’ in all of his works, and
v

in some oil them repeatedly. I cannot, of
course, recall all the instances, hut it occurs
twice at least in ‘A Tale of Two Cities,’ and
under very marked circumstances. The first
time it is spoken in the case of Dr. Mauette,
the released prisoner of the Bastile, who was
in an apartment in the garret of a house at
Paris. You remember that lie sank fainting
in liis daughter's arms, and the story goes on
to say: “When tlio quiet of tlio ggrret had
been long undisturbed and his heaving breast
and shaking form had long yielded to the calm
that must follow all storms—emblem to humanity of tlio rest and silence into which the
storm called life must hush at last—they came
forward to raise tlio father and daughter from
the ground. Ho had gradually dropped to the
floor: she had nestled down with him that his
head might lie upon her arm.’ The room was
four stories above the street, and yet Mr. DickIn the
ens spoaks of its floor as ‘the ground.’
same story there is an account of a deadly conflict between Mine. Dlifarge and Miss Pross in
a room of which the latter says, in her defiance
of tlio Frenchwoman, ’we are alone at the top
of a high hous’.’ Yet after the pistol has done
its bloody work of vengeance, tlio narrative
proceeds: ‘As the smoko cleared, leaving an
awful stillness, it passed out on the air like
the soul of the furious woman whose body lay
lifeless on the ground.’ There again the floor
of the highest apartment in tlio house is spoken
of as ‘the ground.’ It i.s must striking that the
greater t English novelists should have emphas >:■ d such a peculiarity with his passing
breath. 'Yes—on the ground.’

returning

The State Printing.
Sprague & Co. accomplished an easy (victory
today, when the House ooncurred by such a
strong vote as it did, with the action of the
Senate in making them the Stato printers.
Maj. Ilowell of Hallowell led oil tho debate

present opposition.
Mats is eveniug star, and a conspicuously
beautiful object for observers as lie pursues his
rapid course eastward among the stars of Taurus. His great declination gives him a high altitude when lie passes the meridian.
Risiug
now soon after 11, lie reaches this point a litthat
then
and
the
tle before 7,
starry page
opens before the eye of the observer looking

movements

& Son.

Press.]
[Special Despatch
Augusta, Fee. 0.—Tito debate lit the Senate
to-day on the resolve to provide for a Stato
valuation brought out a general expression of

six stars that form the .Sickle in the coustelation Leo. A few degrees east oi' Regulus is
a small star called Rlio Leouis, and the planet
li is of the
must he looked for in its vicinity,
sixth magnitude, tiio smallest visible to the

this evening

Sprague

for tho

Republicans,

and

was

principal

their

spokesman. He contented himself by making
a plain presentation of facts in relation to the
State printing which were incontrovertible.
He showed that the animus of the fusionists
was to make the Stato printing a bone of contention for political capital. He made a hit
when lie spoko of Pillshury being in dancing
attendance on the Union Hall legislature,
while Sprague & Son were attending to their
business in the legal legislature at the State
IIouso.

7

Wales, the fusion member from Biddeford,
subsequently attempted to strike back by saying that something had been said about somebody being in dancing attendance at the fusion
Legislature, why, lie had heard of thousands
in dauciug attendance on the decision of the Supreme Court.
Cook of Lewiston, another Republican,dealt
that he had
a telling blow When ho stated
found that the appropriations for printing under the Garcelon reguimo for the past year had
been overdrawn §1,600; that there had been
drawn from the Higli School fund §2,000 for
who

were

printing,and
JfV/U

U1IO

kU

how many more bills for printing

VUlllk/

lit

HU

WHV

WU1U

Will

HU

vuu»

of printing tlio House Journal by Pillsbury &
Co. last year was $993.73, against $250 under
Republican rule, while the cost of printing the
Senate Journal was $570, or more than double
what it had cost before Pillsbury was State
The expense of binding under the
printer.
Republicans had been $GOOO per year, while for
the past year bills have already come in

amounting

to

over

reported from tbe Committee on Legal Affairs,
referred to the Cumberland county delegation,
and tbe Senate accepted the report.

Legislation inexpedient was reported on order for abolishing the office of Fishery Com-

to the

Regulus,

*.r

Contract Award-

Printing

The

or

eastward is fair to see. Mars leads the brilliant host. The Pleiades and ruddy Aldebaran
stand nearest the throne. Superb Orion glitters in the southeast, and Sirius, low down,
The twin stars,
shines in bis full splendor.
Castor and Pollux, illuminate the eastern sky,
them. Regulus
below
twinkles
and Procyou
The
is ready to start above the horizon line.
celestial arch shows no more.charming clusterluster
of
Mars
The
ing of its brightest gems.
is growing dim, and his dimensions are decreasing as lie travels from us aud approaches
the sun. He now sets about 2, at the close of
the month about 1 in the morning
Saturn is ovening star, and keeps oil his
quiet course with little variation, while, like
his brother planets Mar3 and Jupiter, he travels from the earth and approaches tho sun.
II.»
vxrxt?11
and lii<a nvwitinn ill t.hrt
heavens is strikingly contrasted with Mars from
the absenco of all bright stars in his vicinity.
He sets now about 10; at tho end of tho month
at half-past 8.
Jupiter is evening star, bat after the middle
of the month his brilliant face will bo difficult
to see, for he will then be so uear the sun as to
be nearly eclipsed in his brighter light. Those
who have watched his course through the
evenings of the autumn and wiuter, will miss
the beaming presence of the brightest star save
one that graces the firmament.
Special interest has been felt in the planet on account of
his surface
been
visible
on
which
has
the spot
Tlie
ever sinco last June and is still visible.
dimensions of the spot aro something appalling
on
scale
to those measuring upon the small
Astronomers
which the earth is fashioned.
give it a diameter of over twenty thousand
miles—two and a half times tlie diameter of
the globe. If the spot is a rift in the cloud atmosphere of Jupiter, it gives a frightful idea of
the disturbances going on among tbe chaotic
elements that form the mass of the huge
planet. Jupiter sets n'w about 8; at the end
of tlie month about half-past (i.
Mercury is morning star until the 14th, when
he comes into superior conjunction with the
sun, after which he is numbered with the
ovening stars. He rises now at 7 in the morning; at tlie end of tlie month he sets a little
botore 7. The only event of interest on his
record is his conjunction with Jupiter on the
evening of tlie 28th, when the two planets may
jiossibly be seen in the early twilight.
Venus is morning star, and a lovely harbinger of the sun’s bright presence throughout the
month. She is fulfilling her appointed rule as
she retraces her steps towards the sun. apparently at a slow pace. She rises now a few
minutes before 5; at tho end of the month, a
few minutes after 5. Bat the sun rises so
much earlier that she precedes him by less
than an hour and a half.
The February moon fulls on the 25tli. The
most beautiful picture painle l by the old moon
will occur on the
canvass
on tlie celestial
morning of the 7th. wlion the waning crescent
will hang two degrees south of Venus, tlie
peerless morning star. Tlie new moon of the
10th will be in conjunction with Mercury on
tlie day of its occurrence, when of course moon
and planet will be invisible. On the evening
of tlie 12th, the two-days’ old moon will be
near to Jupiter in the early twilight, a sight
worth watching for. On tlie 14th the moon
will be near Saturn; on the 18th near Mars.
The full moou*oii the 25th will be near Uranus
at tbe time of opposition.
Thus the planetary annals of February show
unusual inon their records no phenomena of
terest.
But astronomical r< search is never
monotonous to one who loves to watch the
movements that are constantly taking place on
the celestial sphere. Uranus is to be carefully
looked for as his great orb, eighty times exceeding our own in volume, trembles on the
verge of visibility, dwarfed by his immense
distance. Mars is to bo watched as in rapid
Pleiades. Jupiter
coarse lie circles lieartlio
bids farewell for a season to tbe nocturnal sky
where he lias reigned for months the brightest
of the starry throng. Bright-eyed observers
may catch a parting glimpse of him on the 28tli
side by side with Mercury, tho only planetary
conjunction of the mouth. The waning moon
and Venus will be fair toseeontlio morning
of the 7t!i, and tlie waxing moon and Jupiter
will shine serenely ill the glowing twilight ou
the 12 li. The starry heaven3 in February
lircesnt to tlie observer a choice portion of the
celestial map, while no less than five of the six
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moonless
clear
cm
evenings.
Uranus rises now about 7 o’clock, and at the
end of the month abont 5.
A favorable time for observation will thereA
fore be found at present about !> o’clock.
brilliant first magnitude star will then be visible in the eastern sky, one-tliir.1 of the disThis is
tance from the horizon to the zenith.
the largest and the lowest of the five

with the

assigned.
Legislation was reported inexpedient on order relating to repeal or amendment of law
concerning interest.
Tbe proposition to reduce the salary of the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland county was
Read aud

Turnverein.

painstaking

eye, aud of

First, Call.

$11,000.

The fusion leaders great and small come to
the front. It was nctieeahle that all followed
the same line of argument, as if they had
been coached. Thoy studiously avoided mentioning Pillsbury’s name, and in airing their
rhetoric they wanted to impress on tho minds
of those present that they soared above party,
and had only at heart the interest of the dear
people. Gushee of Appleton, when he gushed
his gush said that it had been often remarked
But
t'.ut to the victor belonged the spoils.
he thought, this was a year when we
should break away from such a policy, and
treat this matter of State printing as legislators and not as politicians. Walesjof Biddeford
now

missioners.
A bill was reported to amend an act for supRead
plying the city of Bangor with water.
and assigned. Another bill was reported to
amend

an

act

to

incorporate

gor, approved Feb.

the city of BanlS:t+.
Read and as-

12,

A bill was presented making tho Frontier
Guards of Eastport subject to the duties and
privileges of other volunteer companies Referred to Military committee.
The resolve for the appointment of a commission of military officers to revise tho military laws, coming up on its passage to bo enerossod whs referred to the Committee on Mil-

itary Affairs.
A petition was presented for incoporating
Referred to
the Forest Lake lee Company.
committee on Legal Affairs.
Ordered, That the House concurring, a,joint
select committee of three on part of the Senate with such as tho House may join, bo appointed to consider the Governor’s message
and report reference of its several subjects to
appropriate committees; and Messrs. Smith,
Hill and Rogers were appointed on part of
the Senate.
Tho report of the committee on State valuation was taken up, tho pending question being
amendment to resolve to have the commission
consist of sixteen persons, or one from each

Bradford,

llill,

he

engrossed.
House.
presented and

referred prayPetitions were
for the abolition of tho Calais Municipal
Court; for change in act establishing police
court in Rockland; to incorporate the Waterville Telegraph Company; for special sewerage
law; to amend charter of Katahdin Iron Company appointing auditors; asking that Orchard
Beach Railroad Company may have right to
build wharf; for restoration of salaries and

ing

number of Judges of Supreme Judicial Court;
also resolve in favor of an act of Congress
granting pensions to veterans of Mexican war;
also bill to incorporate the Dudley Brook Dam

Company.
Two thousand copies of the Governor's meswere ordered to be printed:
Ordered, That the Judiciary committee consider tho expediency of amending chap. 91 of
R. S., so that mortgages of personal property
to secure a debt for auy sum shall be required
to be recorded in tho town clerk’s office. That
the committee on Education consider tho expediency of amending tiie public laws relating
to the employment of children in cotton and
woolen manufactories.
The House ordered that the printers having
sage

in charge tho printing of the opinions of the
Supreme Court upon certain matters he requested to suspend further action in the matter
until the order of Mr. Perry of Camden, relative to the decision of Judge Virgin in the
mandamus case, is disposed of.
A bill was reported to enable the Cumberland & Oxford Canal corporation to make sale
of its property to be used for railroad purposes.
Read and assigned.
A bill was reported to incorporate tho Artesian Water Company of Rockland, witli a capital of $100,000. Read once, and tabled to be

printed.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of Thomas W. Poster to be reimbursed for
money furnished to soldiers in the 14th Regiment Maine Vols. in the year 1861.
A bill was reported to extend the time for
the completion of the Bangor & Piscataquis
railroad three years from Jan. 27, 1SS0.
Read
and assigned.
A hill was reported to consolidate the Hampden Silver Mining Comnanv and the Dunton
Silver Mining Company. Read and assigned.
A bill was reported increasing the capital
stock of tlio Richardson Wharf Company.
Road and assigned.
A bill was reported relating to tho organization of mining and manufacturing companies.
Printed under the rule.
The petition of Wm. Emory, attorney for the
county of York, praying that a salary shall he
fixed by law as compensation to the county
commissioners and county treasurer of said
county, was referred to the

YorkUbounty

dele-

gation.

dilated in glib and flippant language, pretending that he wauted to be enlightened in figures, rule and tabular work, by some printer;
and then lie had something to say about inuendoes and flings, until at last he forgot himself and became lost in a philippic against the

committee reported ought not
to pass on act additional to chap. 122, see. 12,
of the R. S., as ameuded by chap. 57 of tho
public laws of 1878, relating to corrupt agreements by attorneys and others.
A bill was reported to amend chap 81 of tho

Republican party.
Plaisted of Lincoln, swelled in graudioso
sentences, and kept putting chips on his
shoulder for somebody to knock off, while
Swan of Minot babbled like a brook running
a meloover its pebbly bed, until he reached
dramatic climax, when he referred to the
rights of the people and then with sheer ex-

public laws of 187‘J, relating

amount of
player could have
the Republicans wlio
thoroughly understood the points at issue, and
knew that this Sprague contract was in tlie interest of the State.
The hill that was reported to-day relating to
tlie organization of mining and manufacturing
corporations fixes the amount of capital stock
haustion he subsided.
and
Fusion fustian
charged the minds of

at

$500,000 and

But

no

les3 than $1,000.

not

Waterville Telegraph Company.
Tlio bill to incorporate the Waterville Telegraph Company has for incorporators W. A. RBoothby, Fred N. Fales, A. M. Konnison, W.
It confines
S. Searles and John N. Webber.
tlie putting up of wires to tlie limits of Waterville, and allows the capital stock to be fixed
of the company.
The Legislature will not abolish the office of
Fish Commissioner.
There will be quite an exodus of members to-

by

a

vote

morrow

for tlieir homes to remain

day.

over

Fire in the Maine Standard Office.

Augusta, Feb. G.—This morning about six
o’clock a fire caught in tlio press room of the
Maine Standard office in the timbers of the
It was extinguished in
floor near tlie engine.
short time, but a great amount oi damage
The injury to the forms
was done by water.
of type and material in the office is considerable, while the immense amount of water
poured into tho building nearly ruined tlio
entire stock of millinery in the store under*
a

neatli owned by Miss Addie Lawrence, and
damaged tho grocery store of James E. Fuller
the extent of ¥1203.
mates her loss at ¥2)39.

Miss Lawrence estiYll insured.

NEW YORK.
Investigating the New York; Election
New York, Feb. 5.—Tho sub-committee oi
the Senate select committee, formerly the Teller committee, to enquire into the alleged
frauds in the late election, began work to-day
in the Post Office building. The testimony of
a number of witnesses was taken as to arrests
on alleged fraudulent naturalization papers.
A

Queer Story

of

Alleged Robbery-

Kinnetli Albro of Texas reported that Jan.
31, while ascending the steps of the
sub-treasury on Wall street, with a satchel
containing ¥125,000 in registered four per cent,
government bonds, ho was fooled by the drop
wallet game. While picking it up he was
thrown down by a man, and in the confusion
He offered ¥5,000
bis satchel was carried off.
for tho return of the bonds and received an anpaying
swer that they would be restored on
¥25,000 cash. Although tho robbery was at
passnoon and a large number of people were
bad
no one know that such a robbery

ing,

been

accomplished.
METEOROLOGICAL.

I

N'DICAnONS

FOR

TilK NEXT
HOURS.

YWBNTY-FOOB

War Df.p’t, Office Chief Signal, 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
February 7, 1 A. M. )
For New England.
winds shifting to east and south with partly
cloudy weather, and in the northern portions
light snow, falling foil ved by rising barometer, and during the night i.j.ver temptrature.
It is stated that Seuatir Lunar is

covering.

river fisheries.
Printed under tho rule. This bill changes the
time of stripping weirs to the 25tli of June an-

rapidly

re-

to

nually.
The bill to compel certain officers whose
terms have expired to deliver money and oilier
property to their successors, was ordered to be
printed by tho House under joint rule.
Report of the committee on printing and
binding submitting contracts for printing with
Sprague & Son, and binding with Smith &
Reed, was taken up. Pending acceptance of

report, the quostion was to amend majority report by substituting minority report with contract with Thomas F. Murphy to do printing,
and with Alexander T. Cameron

to

do the

binding.
A lengthy dobato took place which was participated in by Messrs. Rowell, Cook andothers, who opposed substituting minority report, and by Messrs. Milliken, Gusliee, Plaisted, Swan and Wales, who favored. The
minority report was rejected by a vote of 83 to
43. Report of committee accepted by yeas 84,
nays 43.
The contracts were then
rence witii the Senato.

in

Feb. (i.—Tho

House

com-

Dim

rrwx

.1

21

al.„

session bills already introduced call for
The committee
appropi iations of $5,010,000.
thus far recommended appropriations amountto

$2,080,000.

The Sonato committee on education agreed
to recommend for passage the bill providing
that the net proceeds of sales of public lands
and tho net receipts of the patent office hereafter be devoted to the establishment of an educa
tional fund to be apportioned annually among
tlie states and territories and the District of
Columbia.
The House Indian committee adopted a resolution calling upon the Secretary of the Interior to transmit to the House tho Testimony
taken before the Indian commission in relation to tha recent Uto outbreak and efforts to
arrest tho authors of the outrages at White
Kiver Agency._

HARRISBURG CONVENTION.
Mr. Frye Surprised at the Strength Developed by Mr. Blaine.
Washington, Feb. 6.—Mr. Frye of Maine,
speaking of tho result of t.ie Harrisburg convention said he was surprised at tho strength
He had not
developed by Blaine's friends.
expected it in view of the great efforts made
by Cameron and of the fact that Blaine’s
friends had not. sought to bind delegates by instructions ill his favor.
Congressman Fisher of Pennsylvania, said,
“I do not think that Blaine’s friends havo any
reason to feel disappointed at tho result or to
look upon it as a defeat.
Every county that
is for Blaine will be represented at Chicago by
Blaino men. Nine-tenths of all Grant men in
tho State are for Blaine as second choice.”

MARINE NEWS.
Sandy Hook Light House Undermined.
Nitw York, Feb. 5.—The East Beacon light
house on Sandy Hook is reputed in tottering
condition. Its foundations were washed by
the recent storm and the keeper abandoned it.
The Sandy Hook lightship will resume its station to-morrow. Tao buoys in the lower harbor and hay arc being replaced to-day.
The Wreck of the Kate Newman.
The bodies of the captain and steward of the
lost schooner Kate Newman, have been taken
in charge of by the Freemasons and are to be
sent to Maine to-morrow.
Lighthouse Steamer Missing.
Steamer Fern, with lighthouse supplies from
West the 2dtli of January for this pert, is

Key
missing.

generally storng.

In this

6 months.

[Funeral
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Tin following
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Chicago^ Rock
fllinois Centra).

House adjourned until Monday.

b

land.
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Strikers Threatening Bloodshed.
Fob. (i.—The striking iron or<
millers along the Last Pennsylvania railroai
for twenty miles are resolved upon violence t<
obtain their demands, ft is possible that tin
sheriff will order out a posse comttatus, and i
ire cannot preserve order the local military wil
he called out. The miners of Great Flats o
East Texas in that vicinity held a large meet
ing and resolved to march from mine to mini
and by force to stop all hands now at work. I
their demands are not acceded to, the fires wil [
lie drawn from under tin) boilers, and if tint
does not accomplish tlio object the engim !
houses and other buildings are threatened witl 1
destruction. Early this morning the miners o
two mines near Toptou were compelled t
leave work by the strikers. It is intended t )
meet the strikers with forcoand the employer;
say they will surely he bloodshed if their work [
The strike™ demand 15 pe r
are menaced.
cent, increase.

Sr T

nnV.Hi’nmio

British Parliament.
London, Feb. 5.—In the Commons toda;
Lord Stanhope confirmed the report that cet
tain correspondence between the Ameer o [
Afghanistan and the Russian government ha 5
been discovered in Cabal, hut said it. was no b
in the interest of the public service to publisl
it.
*
The debate on tiie Home Rulers amondmen (.
to the address was continued, and several Irisl
members addresfed the House.
Sir Stafford Northcote said lie found n )
fault witli the Irish members for taking tlii
>
early opportunity for drawing attention to
important a matter, but they would he goin;
beside tlio question of distress by occupyiii]
themselves with such points as tlioso dealt witl
Ho distinctly denied tha t
in the amendment.
the government had allowed tlio matter t
the
Ho
s-*id
report of tlio Register Gen
sleep.
eral for the past year, just received, disclosed ;
The ex
very unsatisfactory state of things.
tent of land under crops in Ireland was les 5
than during any of the preceding ten years
He spoke of the alarming decrease in the pota
to crop, and said lie proposed introducing a bil l
authorizing out door relief.
The Hurricane in the Phillippine Islands
Madrid, Feb. 5.—Official despatches are re
ceived giving further details of tha recent bur
ricano in the Phillippine islands. Twenty-tivi
vessels of various classes was wrecked, includ
A large number o
ing four foreign frigates.
;
other vessels were damaged. Forty-six person;
were drowned.

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Feb
Feb
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool
Scythia.New York..Liverpool —Feb
—Feb
Pennsylvania.Philndel’a. .Liverpool
—

Feb
Frisia.New York..Hamburg
City of Chester_New' York..Liverpool— Feb
—

Winnipeg....Portland ...Liverpool.Feb
Celtic.New York.. Liverpool —Feb
Levonia.New' York..Glasgow.Feb
Circassiau.Halifax.Lvierpool.Feb
Lake

Alsatia.New

—

—

Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool.Feb

Republic.New

Bolivia.New

—

Market.

following were
Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:

Butter—Choice creameries at 28@33c; fair t

)

made New York am l
Vermont 25@27c; choice straight New York am I
Vermont dairy 201223c; winter made at 18(<®22c ;
common to good lS_a;22c; market very dull.
Clie< sc—isells at 14®15c for ehoice: 12@13c fo
fair to rood; lOgllc p lb for common; market firn
and higher.
Eggs ore selling at 21@22c for Eastern; 19@20 :
for Southern, and 17@20c p dozen for Western ;
fall

abundant supply.

Potatoes—Eastern and Northern Rose at

50@55c 1

Proliflcs at 50@55c, and Jackson whites, Peeries
and other kinds at 40@45c; full supply and dull.

1

THE DOMINION.
fdoiicestcr Fifth Market.

ween

the old board of

rhihvay and the English bondholders. At tin
annual meeting of the shareholders yesterday
the latter elected a now board of director;
which are not recognized by the old board, will

refuse to give up the lino and at present Hole
it, and the rolling stock by force. All traffic ii
at a stand still.
Mr. Wymatt, the president of the new board
advertises that tlio head officers of the com
pany arc noiv situated in Quebec city, while
Mr. Paradis, the secretary of the cld board, advertises that they are at St. Joseph. A forum
demand will be made by the new j-->ard for the
road and all the property, and if refused step;
will he taken to onforco it.

Fresh Halibut— Market bare.
Shore Fish—We quote at $414 and S2 p cwt foi
steak and market Codfish, $3 for Haddock; 60c foi
Cusk, Hake and Bollock. Fresh Tongues at 7o p lb
Frozen Herring GOc p hundred.
Medicinal Oil 90c p gal, Tanners’ Oil 50c, Forgic
43c.

Nearly six thousand immigrant arrived al
New York in January.
General Curtis has resigned his position as

punishment.

(Jiicn&o Live Stock Market.

j

The sailing of the gunboat Adams from San
orders
Francisco Wednesday under sealed
It is believed that she has
comment.
been sent to Samoa.
The North German Gazette defies a statement made by tlio Russian journal Nove Vremya that Bismarck has intrigued with the Polish revolutionary government in 1863, and declares that the publication of such a fabrication shows that a hostile feeling is existing in
Russia against Germany.
The Cabinet lias affirmed the decision of the
court martial dismissing Major Reno from the
army.
Major Morrow again encountered Victoria’s
band of Indians Thursday and defeated them.
He expected another fight Thursday.
A letter carriers* mutual beneit association
has been organizen in Cincinnati.
Up to Nov. 12, 1871), seventy-six Afghans had
been hung at Cabul for being engaged in the
massacre of the British embassy.

Chicago, Feb. 6.—Hogs—Receipts 28,000 head;
shipments 6500; market dull and shade lower; vol
ume of trade large: mixed packing at 4 25@4 40;
light 4 3024 40; choice heavy at 4 55(g)4 65.
Cattle-Receipts 5000 head: shipments 3000Jlicad;
inactive and prices shade off; shipping 4 00@4 55;
stockers and feeders steady and firm at 2 90(23 80;
butchers quiet and weak 2 30@3 50.
Sheep—receipts 1400 head; shipments 300 head;
rnir- dsuitonrl ajjfl fifm at 3 9025 TO, common otook
dull; fat Sheep active.

causes

Ooieiestic Markets.
N;w York. Feb. 6—Evening—Flour.—Receipts
7681 bbls; 5@10o better, more active export, fair
home home trade; sales 25,000 bbls; No 2 at 3 75
(24 40;^ Superfine Western and State at 4 602
5 25: extra Western and State at 5 2oft,5 65; good
to choice do at 5 7027 75; White Wheat Western
extra at 5 70.2:6 25; fancy do at 6 30:28 00; ext ra Obit at 5 40®7 60; extra St. Louis at 5 402
7 75; latent Minnesota extra at 7 00@8 00; choice
to doub o extra at 8 10(28 75, including 5500 bbls
Citv Mills extra at 5 25(25 60 for Europe, 6 30 for
W. I.; 1820 bbls No 2 at 3 75(24 40; 1400 bbls Superfine 1 6025 25; 6000 bbls low extra at 5 25@
5 65; 4’00 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 5 75@5 UO;
5300 Ibis Minnesota extra at 5 25@8 75, market
closiug strong. Southern flour firm and quiet; sales
at 5 76(26 15; good
800 bbfe,commou to fair
to choice do 0 2527 75. If ye Flour uuclianged at
4 75®f 00. Corn Meal is quiet; Western at 2 70
@3 10: Brandywine 3 30@3 35. Wheat—exports
190,757; receipts 7650; l@2c better and more active export and fair syeculative business; sales 1,725.0<'0, including 327.000 on pot;ungraded Spring
at 1 2J%@1 30; No 3 do 1 28(21 30; No 2 do 1 32
(21 32in store; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 36@1 38: ungraded White at 1 4021 43; No 1 White, 55,000 at
143(2144; No 2 Red for February, 112,000 at
14514(2146%: do March, 267,000 at 1 47%@
1 48V2; April, 168,000 at 1 48%@1 49% ; No!
While for February, 56,000 at 1 42%@1 44.
Rye
scarce and firmer at 95c bid. 1 00 asked for boat
loadi. Corn—exports .82,730; receipts 61,900;
abort lc lower and more active; sales 486,000. in294,000 on spot; ungraded 57@61c; No 3
at 57(2673/4c; steamer 58@o9%c; No 2 at 60c in
stoic, 61201 %c afloat;Southern White 67c:steamer for February at 57%(258c; No 2 for February
59*4c;do March at 55342}50c; April at 54@55c.
Orta—receipts 18,050; heavy and about %c lower;
ral33 67,000 bush; 47%c for No 3; 47%@48c ido
Wlite; 473/4@48cfor No 2: 48%@49c do White;
48%c for No 1: 60%c do White; Mixed Western
at 47%@49c; White Western at 49(261%c; Mixed
State 49c; White do o0(S>52c. Sugar steady with
fair inquiry; 3000 hhds and 600 bags Centrifugal at
to good refining quoted at 7%@7%;
8(28
refined is quiet; standard A 9@9yac; granuiated at
9%c; powered 9%@9%c; crushed at 9%c. MoForeign rather scarce; New Orleans steady.
E’etreleum stronger; united at 110%; crude in
bbls 7@7% ; refined at 8. Tallow steady at 6%@
6 11-16. Fork opened stronger and closed dull
and rather easier; mess on spot quoted at 12 002)
Cut
12 12%; 2000 new for March 12 65@12 75.
Meat* steady; middles dull and firmer; long clear
7 0527 10; short 7 25.2>7 30. Lard opened firmer and closed steady yesterday’s prices; 800 prime
sieam on spot at 7 05(g7 67%; 2000 March 7 66@
7 70; 4750 for April 7 70@7 80; 1500 year 7 65@
7 67-%; 200 city steam 7 60; refined quoted S 05
If utter unchanged. Ckeene firm
for continent,
and quiet: State at 12@15c; Western at 11214% ;

jextra

COS^ERCSAL

FINArlClAL AND

Bully »ytiolc»«h! Tarkcl.
Portland. Feb. 6.
The market for Bre&dstuffs is witheut important
change. Provisions continue weak with a moderate
rade. Sugar is steady;we quote grctmlatcd at 0% c
and Extra C at 9%c. Potatoes are mclianged; job
lots are selling at 50;et55c, and car las at 40@4oc.
Lumber freights are very firm; shipper are offering
$3 to New York, and it is difficult to obtain vessels
at this figure.
The following are to-day *s quotations of Flour,
PodSniiil

ducing

yrain, provisions. «xo.

Flour.

«ru

3-16;i'air

y.

Superfine.5 0005 5< Yellow (Juris,
•ar lots
<>4
Extra Spring..0 OO^a’G 2f
X.X Spring-7 00 d/7 2c In. SI.
63
'•
Patent Spring
i Oats,
53V4®55%
Wheats.8 "Oft 9 5C Sacked Irau
2 200
Zids...
Michigan Win@25 00
7
fit Corn, baflots..
ter best.
06
Low Grade
65
Meal,
Michigan ....<* 09 S O p( Oats,
53@56
St. Louis Win22
iBran,
•
ter good -7 2 '• a;7 5( | Mid bigs,
@25
"
W nter fail”...9 GO.cgO 71 IBye.
1 10
Winter best. ..7 75'O/S 0(
Proibice.
PreisioKs.
Turkeys.12 Vg &1G i Mess lieot.io 50B11 00
Ex Mess.11 75@12 00
Chickens. 12 a 14
8 a. 10
Fowl.
! Plate.2 75@13 00
! Ex Plate.,3 25@13 50
Eggs. 19 a 20
$w*. Potatoes. .3 75W4 f»C Poik—
bbl 1 50@
Backs.. .6 25@16 50
New
Irish potatoes,
Clear.5 25® 15 50
4017450
ar lots_
I Mess.7 25@17 75
Onions, l> bhl.4 00@4 2c Hams.0V2@ 12
• .!><!.
ilog crate.. 2 00^2 2*
5'aG
Hounds...]Tub, V lb.. .814® 8%
Chf^xe.
tierces, lb [j. 8Vs® Sbj

25J77

..
..

|

Maine.12
Vermont.12
\r. V. Factory 12
Fruf

Oranf

@15

(Pail.9%gl0%
IKcg3

(&15
(a 15

..

Mens.
'Pea.2 lOtU 15
Mediums
i ;«122 00

es.

...

Palermos,pbs 3 ()0@4 OC
alencia.P case $7 Va @8

i'ellow Eves .11532 25

Uutbr.
box
Family, P‘ tb. 25® 28
Stors. 175) 22
Lemons.
Messina.4 50*275 5C
AppJ*.
Pale mos.4 75.o,4 2u Green.501)2 60

j Dried

Western 4 c 5
do Eastern..
6

Nuts.

Peanuts—

Wilmington. 1 GOgl
Virginia.1 50 01

7<
62

Granulated...

Extra C
Tennessee... 1 2001
11012<
C.
12 01 k Syrups.
Walnuts,
12
013<
Filberts, '*
Pecan
1l;<£12<

Castana, p lklb..

y2

a

9%
(§ pi/8
a8V2
a.o5

liruml Trunk Elevator.

following is a statement
Trunk Elevator, February C:
The

Wheat.
('ora.
hand. 174
5
Received.
Balance

on

179

Barley

in

elevator—3

of

Grain rtlie firand

Peas.
Cars.
59

59

(ts.

Corn.
Cars.
20
18

irs.

3

3

38

cars.

ISempCK uf Ittnine i'eurn
PORTLA_NFeb. 5.
For Portland, 49 ears miscellaneous m?hauli
for connecting roads. 90 ears misceJlaous merchandise

Dai!) BomcNiic tleceipi.
By water conveyanoo—1000 bush Con..ai

<#

W. True & Co.

tfliuiug; titock*.
Closing prices at Portland ?*Iining Excnge, by
T. II. Mansfield & Co., brokers, 07 Excliae street
Portland. Me., February G:
Aeton..
La 20

Favorite (Club slock;
*'
Preble

uour,

io.iiuu

ousn

wnoat,

Mobile, Feb. (5.—Cotton strong;Middling uplands
12%c.
Siliit-opcnM llarhels.

10
50

331/3

Grant.2 7ft 00
Twin Lead.
..; 00
Robert Emmett. 2 52 50
Enterprise Club.. 50

neceipin—uuj»

113.000 bush corn, 17,000 bush oats, 1700 bush
rye. 5,500 bush barley.
shipments—6,E00 bbls flour, 4,500 bush wheat.
47.000 bush corn, 12,000 bush oats. 2400 bush
rye, 4,400 bush barley.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
active, firm and higher at 1 20% February; 1 21%
March. Corn firm and unchanged. Oats steady and
unchanged. Pork in good demand at full prices and
5c higher. Lard firmer and 2 Vac higher.
St. Louis, Feb. G.—Flour steady aud fairly active.
Wheat higher but very slow; No 2 Red Fall 123
for ea-h; 1 25% for March;1 28% for April; No 3
Corn dull 33%@34c for cash; fc35%c
do 1 20%.
for March; 377/sc for May.
Oats lower 34(534% c
for cash; 34c February; 37%c May. Rye dull 72c
bid. Barley unchanged. Pork dull; jobbing 12 25
(5.12 37% for cash; 12 20 February; 12 50 April.
Lard is nominally at 7 10@7 15. Bulk Meats firmer but not higher; shoulders at 3 95@4 05; clear rib
at 7 25$j7 30; clear sides 7 40.
Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 20,000 bush whftat,
94.000 bush corn, 18,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush
rye, 5,000 oush barley.
‘Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat,
14.000 bush corn, 1,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
barley, 1000 bush rye.
Detroit, Feb. 6.—Wheat higher; extra, no sales;
No 1 White at 1 25% cash; 1 25% for February;
1 28% a 1 28% for March; 1 31 for April; 1 31%
May.
Toledo. Feb. G.—Wheat firm; No 2 Red 1 28%
bid cash; 1 31 bid March.
8$New York,Feb. 6.—Cotton nominal {Middling uplands 13c.
New Orleans, Feb. 0.—Cotton strong; Middling
uplands 12%c.
Memphis, Feb. G.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands 12%c.
Savannah, Feb. G.—Cotton very firm; Middling
uplands at 12 9-lGc.

London, Feb. G—12.30 P. M.—Consols 98 1-16
for money aud account.
London, Feb. 6—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Ln> ted States bonds, new 5s, 105%; new
4%s, 111 Vs: 4s, 108.

.100

Clark Silver.

»

Cheddar 11@14%.
Fre£kt« to Liverpool firm—Wheat per steam 2%.
Chicago. Feb. 6.—Flour dull and nominal. Wheat
firm; No 2 Red Winter 1 22; No 2 Chicago Spring
at 1 19% cash; 1 20% for March; 1 21%2)1 21%
for April; No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 04; rejected at
VOc. Corn is steady and in fair demand at 36c for
cash; 41c for May. Oats are steady and unchanged.
Rye is firmer at 76%c. Barley steady and unchanged at 82(283o. Pork unsettled and generally higher at 11 75(211 80 cask; 11 85;t£ll 87% March;
Lard active, firm and higher,
12 00 bid for April.
closing weak at 7 05@ 7 10 cask;7 12% for March;
7 22l/2@7 25 for April. Bulk Meats—shoulders at
4 10; short rib at 6 40; short clear 6 50.

at

Portland Acton.~12
Forest City...
12
Annnonoosuc.1 00
Eggeinoggin....1 21 50
Blueliill. 8 t.S 25
5 5t> 00
Douglass.
.100
Darling Silver
G 7? 00
Wankeag.
Milton.aXq.3 00
Mineral Hill
.1"00
Deer isle.
.100

Young llecla.

6. 1880.

Cod Tongues $0. Tongues and Sounds $10,Alewives
$5: I’orgie Slivers $o®$7.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

to take charge of the bureau of frauds in the
custom house.
moonshiners of New
Several prominent
York are on trial before the U. S. Court at
N.
for
illicit
Trenton,
J.,
distilling at the Palisades and other places in that vicinity.
The great council of the Cantou of Appenzel
has voted for the re-establishment of capital

FEB.

Georges Codfish—Market steady at $3% p qtl fo:
large and $3% for medium. Bank Codfish held a
$4Vjj for large; medium $3Va. New Shore codfisl
selling at $3V4@5Va P qtl.
We quote Cusk $2 Va, Haddock $2 Vs, Hake $2%
P qtl; American and English Pollock $2V4@$2Va
Boneless and preuared fisn from 3V2C pib for choici
Smoked Halibu
Hake to G% @8 for best codfish.
at 8c p lb. Smoked Salmon 15c; Scaled Herring
22c P box.
Mackerel—nominally at $40 p bbl for extras, $1*
to $22 for Is, $7@$9 for 2s and $5Va for 3s.
Pickled Herring firm at $3V2Phbl for New
foundland, Eastport and Shore round, $4V4 foi
Shore split ; $fiV2 for Labrador do.
Trout $LO p bbl; Salmon $18 p bbl; Swordfish a
SO; Codfish at $5, Haddock $3Vs, Halibut Head:
$3Vs, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes $4V2

Levis & Kenuebci

the

WEEK ENDING

j

Liverpool, Feb. 0—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
quiet and steady; Middling uplands at 7 3-lGd; Orleans 7 5-1 Gd: sales 8,000 bales; for speculation
aud export 1000; receipts 13,200, American 8250.
Liverpool, Feb. 0—12.30 P. M.—Flour 9G(®
12; Winter Wheat 10 2al0 10; Spring Wheat 10
®10 7: C alifornia average at I0al0 9; club do
it 11 8^11 1; Corn 5 4; old 5 7; Peas G 9. Provis-Pork at GO; Beef at 82; Bacon at 85 9^
ory,
)7 3; Cheese at 73; Lard 39. Tallow 3G 6, at L >nIon 45.

1

5.1

Moon rises.

NEWS

MINING

sntf

fej»

EDWARD BATE, BOISSEV.
Vice Presidents.
ARTHUR F. WILMARTH, A. FOSTER HIGGINS,
HENRY HAVE.MEYEH,
JAMES I>. FISH.
WILLIAM II. GUION.
Treasurer:
Secretary:
II. 15. LA1ULAW.
S. A. WHEELWRIGHT.
Counsel: COUDERT BROS.

501 CONGRESS STREET.
Open Twenty-Four Hour*

u

Di:t.

tjudtf

deco

This Company has been formed to meet a pressing
and increasing want in Financial Circles of the
United States, which is to investigate, by the best
Engineering Talent employed SPEC! ALLY in the
interest of this Company, the real merits ami value
The public can icly upon
of Mining properties.
the assurance given by this Company, that every
property which is offered to investors, bearing the
Company’s endorsement, will have received the
sanction of its Board, based upon reports of their
own employed Engineers, from personal examination of the same; and investment in such properties
can be made with safety and a reasonable certainty
of success. The names of its Officers and Trustees
guarantee that it will do what it undertakes in an
honorable and trustworthy manner.

UIREITORS.

Cleared.
Sch Harriets Brooks, Quigly, Georgetown— D \

Edward Bates Dorsey, Mining Engineer.
I. C. Babcock, Treasurer Adams Express Co.
Wm. H. Guion, Of Williams & Guion Steamships.
Wm. Pitt Sherman, Late Receiver and Treas.
Erie R. R.
Chas. M. Fry, President National Bank of New
York.
.Jonathan Odell, Banker.
D. S. Appleton, Of D. Appleton & Co., Publishers.
Ulysses S. Grant, Jr., Lawyer.
Arthur B. Graves, Prest. St. Nicholas National
Bank.
JA8. r. Rohixson, Consulting Engineer, New
York.
Georgi: W. Warren, N. Y. Life Ins. Co., Boston, Mass.
C. A. Whittier, Of Lee, lligginson & Co., Bankers, Boston, Mass.
.James 1). Fisii, President Marine National Bank.
11. Haveheyek, Of Havemeyer, Eastwick & Co.,
Refiners.
A. F. WiLMARTll, Vice-President Home Fire
Ins. Co.
Wm. L. Jenkins, Jr., Of Win. S. Nichols & Co.,
Bankers.
Geo. B. West, Commission Merchant.
Thomas Manning, Broker.
Henry W. Ford, President National Bank of

Clark & Co.
Sch P S Lindsey,

Johnson, Boston—N Blake.
Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay—D Choate.
In port, waiting, schs John S Wood. Princess, Ell
Frances. H S Brooks, Bramhall, E G Willarc
Emma K Smalley, W D Marvel, Congress. Davi
Torrey. H T Townsend, and others.
!
Sch Grace Cushing, which sailed 2d, did not re
turn, as reported.

We *hall to-tlav commcucc a grand sale
of all kind# of DRV GOOD**, and shall
continue four week#, during which time we
Khali sell everything in our more at sur!i
price* a* will move the good* quickly.
We have an iiuuieu*e Block, purchase 3
before the recent riwe, and consequent y
we are able to well at lower prices than
can be found at any other store.
GOODS can
No person buying DRV
afford to buy before looking over our stock.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
EASTPORT, Jan 30—Ar, sch Ja* Nichols,

Child*
Bristol.
Herrick
E
Jan 31—Ar, schs Augusta
Herrick,
Swan’s Island; A II Lennox, Sterling, Portland
Lucy J Wa. ren, Stinson, Gloucester.
Sid, srfli Ossipee, Gray, Boston.
Feb 2—Ar, schs Jennie T Thomas, Thomas, fror
Gloucester.

Venelia, Kelley,

Boston.

Sch Carrie W, of Eastport, (52 tons, was sold her
by auction 4th inst, to William Driscoll, for $130(J
The Live Yankee, 6G tons, was put up and bid 1:
at $770.

Baltimore.
Ar at

Napier,

inst, brig Acelia Tliur

prev to 5tli

IRE310RANDA.
Barque Gerard C Tobcy, recently damaged by col
lision, has been discharged and placed in the docl

at New” York for repairs.
Barque Helen Sands, Bosford, at Charleston fron
Havre, reports some heavy weather and split foresail and lower topsail.
Brig Castalia remained ashore at Long Braneh Gtl
The cargo has been discharged. Sch Lightboat re
mains in same position; the cargo has been sold.
Brig Quango has been floated and towed to Phila

Fancy Goods

DOMESTIC FORTH.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar
Vnll

\fQtQH799

2d, brig

Fannie H

Jennings

PENSACOLA—Cld 31st, brig Alruna. Mitchell,
Cardenas.
SAVANNAH—Sid 4th, sch Carrie Belle, Seavey,
Baltimore.

CHARLESTON—Sid oth, sch Bessie E Dickinson,
Standish, Satilla River.
BALTIMORK-Ar 4th, sch Trade Wind, Gray,
Richmond.
Sid 29th,

barque Don Justo, for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 4tli, sch Daisy E Paikhurst, Hooper, Cardenas.
Ar 4tb, sch N H Skinner, Thrasher, Kennebec.
v,

in,

in

uaiijud

vuoic jiiiui

cu,

vi in

ii,

iiaiauu.

WILMINGTON, DEL—Ar 4th, sch Normandy,
Adams, Brunswick, Ga.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 5tli, brig Proteus,
Whittier, Cardenas, for orders.
Passed up, brig Geo Burnham, Staples, Matanzas
for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 4th, schs Ada Ames,
J L Newton, Benj Heed, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 5thf brig Joseph Clark, Whitney, Pensacola; schs Benj Keed, Reed, Virginia for
Batii; Northern Light, Ross, from Baltimore; F H
Odiorno. Crowell, do for New Haven; TH Livingston, from Philadelphia for Boston; Minnie C Taylor, Taylor, and J Nickerson, Farr, Portland; Ella
Pressey. Averill, Orient.
Ar 6th, ship Suliote, Goodburu, Havre; brig Agenora, Scabury, Sagua.
Cld 6th, barque S A Blaisdell, Cook, Honduras;
sebs S C Noyes, Arcy, St Pierre; Mercy T Trundy,
McGregor, Port au Prince; Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas; Alzena, Plummer, St Jago.
Also cld, barque Archer, Wilder, Havre.
Passed the Gate 6th, brig Jos Clark, Whitney, fm
Pensacola for New Haven; schs D B Webb, N York
for Boston; D H Ingraham, Hoboken for Boston;
Abigail Haynes, Port Johnson for Providence; Beaij
Reed, Virginia for Bath; T H Livingstone, for Boston; F H Odiorne, for New Haven.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sch Julia A Ward, Stev-

ens, Pensacola.
Sid 6th, schs S G Hart, Hart, for Brunswick, Ga;
Martha Maria, Shaw, Now York.
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, sch Grace, Alley, New York
for Somerset.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 5th, sells M G
Collins, Somers, Boothbay for Philadelphia; .Jennie
M Carter, Sargent, Providence for New York; E M
Sawyer, Falkingham, St Join, NB, fordo; Willie De
Wolf, Gott, Calais for do; Jane, Haskell, Providence
for Bridgeport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4th, schs M C Moseley.
Atherton, from Ragged Island for Boston; Samuel
Gilman, Hodgdou, Charleston for Boston; Ruth C
Thomas, Valentine, from Philadelphia for do; Silver
Spray, Hall, New York for do; Rival, Fletcher, New
Bedford for Portland; Clio Chillcott, Fullerton, fra
Wareham for do; B L Eaton, Calais for New York;
Nellie Lampher, Higgins, Belfast for do; G W Glover, Wood, and S J Lindsey, Kennedy, Rockland for
do; Red Jacket, Ginn; Idaho, Jacksou; Anna Myrick, Mooney, and Allie Oakes, Beal, do for do; Harbinger, Wentworth, Portland; Percy, Mitchell, and
Lookout, Jones, ltockport tor do.
Returned, barque Norena; schs Charlotte Fish,
Lizzie Young, and Lois V Cbaplcs.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 3d, sch S J Watts, Kelley,
New York for Boston.
In port 4th, schs Olive, Winnor. H M Rogers, A L
Fitch, and S J Watts.
BOSTON—Cld 6th, brig J L Bowen, Hall, Casco
Bay, to load for Baltimore, (and sailed.)
Sell Clara E Stimpson, from Baltimoro for Portsmouth, was at anchor at Wood End 4th.
Ar 6th, schs Florida, Gilmore, Jacksonville; Sami
Gilman, Hodgdon, Charleston.
Below, schs Albert VV Smith, from Matanzas; C E
Moody, from Gonaives; Ralph Howes,
Cld 6th, schs Nellie Scott, Catharrin, Cienfucgos;
A L Butler, Eaton, Machias, to load for Cuba
SALEM—Sid 3d, sch Loella, Amee, Portland.
In port 6th. schs Terrapin, Wooster, Poriland for
New York; Tennessee, St George for do; Bedadedec,
Clifford, from Rockland for New York.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Auckland, NZ, Dec 21, barque Aberdeen,

We

closing

are

At

Mayaguez

.Jan

22d,

schs Post

Boy, Gott,

for

York; T B Witherspoon, Sheppard, from Wilmington, ar 20th, disg.
At Cardenas Jan 30, barques Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon, for North of Hatteras; Jose E More, Carlisle
do; brigs Mattie B Russell, Walls; Gipsy Queen,
Chandler, Chandler; Geo E Dale, Pierce, do; schs
Emma F Hart, Hart; A li Weeks, Farr, ami Lahaina, Houghton, do.
At Sagua Jan 29, barque Lisbon, Dunning, for
North of Hatteras; brigs Tarifa, Tracey; Onalaska.
Griggs; Emma, Buckman, and Annuie R Storer,
Adams, .for North of Hatteras; Mary C Mariner,
Collins, and Jeremiah, Ford, w tg; schs Ariadne,
Dyer, and Elva E Pettengill, York, do, ldg; Minna
A Reed. Nash. wtg.
Cld at St John. JSB, 4th inst, sell Charles E Sears,
Turner, New York.
Passed

Latest by European steamers.
Anjier Dec 10. Robert Porter, Nichols, fm

Singapore for New York.
Ar at Bangkok Dec 20th.

Jonathan

Chase, Curtis,

Sew York.
Sid fm Havre 21st, Samaria. Patten, Sandy Ilook.
Passed St Helena Jan 3d, T Keiniok, Rose, from
\lgoa Bay, CGH, for —.
SPOKEN.

27, lat 35 S, Ion 22 E, ship Red Cross, from
I < Calcutta for New York.
Jan
lat 22 S, Ion 21, ship Snow & Burgess, fm
3,
| I >an Francisco
for Liverpool.
I
Dec

GOODS.

balance of

out the

our

Bath, Maine.

The above Company now ofter the following propThe
erty for subscription, at §10.00 per share.

Capital stock

of the

VALLEY

SPSS me

ess &
499

Co.-

Hydraulic Gold Cos.,

Si., Portland.

Congress

£00.000 ShnseM, (full paid and unassessable)
The property consists of 1215 acres of deep, gold
bearing gravel, with water works which cost $500,000, lands, flumes, buildings and all necessary
mining appliances.
.$2,2712,534.28 has been produced in the last six years, of which $1,880,309.21
The Company is to-day in a divihasbeen profit,
dend paying condition.
The production for the
last 70
was $«;'•,000, at a protir of $900
The
aro. the agents of the
undersigned
daily.
“Vnifcil Stain .lliuin; Sure* mrut Co.n
will
furnish
information
They
concerning the
^Spring Valley Hydraulic Odd Co."
and receive subscriptions for a limited amount of
the stock at their office.

TX&Stf

ja30

iF'HXTEj"
BOOTS AND SHOES

days

BARGAINS.

GREAT

AT

We have several lots or high cost good3 which we
shall close out at very low prices without regard to
cost. Among these sire
75 pair* New Vork Fr. Button Boots (flrwt
quality) $3.50 per pair.
30 pair* Burt*# Fr. Straight lit., Side Lncc
Walking Boot* $3.£3 per pair.
Large lot Ladies’ uirc Serge Button Bool*
suitable to wear under Rubber*, Si.£3
per pair.
One lot Burt's Fr. K5.I Button Boot* at

-9 n

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.

$4.00.
pair# Ladies’ Kid hand-made Slipper#
63

ja21

cent*.

CITY AND TOWN BONDS,
BANK. STOCK, AC.

No. 32

Exchange

PORTLAND,

au28

Street

MAINE.
eodtf

Swan & Barrett,

280 mdLdLle Street.
fe3

I?f

Government Bonds,

PAMffEB,

M. G.

PAYSON & SO.,
DEALE K S

Rubber

Men’s first quality Pure Gum
Boots 93.00.
Men’s Rubbers 60 ceuts.
Cadies’ Rubbers 35 cents.

dtf

W. i.

lOO pair# Ladies* Flaunel lined Slipper#
at !<fi.OO.
lot Am. Kid Button to close $1.75.
30 nair* ificn’# double ?ole Moc. I.ctr Newark Boots (hand-sewed) 9^*00.
25 pairs Men’s Newark hand-sewed Congress (odd sizes) at 93.00.
35 pair* Men’s Newark han<E-»ewc:l Congress (narrow widths) 95.00.
lOO pair Men’s Calf Congress 92.50.
lOO pairs Misses Grain School Boots 91*25
BOO pairs Misses’ fi'iue Fr. Kid Button
Boots to close 92.75.
■ OO Children’s Button Boots 50 ceuts.
30 pairs Children’s Colored Button Boots

ff.arge

91.00.

n

wooflouryaioniion

30

at

1»

Chas. L. Perkins, 01 Perkins & Clioato, Bankers.
L. B. Greenleaf, Of Tower, Giddings & Co.,
Bankers, Boston, Mass.
J. Baker, Vice-President of St. I^ouis & San
Francisco R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Arthur Sewall, Prest. Bath National Bank,

price*.

New Voids

Marine

Lloyd’s

3 tiianco.

stock of

much less (hast

TT&Stf

BMEItS MD BROKERS,
iSf*

Middle
(CANAL

shall

Wc

commence our

sale of

Dealers in

C

DRESS GOODS
MONDAY, FEB.
Also

a

very

large line

2.

sneodtf

By L.

O. Emerson.
Price $1.25, or $12. per doz.
It is a pleasure to look through this Hue book,
and Choir Leaders will all be pleased with the general beauty of the music, and the great variety.
There ar**, in re than IK) Anthems, Motets, Sentences, etc. ;nc uding an Anthem Doxology and some
tine new ly nn Anthems.
Also 18 Responses and
t isic for Christmas, Eneter, and all othei
Chants.
special oce« sions is provided.

AND NTH I PEP NAINSOOKS AND PIQUES, &p.
line of

Winter and Summer

S. “Called” Ronds CASHED or
on favorable terms.

Emerson’s Anthem Book.

of remnants of

our

BLOCK.)

Ciavernineul, X5iiiikU

ja2

PLAID

Shall close otit

Street,

exchanged

lESf.TIISS

IN NUOBT

BANK

pal and Railroad Securities.

Winter and Summer

Hosiery

at much less than cost.

Kid

THE

Gloves,Winter Gloves
At Half the

We shall make this
have ever offered.

the lowest cash sale that

we

VOl

HAVE

cts.i

Balfe.

SEEN

“WHITE ROBES,”
Sabbath School Book? It is
grand,

new

a.

good

Book, and i9 meeting with unexampled success.
Only published two months ago, it “takes” so
well that the publishers are forced to issue edition
alter edition to keep pace with the demand.
To
state it tersely,
WHITE ROBES
has gone straight into the hearts of all lovers of

Street.

Congress

ja31

QIEEN, ^80

Operetta by

lOlodc..

Motley
51B

NLEEPIMi

Regular Price.

the

ct>dtf

music, ana me iact in <iue to
freshness and originality.
Send 30 cts. in stamps for a sample copy.
per doz.

it*

saooaui scnooi

purity,

REMOVAL.
nuum

ni mj jjauuiis
more

iumi

iimu

and

uaic

centrally located

lESTo. O 3^3"o£4.1

S. T.

at

Street,

Taylor’s System of Cutting

BY

GREAT

MEASUREMENT TAUGHT

AND PATTERNS FOR SALE.
astonishingly low prices. A
wanted,—none but first.class need apply.

Work dono at
mer

Remnant

Trim

of the

MRS. L. LOVEWELL.

jan30

SAUNDERS,

mover

and

packer

of

PIANOS AND FURNITURE

<

Jobinn^: ci* n!3 liiuds.
Orders left on slate at Wilson & Co.'s Tea Store,
or Saijaucl Thurston's, 3 Freo St. Block, will b
promptly attended to.
jaal2«odtf

i

Ami

1HAYE

RUFUS

HAND.
eodlw

feb4

NOVELTIES FOR MCORMToS
just received
IRTJST’S

JOTTONADES,

)(>UBLE & T\V'1ST CAS«Ii?IEKES
OTTOS FLANNELS,
^ OTTOS DIAPER.

j

The above lots were bought direct from the
Mills,
nearly all perfect, and at the price we shall offer
really a great bargain or any one to buy.

re

tern are

f«b5

STUDLEY,
£ 33S IVElddlo

J*!4
)

« and without a rival for
ri 3h

at the

^TSUESJaKE';
C. F. DAVIS. WF&Mtf

dM&W&gtf

“Sympathetic,

RUSSELL,

itolrsnlc ami Retail Agent for
til

pure and

tone, combined with Great Power.”

GEO. D.
v

Street

WEBER PIANOS

MTESUL STORE.

3 IEZXjT&Z

:

[IN BLE ACH ED COTTONS,
.LEACHED COTTONS.
'51IVEOT* SIHKTINOS,

HOKSBB 2
this day returned from Canada with
twenty-five drawing Horses weighing from
900 to 1100 lbs.
each; have tiro well matched
pairs, all of which are to be sold very cheap at my
stable, 81 Franklin Street.

Sale

following good.

white piques,
HECK N AI \ HOOKS,

d3m

G. G.

$3.

Temperance Jewels, (35 cts.), by J. H. Tenxuy,
should be used by all Temperance and Reform clubs.
Any book mailed, post free, for the retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
eod&wtt
jan22

iacu

rooms

fourth house from Congress Street, where I shall be
happy to see old and new customers.

Guantanamo.
At
New

SHOW

TO

(Ms and Dolmans

Fulford,

Timara.
Ar at Port Chalmers, NZ, Dee 31, barque Ada
Wiswell, Wiswell, New York.
At Bombay Jan 3, ships Aurora, Merriman, for
New York; John C Potter, McClure, for Liverpool.
At Calcutta Dec 31, ship Saratoga, Kendall, for
New York.
Ar at Cardiff 4tli inst, ship Ageuor, Taylor, Dubioik.
uu, io loan ior
Ar at Liverpool 5th inst, steamer Quebec, Dale,
Portland.
At Mansanilla Jan 22, sob Harry White, Hopkins,
for New York, ldg.
Cld at St Jago Jan 22, brig Goodwin, Googius, for

Edward A. Flint, Consulting Engineer, Boston,

Mas?

FosterIIiggins, U. S.

TROUBLE

NO

—

Ar at

never

Republic.

i

an

no
complete a* now,
included in the above #nlr.

Was

delphia.

Part of the cargo of sebr Stephen Harding lia*
been discharged and saved. Another body has conn
ashore and identified as Jas Hue. a Frenchman.
Sch Kate Newman has been buoyed and an ofTeri
will be made to raise her. The bodies of the mastei
and steward have been taken in charge by the fret
masons and sent home.
U S Lighthouse steamer Fern is missing.
Sch M C Moseley, Atherton, from Ragged Islam!
Island for Boston, put into Vineyard-Haven 4th insi
and reports, Jan 26th, while lying to in the Gull
Stream, lost foretopmast and jibbooiu, split mainsail, &c.
Sch Riverside, from St John, NB. for New York,
is ashore on Arey Rock, full of water. Crew safe.
Sell r> Ellis, riom .Norfolk, arrived at New York
5tii with loss of sails and decks swept.
Sch YoSemite, Chase, at New York from Froutera,
reports, 3d inst, off* Barnegat, In a NNE gale, lost
and split sails.
Sch Win Wilson, Ward, before reported ashore on
Brandywine Shoals, remains tight and will come ofl
after lightering.

OF

ASSORTMENT

OiTR

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Boston Gth, barque Blanche How, Hussey
Buenos Ayres; Norena, Nichols, Matanzas; sch A1
bert W Smith, Loring, do.
Ar at New York Gtli, barque -lames McCarty, Tit
betts, Montevideo; sch Cumberland, Webber, fron 1
Cardenas.
Ar at Calcutta 6th inst, ship Bonanza, Stanley
New York via Madras.
Ar at Liverpool 4th inst, ship Snow & Burgess, An
demon, San Francisco.
Ar at Newrv 6tli inst, barque Kate Harding,Watt

low, Gallison, New York.

Oity.

President:

Schlotterbeck’s Drug Store,
I

"ST oris:

IDiroftr

is the best at its price in techy. For sale at

;

BROADWAY,

61

FIVE CENT CIGAR

Timmons & Hawes.
Sch Ida, Wilson, Boston, to load for jUUlbridge.
Sch Walter C Hall, Clark. Danvers.
Sch Lydia Y Grant, Grant, Cape Porpoise.

sch

STATES

UNITED

FRIDAY, February 0
Arrived.
Steamship Kleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse t
Henry Fox.
Steamer Falmouth, Iiall, Sc John, NB, via Easl
port.
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Virginia—oysters t

Sid,

'll mo

fob-1

431 AMD 433 CONGRESS NT.
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Specialty-

margin.

on

Securities dealt in at Boston Stock
and Exchange Board.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Boston, February G.
to-day's quotations of Buttei

good creameries 25@27c;

I

MARINE

-T-

BoMtoit Produce

The Lovis and Kennebec Railway.
Quebec, Feb. 0.—A light is going on he

carried

1880,

prices.

York. .Liverpool —l'eo z
Yok.. Glasgow.Feb 2

Sun sets. 5.17

..

FOR THE

8.

Vickery & Leighton,

1
1
1
l: !
1!
II
111*
1
V
1
11
l1 >
2<

MINIATURE ALMANAC.FEBRUARY 7.
Sunrises.7.11 | High water. 0.0

—

■

York..Loudon.Feb

Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool —Feb
Feb
Abyssinia. New York.. Liverpool
Feb
Westphalia’.New York..Hamburg
City of Brussels_New York. .Liverpool —Feb

Stocks and Bonds bought and
s^* l on commission for cash, or

s a a, i:

Krtl./

...

The

and

City of
Victoria.New York.. London.Feb
Circassia.New York. .Bremen.Feb

Cnhforuia Mining wtock*.
San Francisco, Feb. 6.—The following are tb
closing auotations of Mining stocks to-day:
914 Kale & Norcross.... (»V ,
Alpha
Julia Consolidated. 2
Alta. 5
23/
Belcher.10% Justice.
Mexican.15V ,
Best & Kelcher.10%
Northern
Belle.
Bullion. 4%
Ca'Mornia... 3Vi Ophir.16^
Cho.’ar.
7% Overman. 73/ (
Consolidated Va... 3 Vs Raymond.
Eureka Cou.16 Va Union Con.3G
Crown Point. 4% Sierra;Nevada.21V
1
Exchequer. 314 Yellow Jacket.
Gould & Curry. 5% Bodie.10V
Grand Prize..
114 Imperial.19-3: \
Savage.. CV4 Potosi. 4V 1

■

",

Feb

—

Street.

Exchange

PORTLAND, TOE.

Ladies’ Colton Underwear, Hamburg Edgings and Inscrtings, Table
Towels,' Napkins,
Linens,
Crashes and Sheetings, a* I widths

Liverpool.Feb
Feb
Richmond-New York.. Liverpool

Del. & Hudson. 743/ !
Atlantic & Pacific Tel. 42 V
Central Pacific bonds.1103/ >
Union Pacific firsts. 110V
119
Sinking Funds.
Canada Southern. 67V
Hartford & Erie 1st. 55
Guaranteed.,. 50
Morris & Essex.102V
Land Gra » .113 V

_

No. 50

—«'»F—

—

BROKER,

STOCK

diwro

SJ'JSiO.

DATE.

FOR

,llD>

!1PINKHAM,

Street.

t\ is is si A l

OCEAN *TGAMERS

Caspian.Halifax

Am. Ex. Co. 56
U. S. Ex. Co. 45%
Kansas Pacific.
92%
Pits. & Fort Wayne.116%
Pacific Mail. 41%
Ohio & Mississippi. 31%
Ohio & Mississippi preferred. 67%
H..1

”

febo

afternoon at lVa o’clock, a!

cl.

feb3

Congress Street,
Corner of

SONS,

81

218

Dr. F. H. GERRISH,

Tar box, aged 25 yr»

Canima.New York. .Port Spain.

...

?

E.

FROM

NAME

& Oiiincv.
.145%
riccagu & Altofi.107%
t-d
A
J
ton
.120
«
prefei
Oh.•11go
.'nrk Centra).
131%
X,
103%
Lake Shore.
90%
Michigan Central.
47%
Eric ".
72%
Frit; preferred.
89%
Northwestern.
North western preferred ..104%
78
Milwaukee A-St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.102%
Central.
82%
New Jersey
'don Pacific.
92%
Western Union Tel. Co..
103%
Adams Kx. Co.108
Wells, Fargo & Co.102%

Heading,

Sunday

DEPARTURE OF

149%

('

LABOR TROUBLES.

J. B. BROWN &

REMOVAL.

No. 10 Atlantic street.
In this city, Feb. G, .Julia A., daughter of Patrick
and Bridget Driscoll, aged 7 years 0 months.
In South Gorham, Feb. 5, Eddie W. Leering, aged
5 years 4 months 13 days,—youngest child of Cbas
W. and Zilpah B. Deering. [Transcript copy.]
In Eden, Jan. 2i>, Miss Cynthia M. Collins, aged
22 years 3 montlis.

...

ol

Drafts on tlic Mouster Bank of Ireland, for any
amounts, for sale at reduced rates by

city, Feb. 0, Mrs. Kate, wife of »J. Eugene

Angell, aged JO years.
In this city, Feb. 0, Flora

v

..

sent

ing

Eystes

DRAFTS ON IRELAND.

675

The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat222,900 shares
ne lonowmg are to day s closing quotations ol
(biv'ernmeiit securities
.106%
United States 0’s, 1881. reg
.106%
United States 6*8, 1881, coup
United States uew 5*g, reg.103%
.103%
United States new 5*8. coup..
nired -'dates new 4%’s. reg.107%
r,:ited tHtes new 4’,Vs, coup.108%

rose.

The bill for tlm relief of George

are

iiEiri ASS.
To
suffering from a Cough, Cold, Asthma,
of
the
various
pulmonary troubBronchitis, or any
les that so often end in Consumption? Jf so, use
<
Oil
mid
Lime” a safe and
'od-Liver
Witbor'n Pun
sure remedy.
This is no quack preparation, but is
medical
the
faculty. Manuregularly prescribed by
factured* only by A. U. Wii.iiob, Chemist, Boston.
feb7snSTThlw
Sold by all druggists.

DEATH*.

ed

..

concur-

mittee on public buildings agreed to recommend the passage of a bill appropriating 5200,000 for public buildings at Denver,
During the extra session bills were referred
to the committeo which would require an ap_■

bonds

passed.

..

approved

WASHINGTON.
Washington,

MAINE.

to

Judiciary

Sun.

_

long

The House at 1.50 o docs went into committee of the 1. do on tho private calendar.
After having been in committee about an
a
single bill agreed tc
I,our and not
owing to objections principally by Mr. AVaruei
Illinois, motion was
„i Ohio and Sparks of
The motion
made that the committee rise.
It
evident, however,
defeated.
becoming
was
that little business could he transacted the
committee dually, after agreeing to but twe

pension bills,

In Saco, Jan. 24, Jason B. Hooper of Saco and
Miss Ella M. Ball ot Biddeford.
In Biddeford, Jan. 27, Emery Johnson and Miss
Jennie M. Fallcer.
In Lyman, Jan. 21, Willis J. Linseott of Alfred
and Miss Alice M. Hill of Lyman.
In Belfast, Feb. 1, Jairus C. Coombs and Miss Ah
bio M. Smith, both of Waldo.

iTlarket.

Mlock lanti Honey

\

FINANCIAL.

Are you

MARRIAGE*.

43

SPECIAL NOTICES.

the oldest and

of

orite.

Feb. 0—Evening.—Money fairly acX :\r \ okiv
tive at 5@G per cent, on call, closing at 0 per cent.:
prime mercantile paper 5 «.5%2 percent. Sterling
Fx-hauge nominally, advanced Vs. actual business
and 484% £.484 for short,
at 482% £483 for
Railroad
Governments quiet but generally firm.

Berry,

Harris,

Strickland and Harris favored the amendment
while Messrs. Dingley, Ellis, Patten and Barker opposed. Amendment adopted 17 to 9. An
amendment to havo the commission report to
this Legislature was lost, 14 to 14. Under sus
pension of rules tho resolve was read twice and
to

:: Eastern Railroad.

EUROPE.

C'juty.
Messrs.

The

was

Philadelphia passed.

signed.

passed

$3,000 Eastern Railroad 4%s. 89%
1500 .do. 91
63 Maine Central Railroad. 40
1 Boston & Maine Railroad.119%
51 Eastern Railroad. 42
148.do. 43
43%
do
335_
Second Call.

Washington, Feb. (>.
After transacting miscellaneous business
House considered private bills.
House narrowly escaped political discussion
over
the political disability bill, but after
Messrs. Goode and Conger bad spoken briefly,
Mr. Wood objected to further debate, and tlie
bill passed.
Another bill removing political disabilities
of Joseph A. dcawell of Va.. was passed without objection
Mr. Heed of Maine reported back to Senate
bill for relief of Gibbs & Co. of Charleston,
S. C. Passed.
A joint resolu I inn making an appropriation
for' the reform of tho district of Columbia

one

largest selling baking powders in the United States.
It makes light doughnuts, dumplings, biscuits, cake.
&c., &c. CONGRESS Yeast Powder and Slade's
English Mustard received the award at Mechanics
Fair, 1878. Always reliable, and the ladies’ fav- |

[Sales of the Broker’s Board, Jan. 6.]

HOUSE.

Senate.

■■

NOTICE.—“Congress” is

Boston Stock jlarkrt.

XLVIth CONGRESS—1st Session.

THE LEGISLATURE.

vicinity.

lelorTSilm

Maine nud IVcn
i'55

SJosfou

Hampshire,

Trcmont At.. It enter

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 7,

SERIOUS SHOOTING AFFRAY.

fourth time.
Then Moulton turned baok,
picked up what Raymond had flung at him,
probably his revolver, and went off

Shoots His

DOCTORS’ STATEMENT.
Drs. Bray and Hutchinson say that Raymond has more than an even chance of reDr. Bray says when he was called
covery.
Raymond was cool as a cucumber and spoke
with contempt of the poor little weapon Moul-

Charles R.

Moulton
Hostler.

CITY AND VICINITY.
THE INJURED MAN HAS MORE THAN
AN EVEN CHANCE FOR RECOVERY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Portland Theatre—Pat Rooney’s.
We have to day—Timmons & Hawes.
Coo—3.

Moulton Gives Bail in $10,000.

Yesterday morning, shortly after midnight
Mr. Charles It. Moulton, a young man of
family and means,who resides with his mother
at No. 9 Park Place, walked into the police
station and said to Deputy Black, that he had
had an altercation with his hostler, Thomas

Removal—Millinery Store.
Something New— W. L. Wilson & Co.
Wauted Immediately—H. O. Bernard & Co.
1.0. O. F.—Special Notice.
Knights of Pythias Attention.
Established 1858—Kendall & Whitney.
To the Harbor Commissioners of Portland.

Raymond, at the corner of Brackett and
Spring streets, during which ho had seized
Raymond’s revolver and discharged it into the
ground lest Raymond should do him an injury.
He thought lie ought to report the case and
H.

Gentle Women—Lyon’s Katkarion.
Westbrook Seminary.

^New Languedoc Ties, New Breton Ties and
New Languedoc Laces just opened at H. I.
Nelson & Co’s, 443 Congress St.
Coe lias the

spring style

fe7d3t

hat.

reason to

Why has a Whito Rose on a golden lyre
been adopted as a trade-mark by J. & E. AtBecause thoir Toilet preparations
kinson?
have become so popular that they are extenfe7S&Wlw
sively counterfeited.
Coe has the

new

curred,.requested that gentleman to appear at
9^ o’clock at the office, first asking him ii ho
had fired at Raymond, or if he had hit him, to
both of which questions Moulton made a denial.
The Deputy supposed, very naturally, the affair was a trivial matter, and did not report
the case to the reporters. At the appointed
time Mr. Moulton appeared and as no complaint had been made, ho was allowed to depart. Intelligence at about the same time being received to the offect that a man had been
shot and was to be found at the house, No. 30

$1.00 hats.

Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celery and ChamoPills are prepared expressly to cure Sick
Dyspeptic
Headache, Nervous Headache,
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts., postage free.
mile

Parsons, Bangs & Co., Wholesale Drug117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.
General Agents.
aug28oodtf

Winter street, Marshal Bridges and Doputy
Black proceeded thither and found Raymond,
who positively refused to give any account of
the affair, or anv reason therefor, other than

gists,

Horse Blankets at cost.

Coe.

Marshal Bridges
that Moulton had shot him.
and Deputy Black then got out a warrant and
arrested Mr. Moulton who admitted that he
had shot at Raymond although he did not
know at the time that he had hit him.

It is Abominable!
t'l

rrn

tlirnmvli lift* willi “snaers” in

the

ldOUtll.

Abominable not more to the sufferer than his
friends. Buy SOZODONT and cleanse the
teeth which remain, or, better still, use it now
and save your teeth. SOZODONT is economifeb5TS&T&wlw
cal.

mb moclton’s statement.
In conversation with Mr. Moulton at the
station that gentleman statod to a Press reporter that Raymond had been in his employ
He had had trouble with him
for a year past.
several times on account of reasons lie was not
Wednesday night ho
willing to mako public.

S. M. Pettengill & Co., No. 10 State
Street, Boston.
It gives me great pleasure lo say that Adamson's Botanic Balsam cured me of a severe
cold, to which I have been subject, especially
during the winter months, and I have in many
instances recommended it to my friends, and
We think
all have been benefited by its use.
it has no equal as cough mixture.
U. E. PETTENGILL.
W&S&wlw
fe3

Office of

a party at the residouco of his cousin,
About
Mr. D. H. Iagraham, on High street.
11.30 p. m. he left the pafityfciithdecided to go
up to the stable on Cushman street and discharge Raymond fro : his employ. Mr. Moulton has qui.e a penchant for fine horses, and

went to

Keep your bowels and kidneys in a healthy
state by tlio use of Kidney-Wort.
TS&T&w
feb5

owns five or six, which he keeps at this stable.
Raymond had a room at the stable which he
Mr. Moulton continued, saying that

occupied.

of tho finest lots of OysSend your orters ever brought to this city.
ders to Timmons & Hawes, Commercial St.
We have to-day

when ho reached the corner of Spring and
This was
Clark streets ho met Raymond.
about 12 o'clock.
They began :o talk and had
a decided altercation over the matter previousWhile they were talking he
ly referred to.
(Moulton) saw tho handlo of a revolver peeping
out of a hip pocket of Raymond’s, and, for fear

one

and Market Square.

Sunday Services.
Betkrl Church.--Services IOV2 a. m., 3 and 7Va
at 7J/2
p. m.; also Monday and Thursday evenings
are invited. Seats free.
p. m. All from sea and land
Heading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
First Lutheran Church, Elm St.—Rev. N.
Elestad, pastor. Preaching at IOV2 a. m. and 3 p.

an injury, ho (Moulthe hostler might do
ton) drew it out aud discharged all the barrels
Ho then handed Raymond
into tho ground.
back his revolver, when Raymoud throw it at

hjim

ID.

Young Men’s Christian Association, Concorner
Elm.—Meetings every
Street,
gress
Social
Wednesday and Saturday at 7Y2 p. m.
a. ni.
prayer meeting Sunday at
Second Congregational C11up.cn, Congress st.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, Pastor. Preaching
at IOV2 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1%

religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
Friday evenings. All are welcome.

p.
and

Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. WilF.Berry, pastor. Preaching at 2 Vo p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m. All are invited. Seats free.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, RecSunday
tor. Services at IOV2 a. m. and 3* p. m.
school at 2 p. m.
First Free Baptist Society, corner of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Preaching at 3 p. 111. by the pastor. Sunday School
at 1.30 p. m. Prayer meeting Sunday cveniug at 7,
Tuesday evening at 7 V2 and Young People’s Friday
evening at 7J/2Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Rev. E. W.
inson, pastor. Preaching at IOV2 a. m. by J. b.
Hutchins, and 7 p. m. Sabbath School immediately
after morning sermon. Seats free. All are invited

bur

Bayside

Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pitchard,

Preaching at IOV2

m., 2 and 0
m. and 1 p. m.
a.

p.

m.

pastor.
Saboath

Social mectingat
School at 11.45 a.
7Vi p. m.
State
St.—Clergy; Kt.
St. Luke's Cathedral,
Kev. H. A. Neelv. Kev. C. \V. Hayes. Morning service on Sunday 10Vi o’clock, evening service at 7.
9
Sunday School at 3 p.m. Daily service at a. in.

and 5 p. m.
Ferry Village

M. E.

Chubcii.—Kev. S.

at 10Vi a.
Wetherbce, pastor. Sunday School
m. Social service

F.
m.
at

Preaching iiy the pastor
7 o’clock in the evening.
St. Paul’s Chubcii, corner of Congress and LoServices at
eust St.—Kev. C. J. Ketchum, rector.
lOVi a. in. 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 3 p. in.
at 3 p.

First Parish
Church.—(Unitarian), No. 3—
Congress street.—Rev. Thomas Hill, D. I).. Pastor.
Services at lOVi a. m.
Gospel Temperance Mission, :C>u\ Congress
and Chapel Streets,-Kev. S. F. Pearson, pastor.
Services will he held as follows: Every evening at
71/2 p. in. Sunday, Prayer meetings at 9 a. m.
3 and 7 p. in.
Sunday School at 10V4 a. m. SeaAll are welcomed.
son of song at CVs p. in.
First Univerxalist Church, Congress Square.
Rev. Will. E. Gibbs, pastor. Services at 10Va a. in.
and 7 P. M. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Abyssinian

Church, Newbury St.—Preaching

praise meeting at 7Ya

p.

ra.

All

are

cordially

invit-

ed to attend.

First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.-Rev. T. I>. Anderson. .Jr., pastor.
.>
p.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Preucliitig at
ra.
Social prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
ni.
at
2
p.
Preble Chapf.:..—Sunday School
Free
Preaching at 3. Temperance meeting at 7.
to all.

Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 143 Free
St. Preaching Sunday at 10.30 A. M. and 3 P. M
0 A. M.
by Elder Kellaway. Trayer meeting at
and 7 p. m. Sabbath school at 12. in. Seats free.

Temperance Hall.—Spiritual Meeting
Sons
at 2.30 p. m. In connection with the usual exercisbe
select readings by Mrs. Curriea.
will
es
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Divine Service
J.
K. Smyth, pastor.
Rev.
At 10.30 o'clock a. m. Preaching by the pastor.
school
Subject: “The Ribband of Blue.” Sabbath
of

at 12

m.

Pine St. Methodist Church.—Rev J. F. Hutch,
J p. m.
ins. pastor. Preaching at 10% A. M. and
CIiwb meeting 11 Va A. M. Sabbath school at 1%
m.
at G and 7. p.
p. m. Prayer meetings
A.
India St. Univeu.sali.st Church.-Rev. C.
at 3 ami 7 ’»• m. Subject
Services
Hayden, pastor.
of evening lecture, The “Religion oi xndia.
J. Clark
Chestnut Sr. M. L. Church—Rev. C.
and 3. p. m.
pa*tor. Preaching at 10% a. in.
at
s
Sunday school at 1%. Young people meeting
6. Praise and Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Congress St. M. K. Church, Rev. A. S. Ladd,
p. in. by the
pastor. Preaching at 10% a. in. and 3 reference
to
pastor. 2 p. m. a memorial sermon in
the late Capt. Clias E. Bunker. Sunday School at
m.
7
0
and
at
p.
Social
meeting
1%.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe
pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m.
and
Second Unitarian Church, Corner Park
John
Pleasant Sts.—Preaching by the pastor Rev.
s PrayLord
**lhe
a.
m.
Subject:
Wills, at 10%
All are
er” “Give us this day our daily bread.
and to
cordially invited both to the morning sorvice
in.
Sunthe Bible Class held in the library at 7. p.
in.
at
12
day School

Spiritual Fraternity Rossini Hall, Exchange
Opening exerSt.-Mcetingat 2.30 and 7.16 pm.
w ill adcises— prominent spiritualist amis mediums
indress the meetings. All interested are cordially
vited.
West Chapel, Congress St.—Rev. J. F. Morgan
at 3
pastor. Sunday School at 11 A. M. Preaching
at 7 p. m. Seats free.
p. in. Sunday School Concert
•
Adi are welcome.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. McWlunnio pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
school at 12 m. Suuday School Coucert at 7 p. in.

United States District Court.
before judge

fox.

Alexander

The United States by indictment
on the
Martin. Jury returned a verdict of guilty
on
fifth and sixth counts, being the only counts
which he was tried at this term.
United States by indictment vs. Robert ICaulbeck.
Retail liquor dealer without a license. Pleaded
Sentenced to sixty days in jail at Portland,
vs.

guilty.

$100.
Charles E. Clifford for defendant.
Court adjourned to Saturday.

and

a

fine of

before judge knight.

Friday.—Alonzo Foster and Charles Hayes.
toxlcation.

Fineu ip.J

anu

cosis «««.

In-

a.u.

Charles Pooler. Search and seizure. Fined $100
Commit
and costs and three months in county jail.
ted.

__

Erief

Jottings.

at sunrise.
Fine day yesterday. Mercury lG3
36° at noon, 29° at sunset; wind west.

The Reform Club will hold a temperance
at
meeting at the Friendly Inn this evening

7J o’clock.
Diet
The regular monthly meeting of the
Mission will ho held this (Saturday) afternoon
at 3 o'clock, in the Fraternity rooms.
Dr.
At the First Parish tomorrow morning
sermons
Hill will preach the second of his
isUnitarianisin?
upon the question, What

usual
The Temperance Union will hold tlioir
at Congress Hall.
meeting
evening
Sunday
the
Mr. A. B. Brown and others will address

meeting. All are invited.
The steamship Dominion took 2(j,0(>0 bushels
bushels barwheat, 32,000 bushels peas, G,000
butter
24,000
pounds
bacon,
ley, 50,000 pounds
The
and 37,520 pounds of cheese for Liverpool.
cargo wa« valued at £218,212.

of

One of the most deservedly popular places
amusement in the city is the roller skating
rink at Lancaster Hall. The hall is open
every evening and the company which gathers
there is mado up from our bcBt citizens.
Whether skating or seeing others skate, it is a

enjoyable place

to

pass

an

evening.

Cape Elizabeth.

Republican District committee was
ganized at Cape Elizabeth yesterday by
The

•boice of the following officers:
Chairman—E. N. Perry.
^Secretary—J- W. Beatty.

a

revolver and fired twico
Ho (Moulat Raymoud. who turned aud fled.
ton) then went to the station and reported the
He did not think lie had hit the hostler,
case.
Moulton drew his

[

or-

the

own

and he fired at him simply in self-defense.
MR. RAYMOND’S STATEMENT.
A reporter for tho Press called at the residence of Mr. Caleb Griffin, No. 38 Winter St.,
see
Mr. Raymond, who takes his meals
there, and who had gone there after ho was
wounded. Mr. Raymond could not see tho reporter, owing to his wounds, but Mr. Griffiu
was prepared to tell the roporter what Mr.
to

Raymond’s

Raymond says
employ of Mr. Moul-

statement

was.

that he had been in the
lon for some time, and that, until about two
weeks ago, ho has lived at Mr. Moulton's
liouso. At that time Mr. Moulton decided to
have him occupy a room at tho stable aud take
his meals elsewhere. Some teu days ago Mr.

Jloulton left for New York, where ho iuteudod
to pass the winter. A day or two after his departure he sent some money to pay for stable
expenses, and on Thursday Mr. Raymond was
expecting a letter iuclosing money to pay for
hay. After attending to the horses Thursday
night, Mr. Raymoud decided to go to Mr.

used. One shot had entered one side of
the nose, crumbled the base of the bone of the
It renose, and lodged in the opposite cheek.
mains there as t.,e doctors do not wish to disturb it at present.
The other shot entered the
right cheek and dropped into the gullet and
swallowed by Raymond.
Both shots were
fired so close to the man his face was scorched
was

by the powder. It took an hour and a half to
stop the hemorrhage, and, wo may lioro say
that yesterday morning there were traces of
blood on the snow all the way from Spring
to Pine street, and at the latter there woro a
number of pools which had soaked into the
snow.

....

.1

1.

1

»

i.f.lir

YT VO

Moulton tvas arraigned yesterday afternoon
before Judge Knight.
Examination was
waived and in consideration of the doctors’
statement that the wounded man would protThe amount
bablv recover, bail was allowed.
was fixed at 810,000. Charles E. Marwick, W.
S. Jordan and Thomas L. Merrill became the
prisoner's sureties and he was released. He
will be tried at the
Court.
A

Mouitou came in and had an angry altercation
with him and ordered him to go to the stable.
Raymond dressed and started to go, Mr. Moulton following. As they went down the front
steps Moulton saw Raymond’s revolver in his
hip pocket (Raymond was in advance) and
putting it in his

pocket, Tiiey
proceeded up Spring street together, quarrel'
own

;ng all tho way, and when near Winter street
Moulton discharged four barrels of the revolver
in the air, and when a littlo further along, the
remaining three, after which lie returned the
weapon. As they reached the corner of Brackett street more angry words followed, '"hen
Moulton drew his own revolver—a small sized
Smith & Wesson—and discharged it in Raymond's face, following it up with other shots,
when Raymond Hung his empty revolver at
his assailant and then ran. When lie readied
the corner of Pine street lie became weak from
the loss of blood, and was compelled to ask
assistance. Two men, who were standing on
the corner, were attracted by the unsteady gait
of Raymond, and he toid them that lie was
hurt and would have to ask tlieir assistance in
getting to liis home, as ho was afraid iio should
fall by tho way and freeze if he attempted to
go alone. He said that lie had been looking
for a policeman, but had not seen one. The
men helped him bask, down Brackett street to
Winter. The hell was rung and Mr. Griffin
the door. Itaymond spoke calmly,
saying, “Don’t ho frightened Mr. Griffin, I am
slightly hurt, but there i3 nothing to be
alarmed about.” After entering he said ho
had been “peppered,” and that a surgeon was
came

to

needed. Mr. Griffin
Drs. Hutchinson and

immediately
Bray.

summoned

GREEN’S STORY.
Mr. William H. Green, who lives at the corner of Spring and Brackett streets,’ Says that
he was awakened shortly before 12 o’clock by
WILLIAM

H

the sound of pistol shots. He got up and looked
Ho heard angry voices
out of the window.
but could not distinguish the men. Tho sound
seemed to como from the Spring street side of
One voice said with an oath,
the house.
•‘Don’t you ever come near my house again.”
The other replied “I haven’t been to your
house.” The first said “You have. Iam not
in the habit of shooting but if I find you there
at the men
again 1 will shoot you.” Upon
came round the corner into Brackett street, directly under the gaslight. After some more
man,

probably Raymond,

fired tlireo shots at tho other, upon which the
taller, probably Moulton, fired three shots at
the first assailant, which seemed to take effect.
near

The man was seen crouching down,
the fence, where traces of blood were

found yesterday morning.
Mr. Green yesterday morning found one of
the bullets which had lodgod in the woodwork
of his house.
OTHER STORIES.

Of course the noise of the altercation aroused
all the neighbors in the vicinity of Brackett
and Spring streets. One lady heard tho quarreling and looked out of the window. She immediately cried out to her husband that one
a
was drawing
knife on the other for
she saw it glisten. The next moment she saw
it was the nickel plated handle of a revolver
and it was fired in the air four times. A gentlelooked out of
man heard tho quarrelling and
Ho says he saw Moulton and
his window.
Raymond standing on the corner, side by side,
under the gaslight. .Moulton had a revolver
in his hand. Ho heard him say to the other
—” and
man, “G-d d—n you; if you ever

man

then came some words he couldn’t catch, “I’ll
shoot you.” This remark Moulton repeated,
and then deliberately raised the revolver and
discharged it at tho head of Raymond, al-

though ho

was

so near

May

term of the Superior

SINGULAR CIRCUMSTANCE.

that neither of the men are
a
statement of the cause of
course there are all manner
which have no substantial
one singular circumstance
Mr. Moulton returned on
about the affair.
the 5 p. m. train Thursday, went to the Falmouth Hotel and took a room in =tead of going
lmmA
Ha drove from the Falmouth to the
It will bo seen
to make
Of
the trouble.
of reports afloat
basis.
There is

willing

party and, while there,

we

are

informed, about

11 o’clock a servant told him a person at the
He went away imdoor wanted to see him.
After reporting himmediately afterwards.
self at the station Moulton went back to the
hotel, wrote a short note to Mr. Adams, the
clerk, and then retired to his room.

Reception of Gov. Davis.
The last assembly of the Fraternity course
will take placo at City Hall next Tuesday
eveuing, Feb. 10th, when a grand reception
will be tendered Governor Davis and staff and
This will of course
the Executive Council.
prove a very popular feature for the closing
As the Fraternity have
of tho course.

night

always put themselves forward in furnishing
something attractive to close their dances they

of course will have the co-operation of the
It is not intended to
Portland.
citizens of
make this a full dress affair, but one of the
The committee
best assemblies of tho season.
think it
advisable to reserve the gallery.
Tickets 50 cents including reserved seats and
bo obtained at Farrington's store, 182
can
Middle street, where the plan of the gallery
may be seen. These tickets admit to the gallery only. Tickets admitting a gentleman and
ladies to the hall at 31.00, may be had at the
We hope to see a large attensamo place.
dance at the Mayor’s room at 7.45, when the
after which the
proceed to tho hall, when
company will
Chandler’s full brass band will discourse some
of their best music. Of course there will be a

reception wilt take place,

large crowd present.
Loyal League of Portland.
Tho association recently formed in this city
is rapidly increasing its membership and very
are
many of the best Republicans of Portland
The League, now temporarily located, will, in a few days, complete
arrangements for permanent quarters, and tho
prospect for the organization is very flattering.
The following letter from the Hon. N. Webb
among its members.

will bo read with regret by its members.
Portland, Feb'y (!, 1880.
Wm. T. Small, Secty., Portland:
Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter informing me that the
Loyal League of Portland have elected ino as
and asking my acceptance of that

president,
position.

While fully sympathizing with what I understand to bo the objects proposed by your organization, I am compelled to decline the honor of being its president.
The prosperity of such an association, and
the successful accomplishment of the onus it
aims at, require of its officers more constant
attendance at its meetings, and more active
participation in its action than it will bo possible for me to give.
Very truly yours,
Nathan Webb.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Af AlllfAll

wislieu him to remain and occupy his old room.
He accordingly acceded to her request and retired to his room, where lie remaiued reading
until about 11.35, and then retired. About fif.
teen minutes later the door-boll rung, and on
answering it, to his astonishment, he saw Mr.
Moulton who, he supposed, was in New York.

took it,

THOUSAND DOLLARS BAIL.

TEN

Moulton’s house aud see if a letter had been
received. He went down about ten o’clock,

talk, the shorter

Municipal Court.

-ery

motion as if to draw another
revolver, or knife, from the other hip pocket.
Knowing that Raymond was a man of violent
temper and a heavier man than himself, Mr.
him aud made

So ial

in.

Deputy Black, knowwas, and having no
had ocsuppose that anything serious

therefore had done so.
ing who Mr. Moulton

that Moulton could al-

Raymond’s head with tho pistol.
repeated tho shot, both|taking effect,

most touch

Moulton
and, as he was about firing a third time, Raymond flung something at him which Moultgn
did not dodge, but fired the third shot which

As Moulton fired this
went into the fence.
third shot Raymond throw up both hands as if
He then appeared to
to ward off the shot.
spit blood on the snow and ran off up Brackett street followed by Mouiton, who fired a

A

Relief Meeting In City Hall.

THE

ton

Adamson's Cough Balsam.
New Landuedoc Ties—H. I. Nelson & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Obadiah on Jefferson.
Me. Editor: I see by Thursday’s Argus tlia'
Obadiah, the ancient, has turned up again, ant
like Mrs. Pardiggle in Bleak House, has thrusl

SUFFERING IRELAND.

OLD

FOLKS CONCERT.

Those who attend the Orthodox meeting
houso at Woodford’s Corner, Deering.wlll give
at Lewis’ Hall, Wedan Old Folks’Concert
ra

_1

tut.
***■*•

OtOUIHgi

'Tl,
—--J,-

will appear in costume of the olden time, and
will siug the songs their fathers sang in the
days of Auld Lang Syne, besides a number of
worldly songs. A good time is promised. The
society lias lately purchased a new organ, to
liel ppay for which this concert is given.
THE STRATEGISTS.

To-night the last performance of the StrateWe hope both this perwill be given.

gists

formance and the matinod thU afternoon will
The play is very funny, the actors admirable in their respective roles, and
more
than the wortli of his
far
one gets
be crowded.

money.

_____

Personal.
A memorial service will bo held at Congress
street church Sunday afternoon in honor of
the late Charles E. Bunker, and will be attended by the Odd Fellows of Ancient Brothers

Lodge.

S. H. and R. F. Doten, members of the firm
of S. H. & A. R. Dcten, of this city, start today : r San Francisco on a pleasure trip for
months.
Supreme Chancellor D. B. Woodruff, of Macon, Georgia, the head of the order of Knights
of Pythias in the United States, and in fact in
the world, is expected in Portland today, and
A
will meet with a hospitable reception.
two

of the lodges is called for this
evening at 7.30 at Pythian Hall, whero the
Ciiancollor will meet the members of

special meeting
Supreme

the order.

A fair audience

at City Hall las’
the call of several of oui

gathered

evening in response

to

prominent citizens to devise some means bj
which the suffering of the famine Strieker
pooplo of Ireland can be alleviated. The
meeting was called to order by Alderman Cunningham, who introduced as chairman of the
meeting Mayor Walker.
Mr. Walker made a very appropriate and
of the
telling speech. He reviewed the history
land question in Ireland, and attributed to it

the awful distress, misery and woe which exists there today. The land in Ireland, he said,
is held by a few non-working aristocrats. The
and decurse of absenteeism was also reviewed
The duty of us tonounced in severe terms.
of
day isto contribute all wo can to the people

Ireland—children of horiedtary oppression.
At tho conclusion of his address Mayoi
Walker introduced Father Bradley.
The reverend gentleman was received with
Father Bradley in opening
great applause.
expressed his surprise and disapprobation at

This is a time for action,
the small number.
not for talk.
A nation is in danger of starvation and stretches out her hands to us for aid.
The papers both in England and this country
teem with accounts of the distress in Irelaud.
Tho action of the Duchess of Mr -thorough and
the New York Herald is proof of the dire misery of the starving poor in Erin.
Father Bradley then read a letter from a
Bishop in Ireland, which drew a terrible picThe work of
ture of the famine in Ireland.
death is daily progressing.
He also read another letter, which stated that around one
house over three lum red starving people gathered asking for food.
Father Bradley stated that in person he visited the famine districts, and that no language
The
could describe the misery of the people.
famine in Ireland cannot be attributed to a
want of energy or industry of the Irish people.
The destitution in Ireland is not due to the
u« uiuvcuuosa ui

iuo

xuciu

pcasiun.

W. C. T.- W. W. Wallace.
W. V. T.—Miss Katie Phillips.
R. S—S. H. Brown.
F. S.—J. F. Holmes.
W. T.—T. W. Burnham.
W. C.—Mrs. Orne.
W. M.—John Williams.
W. I. G.—Edward Grover.
W. O. G.—Thomas Headley.
A. S.—Julia A. Bean.
D. M.—Mrs. Williams.
R. H. S. —Geo. A. Ulmer.
L. H. S.—Mrs. A. M. Thompson.
P W. C. T.—A. H. Spear.
Trustees for tho exsuing year—J. F. St.
John, A. H. Spear and J. B. Thorndike.

Republican County Committee.
The Republican County Committee met at
Republican Headquarters, yesterday morning,
Samuel Dingley, Esq., presiat 10 o’clock.
ded and Mr. John M. Stevens officiated as secrotray. On motion the temporary organization
There was a general
was madpermanent.
discussion and consultation of the state of affairs throughout the county and the reports
showed a very flourishing condition of affairs.
The committee as constituted are men of experience and ability and will no doubt see to it
that the cause of Republicanism does not suffer.
Rossini Hall.
The Spiritual Fraternity having secured the
above beautifnl and cosy hall for their Suncordially invite all interested in

day meetings

the cause of Spiritualism to meeting and cooperate with them in their work of diseminating its teaching. Next Sunday opening exercises will commence at 2.30 and 7.15 p.m.
and mediums w ill adProminent

Spiritualists

dress the meetings.

Seats free to all.

Arrival of the Nathan Cleaves.
Schooner Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, from
Virginia, with oysters for Timmons & Hawes,
When the gale
forenoon.
arrived

yesterday

struck her she was at the entrance of Vineyard
Sound, and by skillful management made
Holmes’ Hole. Capt. Atwood reports it as the
severest storm

he has over

experienced.

Cap’n Chase Again.
Mb. Editor: I see that Cap’n Chase is
talked of for Mayor. If he said what was reported in that interview in the paper I think
The interview
ho would make a good one.
showed that the Cap’n was an able, discreet
and statesmanlike citizen, and would make a
judicious officer of whom we might well be
given I second
proud. For the reason above Baldy
Sodrs.
the nomination.
in
who says the
P. S.—A mau has just come
in
the
He
was
What
said
paper.
Cap’ujj never
that Chase
says the reporter made it all up,
never know enough to say what the paper said
B. S.
he did. I take it all back.

1000

propose to discuss the true cause of Ireland’s
Of
I leave that to the politician.
distress.
one thing we may be
sure, and that is a large
number of the Irish people are starving. England to her lasting disgrace has neglected to
give succor to the distressed peasantry, but
now it appears from the Queen’s address that a
vague aud iudetinite plan is proposed to alleviate the wants of Ireland.
Father Bradley then spoke in scathing terms
of the maternal interest, so-called, of England,
lu the hour of her dire distress Ireland appeals
to the great republic across the ocean and to
the generous, sympathetic republic of Franco.
He then described the poor-houses of Ireland,
In order
a system devised mainly for a few.
to be admitted into these charnel houses one
must give up home and family, there to be separated from all he holds dear. No man is admitted who has a home, therefore ninety per
In one poor
cent, of the peopldare excluded.
house which I visited, over two thousand out
of the five thousand inmates were in the hospital. Is it to be wondered at that the Irish
people refuse to enter these houses of death.
In conclusion Father Bradley appealed to
the citizens of Portland to aid those dying of
When the tire-fiend
starvation in Ireland.
swept over this, our Forest City, other cities
her
aid.
Ireland calls to
to
came
generously
Let us give noble reponse, and the
us for aid.
return will come soon.
After Father Bradley’s address Mr. Edward
Duddy moved that a com nittee bo appointed
The motion was put
to solicit subscriptions.
by Mayor Walker.
Mr. T. F. Donahue then addressed the audiMr. Donahue
ence in favor of the resolution.
made an eloquent appeal for Ireland. He conthe
cluded by seconding
motion, which was
then carried unanimously.
Mr. D. O’C. O’Donoghue then made a few
remarks. He expressed surprise that so few
were present saying that it was a disgrace upMr.
c
the Catholic Irishmen of Portland.
O’Donoghue then gave an interesting account
Under that
of the land system in Ireland.
system there is no justice for the tenant farmer.
He closed by an earnest appeal for aid.
A committee was then appointed to solicit
subscriptions on the floor, and reported the

following subsciptions.

Irish American Relief Association.$500.00
Ancient Order of Hibernians. 200.00
Chas. McCarthy. 100.00
James Cunningham. 100.00
James McGlinchy. 100.00
10.00
Chas. F. Swett.
25.00
J. J. Lynch.
50.00
Geo. P. Wescott
..

George

waiter.

A. A. Strout.
I). H. Ingraham
Nathan Webb.
Rev. Denis M. Bradley.
Rev. Chas. W. Doherty.
Rev. Timothy P. Linehan
B. E. McDonough.
Neal Devine.
Thomas Hassett.
D. O’C. O’Donaghue
John O’Brien.
Patrick Feeney.
Patrick Keating.
John Davis.»..
J ohn Coleman..
G. R. Bernard.
J. W. Peters
Cash.

Mary Carney.
Janies DeWolf
James Comiellan.
Wm. Ladrigan
M. Flaherty.
D. ilollihan.
Thos. Shannon
P. McGowan.
A. S. Judd.
D. Sullivan.
—

Cash.*.
F. Sbeoan.
I>. Reardon.
Cash.
J. Fitzsimmons.
T. J. Lappin.
Cash.......•.
Peter Burke.
John Harmon.
Hugh Devine
J ohn Gulliver.
Jas. Melaugh
Cash.
Jas. Sheau.
T. Kelley.
P. Quinn.
J Cady.

J. MeCloskey
11. Sheridan.

Cash.
M. Boyse
Edward Logue.
T. Love.
G. Love..
D. Gurney

—.

J. Nagle.

Cash.
R Costello..
John McGee.
T. McGowan.
M. Kelley.
P. Sullivan.

John Scanlon.
T. Hayes
D. M. Mannis .'.
John Silver.
M. Meehan.
P. McGowan
Cash
Wm. Price.
J. Price.
Wm. AlcAleney.
M. H. Davis.
T. Keating.
...

J. Herbert.
D. Kelley.
Wm. Melaugh.
P. F. Sheean.
John Sawyer

D. W.Cunninghain.
W. McCloud.
P. F. Lynch
P. Hamilton.
...

Mystic Lodge No. 2.1. O. G. T.
The following were installed *s officers of
Mystic Lodge No. 2,1. O. G. T., for tho enW.
suing quarter on Thursday, Feb. 5tli, by G.
C. T., A. J. Chase, assisted by L D., J. B.
Thorndike, and G. W. M., E. Leach:

10

liquor consumed in Ireland than in oither England or Scotland. Statistics show it. I do not

Corneluis Conley.
M. Somers.
A. H. Harris.
..

Cash.
Peter O’Connor.
W. H. Lyons.
,J. .1. Lappin.
D. A. Mealier.

Cash.
Cash.
P. McCue.
J. C. Haverley.
P, K. bliannahan.
W. H. Holding.
P. Griffin.
P. Kerwin
D. Gallagher.
J. Whalen..—
G. Massey.

George Keeley.

J.Cronan...
J. McBride.
Mrs. Phelan.

25.00
50.00
20.00
100.00
25.00
25.00
10.00

2.00
5.00
25.00
60
25.00

25.00
6.00
1.00
5.00

10.00
2.00
1.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
2.00
2.00

5.00
5.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
.60
1.00
1.00
6.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
20.00

1.00

_.25

5.00
5.00
10.00

6.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
5.00.
.60
5.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
5.00

.50
2.00
2.00
10.00

25.00.
6.00

5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
6.00

26.00
6.00
25.00
LOO
LOO
60

10.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
LOO
LOo
LOO

2.00
10.00

25.00
LOO
5.00

2.00
2.00

LOJJ

6.00
2.00
LOO
60

F. Donahue, Bion Bradbury, A. A.
Strout, J. J. Lynch and Edward Dudley, comT.

mittee on resolutions,

whisks Jefferson’s works and
proves that this “Good Father of Democracy”
was an ardent exponent of
the principle and
its ardent advocate.
A few months since
Obadiah proved that Jefferson believed in the
out Obadiah

power of the general government to issue treasury notes enough to meet the demands of business.
Only think of Jefferson believing the
government ought to go into the banking business!
Now he has discovered that Jefferson was the
ardent friend of such rascalities as Garcelon,
Chase and Fogg committed in this State. We
shall hear next that Jefferson was in favor of
asking Congress to interfere in the local affairs
of States.
I demur at this abuse of the deI say to Obadiah that noparted statesman.
Jefferson was a Greenbacker.
believes
body
Nobody believes he ever dreamed that eight
such men as Garcelon, Chase, Fogg and company could be found in office in any one State.
No, Jefferson believed that the majority should
rule,and that is just what Obadiah doesn’t want.
The fact is the old fellow should quote Pillsbury’s works in favor of the steal, and not from
that of a man who never had while living a
feeling in common with anything like the
thieving Democracy of this State.
Republican.
Gorham.
At a regular meeting of Gorham Lodge, I.
O. G. T., held on Monday evening, the following officers were installed:
W. C. T.—Rev. Thomas Tyrie.
W. V. T.—Mrs. G. M. Floyd.
W. S —Chailes Larry.
W. T.—Edward J. Kenney.
W. M.—Ally Hanson.
W. C.—Benj. Merrill.
W. I. G.—Jennie Libby.
W. O. G.—Hiram Woodman.
W. A. S.—Henry Morrill.
W. D. M.—Clara Libby.
W. R. H. S.—Louisa Berry.
W. L. H. S.—Mrs. L. W. Parkhurst.
The W. S. reported the number of members
in good standing, 138.

Weekly List of Patents
Weekly list of patents rolating to railways
and engineering, dated Feb 3, ’80, reported
for the “Railway Age” by C. E. Foster, Patent
Solicitor, 509, 7th street, Washington. D. C.
224,000—Henry T. Cummings, Portland,
treating and curing Spanish moss.
225,180—Moses Y. Hall, Vinalhaven, Me.,
bagtie.
224,106—Gustavus W. Parker, Brunswick,
dovelading machine.
Sarah A. Ulmer, Portland, egg beater.
102 YEAR3 OLD.

suffering

people,

poverty,
destroy

hesolved.

That in futherance of the objects of
this meeting, as expressed in the resolutions
adopted, an executive! committee of twenty-five
gentlemen, with power to add to their number and

be now appointed to carry out all
measures which may be necessary for raising and receiving subscriptions and donations, and transmitting the same in the most appropriate manner, for
of Ireland, and
the relief of the suff ering
that said committee be and is hereby empowered to
adopt suitable rules and regulations, to appoint a
treasurer and collector, ana other officers, and to
do all things necessary for carrying out thefee purposes, and said committee, at the conclusion of its
labors, shall publish a full and correct account of
the disposition made and of all subscriptions and
donations that shall have come into its hands.

vacancies,

people

An executive committee consisting of the
following gentlemen was then appointed to

perfect arrangements for receiving subscriptions, &c.?
Mayor Walker, Alderman Cunningham,
Jas. Bailey, Gen. Mattocks, D. Man nix, Thos.
Hassett, J. A. Gallagher, D. H. Ingraham, S.
C, Strout, A. Bennett, \V. H. Looney, Daniel
E. Bowen, D. D. Harrigan, Hon. Geo. P.
Wescott, Wm. Melaugh, F. W. Cunningham,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Edward Duddy,
Hugh McGowan, D. O’C. O’Donoghue, James
Conellan, B. C. Donahue, J. C. Havorty, T.
E. Hartnett, T. P. McGowan, T. F. Donahue,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

F. O. BAILEY <V CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Gentle
Women

KNOX COUNTY.

William Taylor, of
Hope, attempted suicide
last week by cutting his throat with a jackknife, but succeeded only in indicting a gash
about three inches long. He has been confined
to the house all winter with a dropsical affection of the lower limbs.
Reports from Islesboro say that the schooner
yacht owned by Mr. Wm. Farwell, was totally
wreckod Sunday afternoon, near Crow Cove
in that town. One man named Jackson is reported to have been nearly dead before he was
rescued. The yacht left Belfast harbor just
before the heavy squall on Sunday.

McKenny died very suddenly at 6.20
o’clock, Friday evening, Feb. 6, 1880, at his
farm residence in Saco, at the great age of one
hundred and two years, one month and sixteen

days.
He was in full possession of his faculties to
the last moment, and conversed with his
Ho was
friends within an hour of his death.
possessed of remarkable firmness of purpose,
and conducted his own business affairs to the
la3t day of his life. He was five feet ten inches
his weight
a few years since,
hundred and fifty pounds; his eyes
was
were blue and his hair, before it turnod gray,
was dark auburn. The following biographical
sketch was written for ‘The Illustrated Histoin

a

Oxygenated

Bitter*

mo uuuio

ml

a century,
spurned
guardian over him.

an

attempt

place

to

3
TO
2
Dollars
SAVED

for

feb7

.ygtang
FOR

a

three children,—two
Mr. McKenny had
daughters and one son,—all of whom died in
infancy. He is strictly temperate in his habits,
and has never drunk as a beverage*any intoxicating liquors. He did not havo a physician
called to attend him until after he had reached
He never sued a
his one hundredth year.
to his one
man, or in turned was sued, prior
hundredth birthday anniversary. Ho was never desirious of
holding public offices; and
when, at one time, ho was appointed a JusPeace
of
the
tice
by the Governor of the State,
he declined to accept the honor.
of McKenny is noted for
The family
longevity; one brother, Samuel, lived to the
of
ninety-six.
age
The subject of this sketch has always been
industrious and economical; his business life
has been successful, and for many years he
loaned money to people needing assistance,
but he never accepted more than six per centum interest.
He has lived through every administration
of the United States, and is within one year of
the age of our government. Since lie reached
his majority in 1798 he has frequently voted
in Presidential elections through a period of

ly

following:
My Friends
Certain persons

To

are

trying to take my property

out of my hands and to appoint a guardian ove r me.
I protest against this and I want an expression of
public opinion about it. I wish my friends to sign
Aaiiox McKexxv.
a protest.
We the undersigned, friends, neighbors and acof Saco, hereby
quaintances of Aaron McKennyhis
the
old age
him in

protest against disturbing
by
taking
by any forcible
appointment of a guardian,or
___Lin .^hihno
tl'o ltnmv
ii..

him to bo in possession of his faculties and capable
We consider that any
of managing his own affairs.
such action as that mentioned above would be not
only unnecessary but also cruel and improper.
Wm. P. Haines. Ferguson Haines,' Ezra Carter,
Aaron McKenny of Buxton, Charles W. McKenny,
Joseph Hobson, T. B. 'I’olford, J. Mason and a large
number of the best men of York and Cuntbe rland

counties._

new

in

rived.

those Issued by the
Farmington Village Corporation Probably to be Tested in the U. S. Court

a numIn accordance with a call issued by
what is
ber of the holders of bonds issued by

known as the “Farmington Village Corporaheld in Arcade Hall,
was
a meeting
Farmington, on Thursday last to take such

tion,”

measures as the spirit of the meeting might
the
suggest in regard to prosecuting a suit for
There were present
bonds.
these
of
payment

some
at the meeting gentlemen representing
was
812,000 of the bonds, and the opinion
measures should
that
legal
expressed
generally
and
be at once taken to secure the just rights
These bonds were
dues of the bondholders.
issued some ton years ago, to aid in the extenW est
sion of the Androscoggin railroad from
terminus in the
to its

Farmington

present

Soon after their issue, howvillage proper.
served
an injunction was obtained and

structions
a day
city yesterday requesting him to name
when the committeo could confer with him upStates
on the feasibility of a suit in the United
A consultation will probably be held
uld ho
Judge Virgin,
early noxt week.
readvise a prosecution, will undoubtedly be
courts.

tained
by the -bondholders.
Quite an amount of these bonds are held by
business men in this city, among the holders
Messrs. Allen & Oo., H. M. Howes, C.
as

counsel

being
H. Bangs and others.

WOLF

Ogdensburg,
WESTERN

AND

Commencing

9, 1880.

Feb.

LEAVE PORTLAND: 7.45 a. m.
—Tlirough trains to Burlington, via

Montpelier, connecting with through trains on Central
Wells River and

Vermont R. R. for St. Albans, Montreal and Ogdensburg; also through cars on this train for Swanton via St. Johnsbury and Vt. Div. P. & O. line.
£.45 |f. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations—mixed train from Upper Bartlett.\
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

237 Middle
Jan29

—From Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensthe West.
J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
Feb. 7. 1880.fa7dtf

m.

Portland,

ESTABLISHED

BECAUSE

POPULAR

PORTLAND, ME.

Gentlemen:
The railroad bridge to Turner’s Island will soon
extensive reconstruction, and security of
trains will demand a change in the location of the

Application

draw.

just

ar-

is

foregoing petition

ordered: that

it is

a

on

where
2.30 P. M., at the bridge above mentioned,
of
the premises may be viewed, ahd that a notice
order
our
with
ih;s
the above application, together
of the daily papers
in
twx*
be
published
thereon,
in Portland, for seven dajs previous to the

printed

earing.

BOYS’ TIES.
Whole Stock Marked at 35 cts.
These are all good, clean desirable styles but we own a large
stock very low and propose to
sell them.

Owen, Moore & o'o.,

) Harbor
JACOB McLELLAN,
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,} Commis) sioners.
C. H. FARLEY,
fe7dtd
Portland, Feb. G. 1880.

of

ANNUAL CASH SALE,
Monday, February 2d.
H. W. SIMONTON & CO.,
NO. 4 DEERING BLOCK,
Ways their

Infants’

WardInserlinirs.
and Fancy

Crewel Work,
description*, Boy*’ listen,
Children’* Cloak*, Woolen I»re»*e», Nainsook Dresses, Hoods, mittens & leggings,
Sets, Watte
Duchess laces, lace Ded
Skirts, Fancy Baskets, Whitby Necklaces
and Bracelets.

_fe2d2w

500 YDS. RIBBONS
lO

CENTS.

are

at 7l/a P. M.
Supreme Chan
Saturday.
eellor, D. B.Woodruff, will visit the city, and would

be pleased to meet as many of the members of the
order as possible.
C. C., Bramhall.
M. S. GIBSON.
JOHN NORTON, C. C Munjoy.
FREEDOM NASH, C. C., PineTree
feb7dlt
_

For the next Thirty Days
Winter Hats at HAEF PRICE.
A

offer all my

I. P.

Tre-

quality.

Wanted

No. 7 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.
fe3

HAVING

the services of
rIbo Mr. Carter, our

a

flrst-*las»

well-known
Caterer,
and efficient Waiter, we are prepared to furnish
or private houses.
Also
halls
at
Wedding
suppers
Breakfasts in a superior manner, and warrant our
the
of
best
he
to
very
quality.
goods
8
•
8. A. ULMEB.
662 Congress St.
jal9dlm*

ACADIA COAL
The best in

purposes.

the market for open grate*
For Sale by

or

Steam

179 Commercial fa

Cross

AND

—

SHOES.
for little

or no

St.

eed«f

profit

following goo<is must
for spring goods.

for tne next

x no

tmrty days.

sold In order to make

be

room

LADIES”800DS.
pairs Goat and Morocco Seamless Button:
M. F, aud D.
pairs Goat aud Morocco Side Lace Boots: AA,
A, B, C, aud D.
300 pairs Boyd’s fine N. Y. Morocco Button, Box
Toe. Low Vamp, Quarter Over Vainp, new and
yljsh' AA, A, aud B.
300

SS, S,
250

200 pairs Men’s Heavy, Solid. Durable, Custom
Made. Hand Pegged, Calf Boots: A, B, C, D, E,
and F.
If to pairs Hand Sewed, Double Sole, Congress

Boots.

liH) pairs Hand Sewed, Custom Made,
Leg, Calf Boots.

Morocco

250 pairs Calf and G’uin Balmorals.
Narrow Goods a specialty. Your long, slim, narfeet properly flitted at SIGN OF GOLD BOOT.

West boro, Hinas.

feb7d&wlw

O.

I-

o.

421 CONGRESS STREET.

GIRLS

To sew Straw on The fVilcox &■
Gibbs Machine. Apply to
II. O. BERNARD A CO.,

BROWN,

SERVICES pertinent to the death

late Brother Chas E. Bunker, will be
of
MEMORIAL
held in the Congress street M. E. Church, Simday
our

afternoon, February 8th. Members of Ancient
Brothers Lodge will meet at the hall at 2 o clock.
Each member is earnestly requested to be present
Members of other Lodges are invited.
Per order, W. W. KEMP, Rec. Sec y.
f,il,7d 1 r

HANDSOME SPUING STYLES
Also

prices

K-ooVb will h per in TlII’Rfl-

Feii. 2Cth.
Advantages are
low. For circulars, address

,uj,erior,

ABOVE

IN TIIK

FEMALE COLLEGE.
day,

OPENED

JUST

-AND—

c_:_of

eodtt

Prints andCaminics.

SEMINARY

WESTBROOK

DEALER.

SHOE

TOE
dec 30

F.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

GOOD*.

Several Thousand Yards

STYLES

SPRING

and

J, p. WKSTOIV, President,
Stevens' Plains, Mb.
fe"eod3w&w4w5

—

12C

—

CALICO REMNANTS
Call early for the beet selections.

REMOVAL.

m

«

Mrs. H. F. MARSH has removed
to 565 Congress Street.
dSTThlmo

Also
1..

_X

Llieviui ouiruu^

MILLINERY STORE.

1U

51

t«u

lauvij-

RE8PECTFULLY,

A. B. BUTLER,
Yo. 247 middle Street.
dtf
ja31
_'fa«.

Stocks
PIANOS! Mining-SALE
t

FOR

E. B. ROBINSON
sale the following celebrated instruments:
Chickering & Sons.Lindeman & Sons Cycloid Grands
emWeber, Knabe, McCammon, and those of other

inent makers.
The best assortment of leading pianos to select
Tow
from in New England, and sold at extremely
Prices. Ware Rooms at

gy Tuning attended to

Forest City Silver,
Acton Silver,
Portland Acton Silver,
Deer Isle Silver,
Fdgeiiioggin Silver,
Atlantic Copper,

Ammonusic Copper,
—

as

usual.

nol

eodly

Y.

Premiums at STATE FAIR, 1870.

All

LAMSON,

S.

BY

—

GARDIYER,

Real Estate and Mining Stock Broker,

St.
Centennial Block, No. 93 Exchange
UMtlt
Jan 15___

Boots.
Mist Photographer, Rubber^
Opposite Falmouth Hotel,
PORTLAND, ME
Up

one

flight

only._no4dtf

JOB LOT.
A

JOB

LOT

OF

BOOTS and SHOKS
Consisting of Ladies,’ .Misses’ and Children’s
Goods, selling at half price at

STAPLES’

Oreen, Son & Lynch,
se6

Immediately

AMERICAN

FIFTY

JOHNSON,

engaged

—

BAILEY A NOYES, Exchange St.

Colored Rid CHotcw for
fouise best

WINTER
BOOTS

row

large lot

Remnants in very nice Ribbons for 10 cts
All my

...

Has for

TRIMMED HATS HALF PRICE.
I shall

Rramhall, Munjoy and Pine Tree
reqnested to meet at Pythian hall,

MEMBERS
Lodges,
Feb. 7th,

mi.,

Wonted and
Good* of nil

AXP—

MEN’S GOODS.

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

Congress Street.dtf

nml

.eodtf

made to you to

accordingly

Street,

middle

—

a time for a hearing on the question of a
looation and manner of constructing the draw and
anv auestions that may arise as to the form of the
P. S. & P. RAILROAD CO.,
bridge.
by Webb & Haskell, Attorneys.
Portland, Feb. 5, 1880.

the

$1.35.

■■..Rdninos

HATTER,

appoint

HATTER,

Ladiet’ Underclothing,

in waut ol
and get

one

FALL

RELIA-

Whitney,

Kendall &

We liave marked all our full
bosom and Knot Ties nt 50 cts.
This comprises lots that we have
been selling for 94 cts. $1.00 and

_i

will pay any

it

COE,

fe7eod3w&wGw7

dim’ heir

offer

as

anyof the above goods to look at oar stock
somcastonishing low prices before buying.

require

Hats

at greatly reduced prices for Ten
entire stock, consisting of

COST.
Now is your time,

1858.

Knights of Pythias Attention.

505 and 507

AT

ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUES for 18f0
mailed free to all applicants.

Hat.
St., Sign of Gold eodtf

jan30

Ladies’ Furs, Fur Trimmings, Gloves, Trunks, Horse
Blankets, Traveling Bags Ac

burz and

be given the petitioners and such others
ONhearing
interested! TUESDAY, Feb. 17th next, at

THE

HATS, CAPS,

tions.

6.30 p.

To the Harbor Cominisisoners of
Portland.

Spring Style Stiff

ROBES,

POINTS.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

BLE.

MERRY,

ever,

to preupon the Treasurer of the corporation
vent his paying the interest upon these bonds,
and since
on the ground of their illegality,
that time nothing has been paid out upon
them and no estops towards payment at any
time taken.
At the meeting a committee was chosen, and
inWalter Nichols, Esq., acting under their
wrote to Hon. W. W. Virgin of this

MOUNTAINS,
Burlington, Vt.,
Montreal,

as are

CORPORATION BONDS.

The Legality of

ROBES,

—

WHITE

ABE

FURS
NOW!

_

eighty years.
In the spring of 1879, an unsuccessful attempt was made to place a guardian over tjiis
As soon as he heard that men,
old man.
whom he had considered fr iends, were seriousentertaining the propositions, he wrote the

THE

ja3_

AND

Me.

It is a high test oil and nonexplosive. It barns free and clear.
It is beautiful in appcrance, being
a very high color of Red.
It will
burn in any lamp without suioke
or smell.
It is absolutely the best
oil on the market. Sold by

197

WOLF
ROBES

Something

Street, Portland,

Plum

THE

Buffalo,

CO.,

AUC IIONEEKS,

BY BUYING

xxkm.m

Mr. McKenny’s first purchase was 82 acres,
and with additions since made, his farm now
contains more than 200 acres. Although his
business throughout his long life has been
farming, in his early days he made and sold
large quantities of shingles, and shaved those,
which form a part of the roof of his new house.
He felled the first tree in settling his farm,
and has lived to see the wilderness become fertile and cultivated lands, and to witness^ the
founding of schools, churches and cities in
which he contributed his full share, especially
in the establishment of the Free Will Baptist
church, near his residence, where for many
years he was an active member. And. a long
time ago, when he withdrew for reasons which
he conceived an usurpation of his rights, he
did not cease to extend his hospitality to its
members.
Alfthe age of ninety-nino he attendee to his
farm work, and labored in the corn-field, culage of
tivating a pieco by himself; and at the able
to
ho was
one hundred and two years,
He
stand at the mirror and shave himself.
his
now takes an active interest in controlling
and with remarkable independown affairs,
ence of action, when he had lived more than

F. 0. BAILEY &

1880.
Something
BEFORE
RED C OIL. TAKING
STOCK
WE
W. L. WILSON
SHALL
SELL
this City.
Sole Agents
__dSTThtf
Buffalo

Dyspepsia.

oure

ono

uey) Aprii i.o, ioiij, uoivyddu
and. ten in the morning.

ON

New!

feb5_dlw

height, and,

ry of York County”:
Aaron McKenny was the socond son of Samuel and Lucy (Rand) McKenny, was born__in
Scarborough, now Saco, December |21, L 77,
and, in 1799, married Miss Lucy Burnhamdaughter of Thomas and Mollie Burnham—
who was born in Scarborough, now Saco, Feb.
26, 1777, and died Jan. 18, 1849.
At the time of writing this sketch, October,
1879, Mr. McKenny is nearly one hundred and
two years old, and so perfectly retains his mental faculties as to give the concise dates and
facts here written. Soon after his marriage he
settled on the farm where he now resides, and,
on which, during this year (187!)), he has erected a commofious and elegant farm residence,
giving directions for the labor and paying the
It is the third house he
men he employed.
has built on his farm, the socond one having
been destroyed bv fire (from a defective chim-

at 2.30 o'clock, at
store No. 35
Exchange Street, we shall sell a
large and fresh stdck of Groceries, consisting of
Sugar. Tea, Coffee, Tobacco aud Cigars, Fancy
Laundry and Toilet Soaps, Peaches, Tomatoes,Corn.
Blueberries, Strawberries, Suleratus, Spises, Extracts, Oils, Beans, Tapioca, Sago, Finn, Starch,
Tubs, Pails, Bromu’s Wash Boards, lurge assortment of Fancy Goods. 2 Show Cases, I>esk. Stove,
Scales, Candy Jars, Safe, Tobacco Cutters, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers,
febdtd

eodly

fe7

—

local application for chronic Rheumatism,
throat and tightness of the chest, it is also
highly spoken of. Sold by all Druggists.
As

AUCTION.

AT

TUESDAY, Feb. 10th,

Agent* for the Celebrated Concord Harness

Price 25 cents.

sore

at 10 o’clock a. m
ocikitf

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

The Norway tannery have paid freight on
hundred and six car loads sinco the Norway branch road was opened, and it is not
much of a time for freight with them either.

No Failures are Recorded of the famous
outward speciflc, Henry’s Carbolic Salve.
It is invariably successful in healing sores,
curing eruptions, removing proud flesh, and
overcoming suppuration and inflammation.
These sanative results it accomplishes without
leaving any scar or discoloration of the skin.

A4X8M.

Choice Groceries & Store Fixtures

one

A Statistician (bachelor of course) insists
that courtships aveiage three tons of coals
each, and we would add, scores of bad coughs
and colds; but then every prudent gallant is
provided with a bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough

W.

Furniture and General Merohan

Saturday, commencing
Consignments solicited.

OXFORD COUNTY.

YORK COUNTY.

G.

sale of

dise every

and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must nso
MON’S KATHAIRON. This
elegant, cheap article always
makes the Hair grow freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
ont, arrests and cores grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes tho Uair
strong, giving it a enriing
tendency and keeping it in
any desired position. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure
result cf using Kathairon.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The dwelling and barn of R. Paul Benson,
near the town house in
Kennebunkport, was
consumed by Are at 4 o’clock Fridav afternoon,
from a defect in the chimney. Most.of the
furniture was saved. Insured for about $800
on all.

BAILEY.

Regular

Who want glossy, luxuriant

Deacon Samuel Hanscom of China, an aged
and prominent citizen, and a leading member
of the Baptist church at China village, died
Feb. 3.

The Calais Times says: “Notwithstanding
the thousands of deer that have been recklessly
killed the past few winters, their numbers seem
The
to be undiminished at the head-waters.
annual slaughter for this year has commenced
and promises to be greater than ever, although
venison at this season is almost worthless. The
attempts to enforce the game laws are weak
and in most cases abortive; and all interested
in the protection of deer can only listen to the
reports of their slaughter with indignation and
disgust, feeling powerless to prevent it to any
great extent.”
S. D. Leavitt, Esq., met with a severe accident Saturday evening while riding from Calais. The sleigh was overturned at a bad place
in the road near Little river bridge, and Mr.
Leavitt thrown out, badly spraining his shoulder. It was feared until after an examination
that his shoulder had been broken, but it
proved to be a bad sprain. Mr. Leavitt has
been confined to the house siuco.

35 and 37 Exoluiiige it.

rtult-Mrooin
F. O.

Death of Aaron McKenny of Saco.

Aaron

AUCTION SALES.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Solon Chase will start a Greenback paper to
be called the Inquirer, at Chase’s Mills, next
week.
The business now being done by the Auburn
shoe factories is unprecedented in the history
of the manufactures of Auburn.
Looking
back over a record of nine years, an instance
cannot bo found where tho shipments hare
been so large at this season of the year as they
are
at present.
The total number of cases
shipped this week is 1,933, against 1,670 cases
last week and 962 cases in the corresponding
week of last year. Manufacturers are now receiving very heavy invoices of leather.

Syrup.

reportedjthe following:

RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas, We have learned with the deepest rein
consequence of the failure of the crops
gret that
and other deplorable causes great destitution and
even starvation exist in many localities in Ireland,
and are imminent in several others, and
Whereas, There has always been a strong bond of
States
sympathy between the people of the United
and the people of Ireland,—a sympathy that has
been expressed upon more than one occasion when
trouble afflicted either country: therefore be it
Resolved, That we, citizens of the city of Portland,
in mass meeting assembled, do hereby offer our
most heartfelt sympathy to the
people in
Ireland in their present distress and afflictions, and
in order to give a more substantial form to our smppathy, it is resolved that a suitable organization be
appointed to collect subscriptions and forward the
same to Ireland for distribution in the most effective manner to relieve the existing distress.
Resolvedt, That the Land laws are fatal to the
prosperity of Ireland and to the interests of the
and
that they breed famine,
Irish
wretchedness, that they crush the mind,
undermine
the
of
and
the genius,
powers
Ireland,
and that they are in every wav baneful to the whole
body of the* population, and that the permanent
welfare of Ireland is imperilled as long as they ex-

till

under our nose (instead of a tract) Jefferson.
It is wonderful to what uses this old veteran
He makes hit
puts the sage of Monticello.
opinion upon public matters as elastic as i
rubber ball. Let the subject be what it will

STATE NEWS.

BARGAIN

30 UNION

STORE,

SHOE

STREET.

FOE SALE.—4 settees, 2 largo efllse desks and 1
.ate.

}»17tf

Since tlie great advance in all kinds of
Rubber Goods it Is important to know
when you purchase that you get a iirst
The WOONquality, reliable article. Rubber
Boots
SOCKET DIAMOND TAP
for Men, Boys and Youths are acknowlWe
edged to be the best iu the market.would
have a full line of these goods. We
also invite you to examine our large stock
of Ladies’ Fine Boots and Slippers. Gents’
Hoin iy
Opera Slippers,etc., suitable for
Presents. We also carry a large variety
s
Children
of Ladies’, Gents’, Misses’ and
medium grades of goods which we offer
at reasonable prices at ISo Middle st.

B. F.
dec6

WHITNEY & CO.

under her big white sunboiinet

-POETRY.

'-:m

[FOR

THE

red. and she walked at

1-RESF.]

I.

My little sweetheart,

not seven .summers old

unafraid
Gold-locks, and gray eyes large and
Now all the tale of summer days is told.
Remember Low' in time of June we played
seeo.od to braid,
Where sun and shadow of branches
And bluebirds sang above, a bright glad quire—
Of that fair place I thought, as now 1 laid
Chestnuts in crimson embers of the lire!
n.
early autumn, when a road of gold
Bloomed for the sceptre ot my little maid,
Tn pink Boft fingers would she lightly hold
It over my beut head ; and while it swayed
lu

he obeyed
A—queen." proclaimed my lady, “must
Pray pick some nuts and break olf every brier,
We'll play red leaves arc coals, and lay she said)
Chestnuts in crimson embers of tlmfire.”

:

111.
And

aow

today, while winter’s wind a-cold,

Cries al) about the house as if afraid,
unfold
Come where the woodfiro blazes ; now
The so ft white scarf, unwrap the pretty plaid ;

Smooth the blond curls the wild rough wind has

frayed—
Puss

on

the hearthrug sits demure and staid,
with dainty tougue her sleek attire

Washing
When the nuts snap, will puss not be dismayed V
Chestnuts in crimson embers of the fire !
nrvoi.

•

fancy strayed ?
You care but little for my ballad made
Of chestnuts. That 1 seek, is your desire
My lady, whither

now

hath

(Thus the poor cat i’tlie adage once essayed
Chestnuts iu crimson embers of the fire ?
[From All the Year Hound.]

of

Lakes

the

Along

Aln-

mouth.
i.

Ve illicit
gaefairtlier and fare worse; and ye’ll own it
versel’ ane o’ those days.
•‘An’ will i: be your son bid ye tell me so,
Mrs. Garth? Indeed, an’ ’twas verra kind
’o him; an’ ’tis he knows best his ain val-

“Well, Annice, I’ll say it again.

ue

”

saucy girl Annice. le
knaw weel eneuch that John’s no the man
to say anything for himsel’; tlio’ weel he
but

“Eh,

you’re

micht, an’"he

were

a

willing.”

but he’ll set you to say it; an’ for
the matter o’ that I’d as lief liear’t from
himsel’. Sure au’ it’s a’ ane to me, an’ if
you’re willin’, I’ll be biddin’ ye guile day
the noo, Mrs. Garth, for I’m gaun wi’ a
message to Meestress Plaistaws at Warkworth; an’ I’m no minded to be driven aboot
sae weel
any man, least o’ a’ ane who thinks
o' himself’s John Garth!” with which, and
in a little pet, which flushed her pretty
cheeks carnation-wise and lent a double
sparkle to her bright blue eyes, Annice Laidlaw caught up a little basket, and departed
with a whisk of her short skirts from the
cottage door at which site had been standing
for the last ten minutes. Mrs. Garth, a
thin, rather hard-featured old woman wearing a widow’s cap and a .lusty black gown,
and with joints sorely crippled by rheumatism, looked after her with a sigh and shook
her head frowningly.
“Noo, I’ll hae jest made maitters worse,”
she said to herself with a second shake
somewhat more resigned than the first.
“Alt’ John’ll blame me whin he coomes to
heat on’t: hut I canua see that lass playin’
wi’ him i’ the way she does; an’ if she will
na’ take a waird frae her luv's mither, she’s
no the woman to make a good wife to him,
an’ sae I’ll tell him”. In despite of which
conclusion Mrs. Garth felt uneomfortgble iu
her heart and went back with another sigli to
her wash tub, and the crooning of certain
homely but dreary psalm tunes which had
been handed down from the times of the
Covenanters to those of her own mother;
and having been sung to her as a lullaby,
had served tli-. same purpose with her own

“Ay,

children.
Whenever Mrs. Garth was heard crooning
one of these grim old tunes, it was a sure
sign that she had been stirred iu spirit re-

spectini;

some

memuer or ner

prise iuei['iug

only

one

“bit of schoolthey were to
labor in—four sons and one daughter. Then
came one wild and boisterous night when
the waves beat like the thunder of a thousand cannon on the rocks of Dustauborougli,
and flung themselves in sheets of milkwhite foam over the slend-r light-house on
Coquet Isle, aud raved and roared up to the
very cottage doors of Alnmouth; and in that
storm Mrs. Garth’s husband and three elder
lads, together with her daughter's bridegroom of three months’ standing,went down
into eternity; nor was aught of them ever
given back to greet the widow’s eyes save a
shattered boat and one bruised and mangled
corpse flung high on the Boulmer sands on
the following morning. The daughter did
not stay long behind. .She was but a young
thing, poor girl, married early, as the lassies
of the “north countrie” generally are; and
after her fisher lad’s death she just “pined
use her neighbors’
and dwitliered,” to
phrase, “an' soughed oot like the fag eend
six
months
after her husa
o’
wind,” dying
band in the effort to give birth to a child
who never opened its eyes on a world win re
there were none to welcome it.
Mrs. Garth laid them both in one grave
beside that which held li r husband’s battered corpse, and went back to her own cottage, a bent, gray-liaired woman, leaning on
the arm of the one- son left her. To him
from that day forth she devoted lierseif with
a stern aud passionate love, which only the
unconquerable reserve of the Northumbrian
character prevented her from expressing by
those signs and caresses which another woman would have freely lavished on him who
was indeed a Benjamin to her in her bereavement. The utmost she ever allowed
herself to say on the subject was: “Ay,he’s
a gude lad to me, an’ I’ll no deny I set some
store by him.”
In truth John Gartli wis a very good son
—sober, steady, aud hard working, and
aud
though a fisher-man, like the
and
therefore
his
rest
of
family,
often causing his mother anxious hours and
nights of prayer and wakefulness, he liad
never added a wrinkle to her brow of his
own willfuluess; aud now at seven-andtwenty was still a bachelor, because in his
love for liis mother he had determined to
take no wife to himself until his means
would allow him not only to support her
and any family lie might have by her, but to
secure a home to the woman whom hard labor and sorrow had prematurely aged. Mrs.
Gartli was active and energetic euougli still,
made out
and
would willingly have
that she was quite able to keep herself. But
John would not hear to her doing so, and
being a very decided young man—“masterful” his mother called it—she knew better
than to try to go against him when he had
Had she even
once set his will on anything.
said a cold word when she found that his
heart was lost to Annice Laidlaw, a pretty,
blue-eyed, saucy little coquette who lived
with her old grandmother in a wee cottage
down on the beach, and was almost the last
trirl in Alnmouth whom she would have
thought of picking out tar a uaughter-inlaw? Anuice hadn’t afarthing in her pouch
to bless herself with save what she earned
by her own noedle; yet she was so far from
bowing down to John’s supremacy, and accepting his love with gratitude, that she had
no sooner beguiled his heart into her meshes
than she played hot and eold with it, half
yielded and half held off, and teased and
tormented him in a way which filled Mrs.
Garth’s motherly heart with indignation,
and even brought down on herself the censure of many of her feminine neighbors,
who wondered what she could be thinking
of to trifle with a man like John Garth.
Faith, aud if she lost him a’together there'd
be a dizzen lassies ready to take oop wi’
him, an’ where would she be then?”
And meanwhile John only'loved her the
better for it, as big, strong, generous-hearted
men often do pretty,
impulsive, quicktempered little women: aHd thought himself
unworthy of her that it was a wonder to him
at
first
that
she
didn’t
send
him
away altogethert and followed after her like
a faithful
Newfoundland dog, thinking the
whole day bright if she gave him a smile at
the beginning of it, and thought no sight
so lovely as when Aunice,
who, after all.
had been a childish pet of his mother,
ran in, as she often did to give his mother a
helping hand with her baking or cleaning
up; or, perhaps, took one of his own coarse
blue socks from the widow’s stiffened fingers, and sat down to darn it, with a charming little assumption of meekness and
“gudewifery”, which made her more than
ever fascinating to the honestftishermau.
“If she wuid but bind horsel’ to me!”
he used to say to himself. “Come next autumn, I will lia’ paid off the last two installments of the new boatie, an’ culd afford
to marry right coomfortable, an’ keep her
an’ mitlier too.”
Hut
Annice always
laughed and bade him wait till the autumn
Maybe she would Think of it then; but she
was in no hurry to marry, herself, and to
any man aforehand. She would be sure to
chan
her mind next day, if slie did.
•
i
present m mieiit she looked very |
■it n-i as !’*h had changed it for good so
[
...
Garth was concerned. She
a
iv.
.11 bead very high, and her cheeks I
a

to fit them for the world

■

■
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Fridaa, Feb. <>.

Jeuniebelle Neale rends in Chelsea
Theatre next Sunday evening.
Thomas P. Shaw, Esq., paymaster of the
M. C. I!. E., was in town today.
Mr. Harold M. Sewall, of Harvard College,
spends Sunday at home.

j

iiigiiL,
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uui

un

my way
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to

That tramp, still mourning the loss of his revolver, left towu today.
The “Star” continues popular.
St. Mary's church festival in Columbian Hall
this evening.
Gould and Ramlall each received car loads
of flour from the West today.
The cabin of the Florence L. Scliepp is furnished elegantly in gray and bird’s eye maple
and black walnut.
Capt. Preble of this city
She leaves port to-morrow.
commands her.
Moulton is making a heater for the Macy.
Sir. C. L. Lemont has just completed a drawing, lit- x 21 feet ill dimensions, of the Water
Cove lee Co.’s property. It is on exhibition at

u,

rtnuicu

Republican

ward

next Thursday

sujuuru. it

daughter of Mr. Ed-

a

recently.
caucuses

to

are

be hold

evening.

Following are the newly installed officers of
Tranquil Lodge, No. 29, A. F. and A. M.: A.
M. Roak W. M.: A. R. Loring, S. W.; E. G.
J. \V.; John Pickard, T.: S F. Atwood, Sec.:
H. G. Garcelon, Chap.; R. L. Harlow, Mar.;
C. E. Darlingj S. D.: W. F. Lord, J. D.: B.
F. Metcalf, S. S.: C. E. Libby, J. S.; J.' B.
Jordan, Organist; G. I,. Howard, Son.; J. E.
Coombs, Tyler.

facts and rumors there will be
and steamers in tlie Konnehec
next season to make a bridge from Bath to
Booth bay.
About 90 couples tripped the light fan. etc.,
at Music Hall last evening.
Everybody wa9
to

happy.
A soldier in army cloak stood sentinel at
Centre street corner on Front street today.
The police searched the saloons of Layden
and Lewis yesterday. Found nothing.
At the auction at Mr. Burgess’ yesterday a
§100 marble chamber set brought §55, and another set which cost §70 was knocked down for
a §2!) bid.
Next on the programme—a narrow gauge
railroad to the Fort.
car
Another proposition—to turn Patten
works into a roller skating rink.
Several of our citizens have the Leadvillo
fever.
A sad sight of the morning—a man and woman promenading on Commercial street filled
with kerosene.
Wednesday afternoon Mr. Frank Powers had
his thumb badly torn by contact with a circular saw.
A Batli young lady the other day caught
puss with her canary in its claws. She punched the cat until letting go tlie bird, turning
Since the
she hit tlie young lady in the wrist.
occurrence tlie arm lias swelled to tho shoulder
and tlie lady lias been seriously ill.
A fire caught last night about 10.15 o’clock
iu tlie Foye’s grocery store, corner of Washington and Centre streets, because of the flooring
near tlie chimney becoming saturated with.oii.
Officers Tibbets and Fife with tlio propulcr extinguished the flames without causiug a general alarm. Credit is due both officers.
Homer D. Cope, tlie elocutionist, will read in
Columbian Hall Feb. 19th, on the occasion of
tlie anniversary of the founding of tlie order of
It. of P. Acadia Lodge will bring the gentleBackus will furnish tho
to this city.
man
music.
Mr. Bouncy bought a baker shop.
Reading in Sagadahoc parlors in aid of
Grace church Saturday afternoon.
Latest news regarding Miss McLelIan's condition is scarcely more encouraging. The fever
has however abated a degree.
There is much sickness in and about lilt

city.

HUMOR
That
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SCALP

the Hair cured with

CUTICURA.

box of

Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,—! want
to tell you what Cuticura has done for me. About
ten years ago my hair began falling out, caused by
Humor of the Scalp. 1 tried various remedies, too
numerous to mention, without relief, until 1 began
using Cuticura, one box of which has entirely
cured me and new hair is beginning to grow.
MRS. O. J. ROOT,
Respectfully,
807 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111., Nov. 13, 1878.
Wo know the above to be true.
MARY E. TOWNSEND, 412 W. Jackson St.
Mrs. C. A. GRAY, 341 Fulton St.

on

Is

Weakness,

rouse

dyspeptics

dly
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Between 3,300 Offices of this Co. In New
England, f'iddleand Wostern States! als)
to offices c? nearly all Connecting Linos.

AND

—

COLD.

Large

sums

in much mailer proportion.

Lowest

and

nighcst Charges, according

iseagistuimwiifc,

Muscles into
Stimulate the Liver

PRINTED MATTER.
BOOKS, and other matter, wholly in print, orfrom, or sent by,dealers,.&c. ,PRK“PAIDI

tiered

31b«^

2Qc. I 4 Iba. 28c.

OKDEES FOE PLECIIASDiG GOODS
Lett with any Agen t of this Co. will be promptly

executed, without expense, other than the ordinary
tharge for carrying the goods.
Send your Money and Parcels by Express;
cheapest and quickest, with positive security*
WH. G. FARGO, Pres’t.
A. £5. WINSLOW, Agent
d2m
jal

'jjTOSIg
Grand

ewrfiCk

Kidneys,

Railway.

FOSi

SALE.

rriHE Spool Factory situate at Petitcodiae in the
A Parish of Salisbury, County of Westmoreland
and Province of New Brunswick^ belonging to the
above estate. This establishment includes tno following buildings: A factory three stories in height 40x
80 feet, tilled with new machinery for the manufacture of spools, new engine of 85 H. P., two large
and new sets of machinery specially arranged for
the purposes of turning out large quantities of spool
blocKS at low cost, one Scotch blocker, one Scotch
finisher, two American rougliers an I three American finishers, three elevators and all tools required
to accompany the above, all in complete working order; also Dry House 30 xlOO, small do. 20 x 50
store house 40 x 100 blacksmith shop 20 x 25, and
lumber shed 25 x 200.
Such land as may be necessary for the purposes of
the business will also bo sold with these buildings.
This factory is entirely new, situated on the line of
the intercolonial Railway sixty-five miles from the
City of St. John, and can be supplied with excellent spool stock at a very low rate. Dated this 2Gih.
E. McLEOD.
day of January A. 1). 1880.

This Company invites offers for about 8,000
Tons of old Kails, principally of the bridge pattern,
and manufactured about the year 1855.
Delivery
will be made on cars at Reviere-du-Loup, Point
Levi (Quebec), Montreal. Toronto, Sarnia, Detroit
Junction, or Black Rock, Buffalo, at the two latter
places in bond, during the months of June, July
and August next.
Offers, stating cash price per ton of 2.240 lbs.,
to be sent to the undersigned, endorsed “Tender
for Old Rails,” on or before 14th FEBRUARY,
1880, and from whom further particulars may be

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
5teod

Star Brand.
Lead

ned

Litharge,
Pat. Tin-lined Pipe,
Pure Block TinPip*,
Cepper and I ren

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.
Little, Pres.
Office, 21 A 20 Oliver

J. Bridb, Treas.
St.. Roatoa, Maw.
Wm.

ft q4

eod&w6m

£

“Indeed,
loeving, an’

no, sir; ’tie in Alnmouth I’m
I suld ha’ dune richly to be
there afore noo. Ye’ll no mees your way to
Warkworth though, sir, for that’s the castle
ye can see in frent o’ ye a’ the way.”
With which, and before he could think of
any excuse for detaining her, Annice gave
him a bright little smile, with just sufficient
shyness in it to lend it the effect of the
courtesy a south-country girl would have
dropped, and tripped off, her light rounded
figure poised like a flower on the little,
stoutly-sliod feet and trim ankles, and
thrown up against a background of bright
blue sea and tawny bracken, her linen gown
a bright-colored
turned up to
petticoat, and fluttering in the breeze; the sunlight touching her ruddy curls and the dimpled curve of cheek and arm, and glittering
against the white sun-bonnet which she carried swinging in her hand.
Evan Harkness stood and looked after her,
smiling still as though he liked the picture,
and would have liked to follow it.
“Well, Alnmoutk's a very little place,” he
said to himself; “and she’s t e only pretty
girl I've seen belonging to it. I don’t think
it will be difficult to find her again. What a
dear little mouth! If she had stayed another minute I think I must have kissed her
again. I wonder if she'd have been angry.”

ft Gosnstipation
|9

No. 198

[*

^

Middle Street.

Annual Meeting of this corporation will bo
held at their banking room on WEDNESDAY,
the 11th day of February, 1880, at 3 o’clock p. m.
SAMUEL ROLFE, President.
A. G. ROGERS, Secretary and Treasurer.
dtd
febS

THE

BUSINESS CARDS.
REMOVAL.

OTIONNEEE,

Counsellor-at-Law,
Has removed to Clapp’s Block, cor. Exchange and
Federal Sts., (over Loring’s Drug Store), Portland.
Commissioner of
noil

Dr-

Deeds for other States.
d3m

6, J- CHBNEYl

DENTIST,

MIDDLE STREET,

Over IV. H. Hay’s.
7 Artificial teeth inserted, from one tooth
to a full sot.
Teeth filled, cleansed and extracted in the best
possible manner and at low prices.
Residence, 84 High, corner Pleasant St.

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

JOSIAH
no2b

IT.

DRUMMOND.

.TOSIAH

i

display

^WONDERFUL
s'
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warrant all work to

Kj

POWER.

[]

BECAUSE IT ACTS ON THEM
I.rYEU,THE BOWELS JWD KD-6

AT
pS NETS
Because

FOBMERIiY AT 6 1-2 CASUO ST.
Having re-opened an office in connection with my
Brother, I shall be pleased to see my former patients, and all others in need of dental work. I
shall continue to do work at my former prices, and

i

ST HAS

F. W. LOCKWOOD,

ITl

1

give satisfaction.
ARTIFICIAL TEETH $7.00 PER SET.

Filling* from $1.00 upward* pci*
cavity.
All other work in proportion. No money received
until you are perfectly satisfied.
Gold

E. B. &. F. W LOCKWOOD,
t, corner Union.
22 S 1-2 middle
Ol.icehours 8 A. M. to 8P.M. Sundays 9 to 10
fe3oodlm

A. M.

ALWAYS

ASK

FOR

THE SAME TEHB.
It oleanoes the syctem
fc -3
.7 the poisonous humors that dcvelopo E53
•_vj !,i Ell-Jncy and Urinary dloeasos, Ell-rig
iousnoos, Jaundice, Cor.ctlpatlor., I 1
3*>1
i
ij Pile;, or In Rhcumatlcm, Keuralglal
and Female disorders.
KHWEY-WOKT Is ndry vegetable
nvF pound and er.n be tent by mall prevail!.

offeg

STROUT,

■l

“My Back Ach03 So,
and I feel miserably” said a bard-workingman.
The doctor questioned him and found that lie
bad been habitually costive for years, that now
his kidneys were disordered aud his whole

1

Buy It nt flic BrnggUta. Price, 91.00.
TOLL3, EICEASD30H S CO., Proprietor,
Burlington, Yt.
3

dell

system deranged
Kid-n-y-Wort was recommended and faithfully iiu.'iuul ina short ! anils
1

Street. Portland.

No. 93

Street.

Ezthimg.

SEIACKFOBD, No. 33 Plum

__

;V. IS. OIIYjER, Sewing Machine Repairer, 4 Marie’* Terrace, iu the Rear of 293
my24dly
Cougrc** Street.

a

BR. E.

Bath*

Specialty.
E. ARMANI),

Surgeon Chiropodist, No. 1G Market Square,
Portland.
ja'iOeodlm

”

Jp

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS,

ThSl&wly
d&wlm

ja29

VAULTS

CLEANED

taken out at short notice, from $4 to $t» pc
or $3 per oad, by addreesiug
A. LIBBY & (X)., Pertaud 1\ O

cord
VM>
nov24dtf

23?

Middle

J. M. OiUBEKT,

POINTS.

ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Mepl. 29, 1SJ9*

LEAVE PORTLAND: N.OO a. in.
trains to Burlington, via
Wells River and Montpelier, coimectkm ;in„ with
through trains on Central
Vermont R. R. for St. Albans, Montreal and Ogalso
through cars on this train for $wandensburg;
ton via St. Johnabury and Vt. Div. P. & O. line.
and intermediate stations
3 p. m.—For
—mixed train from upp®r Bartlett.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND:
10.55 a.m.— From Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

sfeffSfgigrDllii—Through

Fabyan’s

p.

—From Burlington, Swauton,
and the West.
,i. HAMILTON,

na.

Ogdens-

Sup’t.
»327dtf

Portland, Sopt. 2C. 1879.

and after MONDAY, Oct. 13th,
passenger trains will leave
Portland as follows:
On

a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
a. m. Mixed for Gorham.
12.40 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p.m. for Gorham, Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal and West.
5.10 p. m. for Auburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

7.10

7.45

8.30

a. m.

m.

dt*

Man I'rauciMO yin Pacific
JInil Mlcam»hip IjSiic. Apply early for paato
\V. D. Ijiltlc & Co.j Agents,
«ngc Tickets*
feb.al&wl w
31 Exchange Street.

York

New

to

HOTELS._
On and after Monday, Sept. 15, 1879, the Steamers
Forest City and New Brunswick wil! allcruately
leave FRANKLIN WHAItF, Portland, daily at 7
o’clock p. iu., and JN1J1A WHARF, Boston, daily,
at G o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
gggr* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at 1>. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the v«rious
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
j. B. I'OYLtC, Jr., Grarral As«n«.
dtf
nol

NDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, TJilvruaihct',
Cincinnati, St, Louis, Omaha. Nay

Paul,

and

Nnlt Luke City,
Nuu Francisco,

all points in the

West and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON', Oonoral Manager.
W. J

SPICER, Superintendent.

ly

eedly

medical:

iVoTivcgian

COUGH REMEDY

JJLYK

YORK.

This Cough Remedy is the best known
for loss of Voice, Conghs, Colds,
Bronchitis and all troubles affecting the
Throat and Lungs.
It instantly allays irritation and removes all Huskiness and Dryness of the
throat and increases the power and flexibility of the Voice.

OTHERS.

ALL

cure

Inside Itoute
Point Judith.

Only

the

FDRBI.X, Proprietor.

3 P. IU.

at

NEW

Avoiding

the hith-

WEDNESDAY

STONINOTON
©E

price,

maintained.
CHAN. B.
oc28

Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake, and
through rates given.
Freight forwarued to Petersburg. Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. anu Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, John S. Daley, Agent
300 Washington Street.
And to all points iu the Wrest by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
street.
Ship via Seaboard Air Lino to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolinas
A. II. Torricelli, Agent, 93
and Georgia Points.
Milk St. Through bills of lading given by the above
named agents.
Pillage to Norfolk aud Rultiiuore including
2d Class, §7.
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washinformation
ington, or ether
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
Central
Wharf, Boston.
no2dtf

FOR

$3 per Day.

the reduction in

unrivalled excellence of the table will be strict-

erto

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new aud superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday. W ednesday and Friday, and with the elegant aha popular Steamer Stonington, every Tuesarriving in New York
day, Thursday and
always in advance of all other lincx. Bag-

F. T. IHEAHER & CO.

Saturday;,

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Bostun & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins A Adams’, 22 Ex

cnangs
Street.
L. W.

ana

vv. u. nnue

FILKINS,

Gen. Passenger Ag’t,

a.

i>o.

D.
New York.

*,

Proprietors,
Corner Congress & Preble Streets,

nniiauge

S. BABCOCK,

PORTLAND, lUts.

President,
dtf

octl

Sal© by all Druggists.

For

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
FOR CALIFORNIA
^

©c4dtf

WOLFE’S

JAPAN, CHINA,
1

Sandwich

New
Australia.

Island*,

Zealand

and

Scliiedani Aromatic

The new and splendid steamers sail from New
York on the lCtli, 20th and 30th of each month,
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco,
as below:
S. S. Colon.Feb. 28 | S. S. {.’resent City, Feb. 20
S. S. Acapulco, Feb. 12 |
The Passage Rates bv thisline INCLUDE SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, MEALS and all necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zealand and
Australia sold at greatly reduced rates. Circulars
giving full information regarding the climate, soil
and products of all the above countries and the prospects for settlers sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
€. L. BARTRETT A CO.,
(tf Broad St., IIoMton,
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
mb25dlv

SCHNAPPS.

23ost;oxi
—AND—

PHILADFLP1IIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Loaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

N©

I

Whsirfage.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps h superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its nTisolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uuequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Drnggists
and Grocers.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,

m.

Philadelphia, at 10 a.
cffftju
insurance onc-balf
MB^S2@gg>S^s:iiling vessel.

m.

the rate of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
PoHsage Right Dollar*. Round Trip $15,
For

Meals and Room included.
or Passage apply to
£. B. NAHIPNON, Agent,
lO Ron# Wharf, Boston.

18 BEAYEIt

Freight

de31 *.f

Maine

and
East

THURSDAY, at 6
River, New York,

every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
Ttiese steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers w ill touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, inducting
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further Ihformatiou apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street. On and after December 1st, 1879
and until otherwise ordered, these Steamers will
decodtf
not take Passengers.

STEAMBOAT CO.
WirrER

AKKANGEMENT.

!

j

FOB

—

1

—

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Face and Toothache, Sore
Throat, Chilblains, grains, Bruises, do.
Portland, January 0, 18tK).
About a
my ankle, and at
year ago I dislocated
times it lias been very
painful. After applying several well known remedies without avail, f was Induced to try Bryant’s Liniment, The result was,

application relieved the pain at once.
Have also used it for lame back, with same good
result, and would cheerfully recommend it to any
one suffering with Rheumatism or Sprains.
A. T. BALLKNTINK.
one

PARSONS, BANGS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

117 & 119 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
GENERAL

AGENTS.

PRICE TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

janl2dtf

ja24STuTh

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARK

THE GreatTRADE MARK
ugli.h Krlil*d,, an unfailing
cure for Seminal
Weakness, Spermatorrhea, I m potency, and all diseases that follow,

The Steamer CITY OF RICH-

yaMOND, Capt. Wm. E. Dennison,
leaves Railroad Wharf, Portland,
ituBaSS&aiitevcry Friday crcuing at
11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Pullman train
from Boston, for Rockland, i’aMtinc, Deer
I*le, Mcdgwick, Hit. DESERT, (No. Wert
nml Bar Harbor*,) Hlillbridirc, jouenport
and lYIachinNiiort.
Returning, will leave IVIachin«pert every ITIondny ilioruing at 4.IIO o’clock, arriving in
Portland same evening, connecting with Pullman
Night train for Boston. Express trains also leave for
Boston at 8.45 same mornings.
The RICHMOND will also leave same wharf every
TucMdny evening at IO O’clock for RockLincoln ville,
Hclfnst,
land, (ituidcu,
Scnropors, Sandy Point. IS nek*poet. Win
If
terport,
ainp4lrii and Raugor, or as far as
the ice will permit. Stmr. RICHMOND connect*
at UuckHpoi't with B. A B. R. R. for Bangor. Freight and passengers forwarded at Summer
rates.
Returning, she will loave Bangor, (or as far as the
ice will permit,) every Thurmlay morning at 6
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
about 6 o’clock P. M., connecting with Pullman
Train and Steamer for Boston.
Tickets and State rooms secured at Union Passen
ger Office, 40 Exchange St., E. A. Waldron, Agt.
All communications by mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed to
GEO. L. DAY. Geu. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
December 123. 1879.
de24fef

dtf

Bryant’s Vegetable Liniment,

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,

NEW YORK.

no29

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

Portland, every MONDAY
P. M., and leave Pier 38,

STREET,

j

Steamship Company.

Philadelphia A
England

dtf

New

STEAMSHIP LINES

FROi

—AND—

Denver,

50 to

as a

sequence of

Self-Abise; as
Loss of Memory,
Lassi- AFTER TAXIRO.
.Universal
BEFORE TAKIfig
tude, Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that lead tc
Insanity or Consumption and a Premature Grave.
PT* fc'ull particulars in our pamphlet, which wo

desire to send free by mail to every one.
Specific Medicine is sold by all druggists at
ravanfic, vi
mail on

by

V«',

ui

will

Tho

$1 per

uc pfiu

li CO

receipt of the money by addressing

THE GRAY

MEDICIXK C O.,

No. 3 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
£^* Sold in Portland by all Druggists and by
Everywhere.
nov2 dAwlv
Druggists

ESTATE OF BUSSELL F.

PERKINS.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
undersigned having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge of l*robate for the Countv of CumTHE
the Twentieth
of

berland,

day

on
January, A. D.
1880, Commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of

RUSSELL F.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Ns.

$!>

Notwithstanding

Mtcanmhipx.

Claim

From Ronton direct every
aud SATURDAY

from Lewiston and Auburn.

innw,

REDUCTIONOF PRICE.

WM. CRANE,
D. II. MILLER.

JOHN HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE,

UMLcusxa.

Boston,

*TEAM*niP LINK,
First

from Lewiston and Aubum.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

REVERE HOUSE,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

PASSENGEK OFFICES:

oclC

$75 1st Cabin.

$35 Steerage.

CLYDE’S

Passengers irom Gorham connect with this train at
Lewiston Junction.
12.35 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.35 p. in. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.20 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

Northwest,

Proprietor

CALIFORNIA.

WINTER ARRANGEM 3 ST.

ARRIVALS.

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

RATES REDUCED TO

STEA IERS.

Portland, Baugor & Macliias

1879,

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY. Room 11, Printer*’
No.
Ill Exchange Street.
Exchange
SMALL &
Street.

MOUNTAINS,

WESTERN

Home

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTKH

—

Gram! Trunk R. R. Go. of Ganada.

Horse Shoeing
By 8. VOUNd Sr CO., Practical
Shorn, 70 Pearl Street.

Warm Rheumatic Medicated Poof

gp!
1

time every trouble was removed. The cleansAll
•X T from $4 to §5 pur cord or $3 per loud.
ing and tunic power of this medicine on the j '«• Orders promptly attended to by vailing "»i or
K.
GIBSON.
bowels aud kidneys is wonderful.
addressing
o2dtf
58S CongresF St.
i
febo
TS&T&wlw

1ND

burg

(iEO. C. COH.TIAN, Office IVo. 1S4 middle

THE

Montreal,
Ogdensburg,

6

Accountant and Notary Public.

Nail*, Chilblains, Rheumatism,
and all Diseases of the Feet treated without pain

H

Cleaned V and Ashes stemmed

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Had

Q One partake will make six qht of medicine. K!
K

dtf

Corns, Bunions

coa-^

continued.]

Broker.

FOB

Burlington, Vt.,

FALL

ACTON, PORTLAND

On and after Monday, Oct. 20,
s,earner Minnehaha will leave
the East Side Custom HouseWhf.
tor (it. Chebeague and tbe above
JimSr
land tigs at 7 a. i:.. and 2.30 p. m.
For PEAKS’ 1. LAND at 10.30.
This time table will be in force for one week only.
tf
oclS

flTV

Boston and Xew York. Drafts
issued on tbe Iioyal Bank of

BOSTON

and

WHITE

0 p.

Jj

xrc1 JSTCSWCT' s

i

dtf

doc5

|f§§

1

DRUMMOND, JR.

ATLANTIC, MINERAL
HILL and other MINING STOCKS.
93 Exchange St., Centennial Block.

C. S.

^Oomplalat.*

H.

oclodtf

iS/fi,

p. m.
For Well*, No. Rerwick, Salmon Fall*,
Great Fall*, Roche*ter, Farmington,
Exeter.
N. II., Borer, New Market,
Haverhill, Lawrence. Andover, and
Lowell at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
For Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. in.; (via New Market Junction) at
3.30 p. m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebunk for Portland at
7.10, arrives at Portland at 8.07.
The 1.00 p. m. Trains connect with Mound Line
Steamers for New York.
The 3.30 p. m. trains make connections with
New York all rail.
Through Ticket* to all Point* Month and
West at lowest rate*.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, ami at Union
Ticket Ofllce, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, G«u. Agent, Portland,
dtf
oell

St.

ACTON,

110GABON, ©fPcrhthfrc, says, “quo l-J
;r- 1 aeka^e has done wonder* for me In tomffig
Lt, pic tel y caring a uevero Liver oad Kidney

;] I

Me.

BANK,

93 Rxcliange

I

| |
libcsjhjg
>-3|

pz

EA--^p5Q?f5Ejl3,

Counscllor§-at-Law,

and

lilt. JMI. CLARK, Couth IIcro,Vt„ soys,
“la cases of KIDNEY TROUBLES
K‘* cited like c charm. It hsecarcd many very
bad eases of PILES, nad has never failed i o ftM
‘v set efficiently.*
NELSON FAZHC3ILD, of 6t.Albr.us, Vt,
say*, “It Is of px-Leeloss value. Afler sixteen
or.d Cosj 7C3ir» of great suffcrxrflr from Plica
I B
% tivcncss si completely erred me.”
«

after Monday, Oct.
PaMMenger Train*
PORTLAND
LEAVE
—a-““FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.30,5.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.00 p. m.
For Scarborough Reach, Pine Point, Old
Orchard Reach, Maco, Riddeford, and
Keuncbunk at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45
On

,L

DRUMMOND k DRUMMOND,

new

COMPLAINTS,g
and Piles.

’t

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER
_

—

&

DISEASES,

liar-

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

MEETINGST

MAINE SAYINGS

Pumps,

Samuel

AlinnulO

TUCKER,

PAYSON

CHARLES RICH,

JAMES

White Lead,
I

froino frnrn

Portland, Jan’y. 2G, 1880

IN GEERING.

Dealer iu

LEVER

mnrninff

diner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan. Farmington. K. & L. R. li..
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.52
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. The Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.

Manufacturer* of

'Red

and for St. John and

Railway,

Halifax, Houlton, Woodstock, St. Andrews, 8t. Btephen, Fredericton, Fort
Fairfield and Caribou.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as

Houses and House Lots for Sale

J. A.

•;lKfBESSY

the E. & N. A.

This Office.

NUininy Stock

cicerone.”

Passenger Trains leave at 12.30 and 5.05 p. ra.
The train leaving at 11.15 p. m. also has a passeuger car attached, connecting at Cumberland June
tion with a mixed train for Lewiston,Auburn,
Winthrop and Waterville. The 11.15 p. m.
is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car attached making close connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis R. R.,

perior

Exchange St., Portland,

THE

4‘Si COICBEI8 STBEKT,
Portland Me.

Ireland.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

not including bath, wash and store room.
There are also wood and ice house, grapery and bendy attached, and in the cellar, a large cement- d cistern.
As many acres of land will he sold with the
house as desired—from three to 150, all surroundings
to the house- and including a large bam. This farm
can be purchased with, or without tho above house.
Some fifty acres of the estate lie on the rock-bound
coast and embrace two coves, the larger of the two
I rodneing about 300 cords of rock-weed every year
L’he estate would make a suand plenty of muck.
milk farm as there is plenty of water, -both
orook and boiling spring, and good pasturage, at
least 40 or more tons of hay, an abundance of the
finest vegetables are grown on the place. The property will be sold for about half what it has cost,
an-1 possession given any time.

BOSTON LEAD MAMF’G CO.

cure

PERMANENTLY cures

Brunswick at 7.00 a. m.. 12.35, 5.10 and 11.15 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston and Farmington
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. in., and 12.35 and 5.10 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Reudfield, West Waterville aud Watervslle via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

Desirable Sea Side Residence, with a superb
view of the ocean. Situated in Cape Elizabeth,
on the shore road, thirty minutes ride from the city
of Portland. The house is large, has twelve finished

jj>'

i

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at
12.30. 12.35, and 11.15 P. M.
For Bkowhegan at 12.30,12.35 and 11.15 f,.in.
For Angusta, ILiilowcII, Gardiner anti

A

ANNUAL

sailing weekly from
for 1 £ ami upwards

This is

MONDAY, JAN’Y. 26, 1880,

f

FOR SALE

FOR

For Peaks’, Lons, Little C'lebensne and
fit. Cliebeagae Islands.

£

CENAi2S>, INMAN aszd
WHITE STVlt EINES,

RAILROAD.

Farm i'oa* SaSc.

15

AGENT

AHEAD

hundred and twenty-five acre farm for sale
.in Gorham. Inquire of WM. M. DYER, GorMe.
ian27eod&w2w*
ham,

ocl5tf

—

Maine Centra!

Assignee.

jaSOdlmo

Ai.plytu

Colds, Weak Back, Ague and Liver Pains.
T,Tli&S&w2w
jan27

*

LUMBER

INSOLVENTS:

ja27d2m

Old Iron Rails for Sale.

ja29

PETITCODIAC

MATTER OF THE

ANfSWiEtt A.

upm

Trunk

obtained.

THE

_„

jr^L*P. McGOWAN,

Shia,

rooms

Dyspepsia. InI &!** digestion, Bilious
Colic,
Cramps and Pains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Weak Spine, Weak and Sore Lungs, Coughs and
/=

Insolvent Act

Distance.

to

Packages not exceeding
I 4 lbs. 23 to 60c.
lib. 25C.
25to7Bc.
2 lbs. 2 5 to 30c. 3
23to$|.
25 to43c. ! 7
3

g lbs. TSc/ j

feb4dtf

of 1875, and
Acts.

ONE

MERCHANDISE.

Pain
the

rrt-ra.^dormant

residence formerly occuSaid property
centrally located near

Come AMY,

Made from Grape Cream Tartar.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky hot breads, or luxuriwithout fear
pastry. Can be eaten by
of the ills resulting from heavy indigestible food.
Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
Royal Raking Powder Co., New York.
ous

1 87ft

Instantly they banish

-i

the

acres

Amending

Pure*

Absolutely

dressing,

l/ifil TAfo f%-LA

been

to Let.

or

premise*.

the

The

July

OH

for Worcester at 7.20 a.
Leave Preble St. Statior at
m. and 1.00 p. n».
1.15
ui.
and
7.30 a.
p. m., arriving at WorReturning,
cester at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
leave Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. ami
11.15 a. in., arriving at Portland at 1.15 p. in. and
6.00 p. m.
Fitchburg,
For Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, aud Epping at 7.20 a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
l. 00 p. m.
For Rochester, Bpringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River. Leave Grand Trunk
Depot at 7.20 a. m. and 1.00 p. m.; leave
Preb’eSt. Station at 7.30 a. in., 1.15 p. m.,
and mixed) at 6.4a p. m. Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.4o a. m., 11.05 a. m., and
3.40 p. m.; arriving at Portland (mixed) 9.35 a.
1.15 p. m. and 6.00 p. m.
m.
For Gorham,
Baccarappa. Cumberland
and
Woodford’s.
Westbrook
Mills,
Leave Grand Trunk Depot at 7.20 a. m. and
1.00 p. ui.; leave Preble St. at 7.30 a. in.,
1.15, 6.15 and (mixed) 6.45 p. m.
The 1.00 p. in. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, aud at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Fork via Norwich Line, and nil rail,
via Bpringfield, also with N. F. A N. E. R.
R. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiludclBaltimore, Washington, and the
ontu and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made ui Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. K., and
at Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. It.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
•,‘ius & Adams’, No. 22 ExDepot offices and at
change Street.
J. M. LUN'T. Sunt.
defSdtf

churches, schools, P. O. and depot, large variety of
fruit. For terms, address P. O. Box 13, or inquire

Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,—Since
last I have been using your Cuticura for
Scald Head, aud it has cured me when all medicines
I
that I have taken for nine years did me no good.
but ray head is
am now using it as a hair
well. It keeps the hair in very mco condition.
H. A. RAYMOND,
Yours truly.
Auditor Fort Wayne, Jackson & Saginmw It. It.
Mi/'ii

"“"■■laud,

ESTATE.

Gorham

PURE

Cuticura Remedies are prepared by Weeks
& Potter, Chemists & Druggist*, 3G0 Washington
Street Boston, and are for sale by all Druggists.
Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 50 cents; large
boxes containing two and one-half times the quantitity of small, $1. Resolvent, 81 per bottle. Cuticura Soap, 25 cent*; by mail, 30 cents; three
cakes, 75 cents.

seSdtf

lafe l)r. Reynold*.
IN pied by1*4theVillage,
of land,

contains

For IViue Years cured when'nll other Kenicdie« failed.'

.linrudw

_On and after Monday, Dec. 15,
1S7 9, Passenger Trains will leave
Grand Trunk
Depot, P**rt-

proof vault,

n baving

tt

For Sale

scalThead

The

PORTLAND A HOOHESTER R. It.

Let at Woodford’s:

k*

STEAMEHiS.

4tf

Portland aud Worcester Line

Building vacated
Fire

Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same
days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Dlgby, Annapolis, Windsor, Keutville, Halifax, N. S.; Shedlac,
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I.; Fredericktowu, N. B., and all station* on tha
Intercolonial Rai way.
fcir'Freigkt received day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. in.
For Cireulais, with maps of Route*, Tickets. State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
A. R. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.
se2<)tf

General Passenger aud Ticket Agent.
W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Merchants’ Bank

■

_

ool3

tf_
n

—

LUCIUS TUTTLE,

To Tet.
ford’*.
HOUSE
oc'21

m.

D

Stable situated on Ocean St., WoodInquire of J. H. READ, Ocean St.

REAL

by

them,

A T No. 99 High Street, corner of Spring, a suit
of two desirable sunn/ rooms, unfurnished;
Meals may be obone attic room, furnished.
tained next door.
janl3dtf

iri

1:

Express Train leaves Grand Trunk Depot at 1 p
in., Preble St. Station at 1.15 p. m.
Connecting at New London same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich Line arriving at New
York next morning at 6 a. m.
Tickets, State Rooms ami Seats in Drawing
Room Cars secured in advance at Rollins & Adams’,
22 Exchange Street, and at the Depots.
J. \Yr. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LU.NT, Suptocistf

Portland, leave Boslou,
12.30 and 7 p. m., arriving at 12.10, 6

a. in.

also

Parties, Lectures, &c., by applying to E. A.
181 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHIT•
oc7dtf
Middle St.
178
NEY,

.$40, 20c.
.S50, 2Bc.

Rucceufullr.

To Lcr.

Dunces.

scaly

treat

dtf_

On ami after Monday, Sept.
«.22d, the Steamer New Tork
.jm.* Cant. E. B. Winchester and City
iaSmoi Portland. Capt. S.H. Piko, will
od Wharf, foot of State street, erery
__
Monday and Thursday at 6 p. in., for Eastport aDd

!

St. John.

Through ticket* to all poiui* Sotath and
West at lowest rates at i/epoi. xw&ei/ yui^.
mercial street, aud at tlie Union Ticket Office, E.
A. Waldron, Agt., 40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Beat* «o(i
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

£91 Oxford Street.

SAWYER,

CURRENCY

Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,—I have
had the Salt Rheum on my head and all through my
hair, also on my lees, for the past four years, havThe dandruff
ing suffered exceedingly with it.
falling from my hair was very annoying. I consulted several distinguished physicians in regard to
it, and have taken their prescriptions aa ordered
but did not find any cure and but little relief. 1 was
told
many persons who have the Salt Rheum,
and who have been doctored for years, that there
and I
was no cure for it; that it was in the blood,
should alwavs have it, and I was almost inclined to
but
a
friend
wanted
me
to
with
try
agree
I did, and to my
Cuticura, made by your firm.
astonishment, in less than three weeks, my head
was entirely free from all Salt Rheum and Dandruff, and I cannot see any appearance of Salt
Rheum on my person. Respectfully yours.
GEORGE A. MtJDGE.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 6, 1878.

a. iu.

and 11 p.

Congress Ha%£«

Packages not exceeding.$ 20, I Be.

several physician* had failed to

7.30

unfurnished.

or

ja29

n

Loss of Hair in thousands of cases is due entirely
to some form of scalp disease.
Seventy-five per
cent, of the number of bald heads might be covered

SALT

To ILet.
mwo Small Rooms, furnished
X Gas and Sebago. Apply at

AND

For

AVERY

LOSS OF HAIR.

Cured th;«t

~~~

To let:

aim

—

iu.

Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, arriving at 1.30 p. m.
fl p. m. Daily except Sundays. Express tram with
Pullman Parlor Car for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5.30 p.ui. in season for Sound and Rail
connections South and West.

S.45

YORK,;

Portland & Worcester Line

trains South and West.

ing

jFEeanant Room* ami <*eoi< Board. $3.50
per Week.
No. 63 Spring Street.
d3w*
ja29

pleasantly located and desirable rent on
Clifton st. containing 7 rooms, French Roof
with tower, thorough drainage, a good garden, 100
yards from the horse cars. Inquire of
WARREN SPARROW, 191 Middle St.,
or at his residence in Deering.
jelltf

-EtfSONEY

DANDRUFF

Daily except Mondays, (Night Express
Bangor) for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth.
Newbury port, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special
Cullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy
in Portland at 0 p. m. and will be attached to this
train. Passengers have a full night’s rest and arrive in Boston at 0.30 a.m. in season for all mornu.

FALL akeangemkm.
WEEK.
TWO TRIPS PER

VIA

from

isoiudess wamted.

House

i

RHEUM^ND

'('rain** Leave Portland

BOARD.

Offices

REDOC'D PACKAGE RATES

It is the moat agreeable as
by Cuticura Soap.
well as the most effective hair restorer ever proIt is medicinal in the truest sense
duced by man.
of the word.
All others are some oleagenous mixNone but Cuticura posture or poisonous dyes.
sesses the specific medical properties that enable it
diseases that inflame
to cure all itching and
and irritate the scalp and hair glands and tubes,
Medium doses of the
causing premature baldness.
Cuticura Resolvent will purify the oil and sweat
virus
scrofulous
humor of the blood
of
the
of
glands
and insure a permanent cure, when taken in connection with the outward application of Cuticura.

Picked up adrift, a Fish Boat about fifteen leet,
lung, painted white, green bottom, has been newly
topped, by Schooner Nellie Burns. The owner can
have the same by proving property and paying
charges, fn charge of W. DYER., Ferry Village,
feb5d3t*
Me.

AS'5r©«

13,

Octotoor

tf

NEW

AnnnpEBDlpsn, Cnlni»,*1. John, N. **•>
•Ii», %Viu«l»or and Mnlifnx. N.
C’hnrlotulown, P. E. 1.

AND fVlNTCK SCHEDULE.

FALI-

PICKED UP.

T"~~

Railroad,

Eastern

T0

$4*50

«cl3tf

Portland Oct 13.1870.

LOST AND FOUND.

THE
by National Traders’ Back.
and heated hr steam.

the “Robin Hood.”
Bath is to have a company of militia.

KUK1QRS OF THE SCALP.

Wanted.
ItS lor the easiest selling boohs offered
agent.'. Also a few men to train and locate
nnniissions. Apply at once to C. A.
ageurg, hea
Portland Me. Call bePAGE 140 gkchange St.
dcOtf
tween 10 ami ! *2 a. m ami 2 and 5 p.m.

To be Let.

Philadelphia firm will build the engine of

A

Canton at 4.30 ami 0.40 a. m.
Mechanic Falls 7 a. in., 8.15
Portland
at 1.30 p. m.; liewisa.;
at 2 p. m.
WASHBURN, Jr.. President.
eave

t«»

last month’s

icuguiy lureigu

will be remembered
wards died in Paris

enough yachts

and

Is it a long walk?”
he aboot three miles
from Alnmouth. I’ve walked fairther an’
no tired mesel’; an'the castle is a grand
place, though it’ll be no like Alnwick; an’,
indeed, for the matter o’ that, there canna
lie any place like the duke’s own palace;
hut ye’ll ha’ seen Alnwick a’ready?” and
Anuice looked up with such simple confidence in the belief that the first pilgrimage
of any stranger must be to the duke’s town
and castle, that Evan Harkness felt more
than willing to repeat his former experiment. He did not dare, however.
“No; I have not seen it yet. 1 am new to
these parts. Do you live there yourself, my
pretty child? If so, I’d ask you to be my

be

just

Ills 51UU1U.

According

busy paying

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

i-eave

£ 1AN V AS
v'

_

RAH.ROAD.

__dlw

fe‘2

seriously

time.
That much noted Mechanic Falls case still
hangs tire at court, and is the leading topic of
conversation upon the street.
Daniol Moulton, druggist, had the fingers
upon his right hand severely cut to-day by a
glass door handle, which shattered as Mr.
Moulton was closing the door.
A score or more of Mechanic Falls citizens
are making their temporary homo at the Elm
Douse.
One thousand nine hundred and thirty-three
cars of boots and shoes shipped from Auburn
In the corresponding
factories last week.
time last year HG2 cases were shipped.
Jacob Edwards, Esq., treasurer of the Bates
Manufacturing Co., and his son Robert Edwards, of Boston, are in town. The latter has

caped.

see LLie

hermitage.
“Eh, no, sir; ’twill

(to

Treasurer Farrar is

Z A CHARI AH CHAlSrX>IL,IGK,;
W. H.
now is
your chance; particulars freo.
THOMPSON & CO.. 32 Hawley St., Boston.

have dis-

bills.
So far as we can learn every manufactory of
on full
any kind in our two cities is running

Officer Alden Sprague gave chase last, night
some rowdies who insulted him, but they es-

fisher-

wonderful

■

to

__

was

injured yesterday.

ujenueu

himself:
“A new edition of the Sleeping Beauty.
Let’s hope the breaking of the spell mayn’t
be quite as noisy as Tennyson’s version!”
bent down and deliberately touched with his
lips those rosy parted ones below, for whose
smiles John Garth would have given all his
worldly possessions. And, of course, Annice woke on the instant.
It was the lightest feather-touch ot a kiss
ever laid on a pretty girl’s mouth, but it was
enough to rouse a young woman from the
light slumber of a summer’s afternoon, and
Annice sat up, opening a pair of wide, blue
eyes, with an innocent, half-awakened bewilderment—whiclsmade her more lovely
than ever in those of the audacious onlooker
—and a faint, dreamy idea that John was
near and had spoken to her, till becoming
suddenly conscious that John was nowhere
near, only a strange gentleman who was surveying her from a little distance, with an
air of great gravity and propriety, she sprang
to her feet with a swift accessiou of roses,
which even spread to the little bit of round
fair throat left visible by the kerchief so
discreetly pinned across the shoulders of
her short blue linen gown. Even Ilarkness
doffed his cap and came a step nearer,
smiling a little, albeit in a perfectly subdued
and deferential manner.
“I hope I didn’t disturb you, trampling
past your resting place,” he said, gently,
reassured by seeing in the naive, untroubled
innocence of her face that she was quite unconscious what it was that had roused her.
“Please don’t jump up. You’ve found a
charming nook for a summer's daydream.”
“Indeed, an' I will have no beesness to be
asleep,” said Annice, woefully ashamed and
blushing. She had not the least idea what
his fine words meant, but there was something in the studious gentleness of his tene
which touched her ear pleasantly, and made
the little coquette glance up from under her
long lashes to see what the face might be
like to which that voice belonged; “but the
sun was sae warriu; an’ I’d been a’ the road
to Warkworth an’ back langside the san’s, I
think”twill be that mademedo’t; but I’m
glad ye woke me.”
“And I am sorry,” said Evan; "but if you
have come from Warkworth you can tell me
how far off it is. I only came to Alnmouth
mat

rain fell last mouth.
We understand F. G. Fulsom

Miss

to

[

soon

solved partnership.
Ur. Wedge wood is being talked of as candidate for mayor.
Fifteen inches of enow and two inches of

Splendid weather this.
The livery men smile.

glanced quickly rount* him, and muttering

i
j

will open business next week.
Smith & Miller, the contractors,

Heol

man

strapping, strong-limbed children from infancy to maturity; slaving for them night
and day when they were young, and living
hard and faring poorly that they might be

ing'’

eApiessiuu

uj

is

marry Portland lady.
The new drug firm, B. F. Bradford & Co.,
a

; that much was evident a mile off. An
acute observer might have told almost as
easily that he was no native of Alnmoutli or
its neighborhood, but simply a bird of passage—one of those unmistakable “London
men” who, clad in serge and knickerbockers,
and incumbered with either gun or fishingrod or alpenstock, are to be met with in every
imaginable and unimaginable corner of the
mother country, except London, during the
months of August and September. A good
looking young fellow, too; tall and upright,
with waving hair, and more than a spice of
“diablerie” about the dark laughing eyes.
It rushed into them now with full force" as,
after a few seconds’ wondering contemplation of the delicate rounded lines and glowing, childlike face of the rustic sleeper, he

lamny.

above

fed and clothed and have

u,n

admiration and comicality.
The new-comer was no Alnmoutli

left on earth to her now,
mentioned. A stronghearted, right thinking, north country woman, she liad borne with much travail, and
reared with hard labor and patient love, five
She liad
the Johu

uuu

merchants

Ono of our Auburu

stalwart,”

U

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Rninford Falls & Bucidield #NLr

TTTANTKIl—Agents for the life of “the great

G.

Friday, Fe

Jottings bv Press Correspondents.

_1

RAILROADS.

WANTS.

pace which soon

mote cluster of gray stone houses and redtiled roofs midway, between Warkwortli
and Du’istanborcugh on the Northumbrian
coast. To be lectured by Mrs. Garth, and
told (as the widow had told her .very plainly)
that she was a vain, silly, spoiled child,
when site had been so good—more good than
she had ever been before to John on the
previous evening, and had only looked in at
ins mother’s that morning that she might
help the old woman with her Monday’s
wash before walking all the way to Warkworth to take some work home to a lady—it
And if John had set his
wps too bad!
mother on to do it, as of course he had,
she would never speak to him again—never,
that she wouldn’t! “Go faither an' fare
wurrsc, indeed!” Did John think lie was
the only man in the world, or the only one
who would li .vc her? Why, there was Will
Hobson, the young blacksmith, who would
be only too pleased; and hadn’t she refused
Michael MclJride, the hostler at. tile Duke’s
Arms, only a fortnight back? Hut it was
like John and his mother, and she wished
she had never had anything to do with him.
Poor little An nice! After all £he was but
17 and a spoiled child, as Mrs. Garth had so
unwisely said; and just now her indignation
was flaming so high that it almost made her
little feet fly over the liatd yellow sands and
she was fairly out of breath by the time she
reached Mrs. l'laistaw s House wnti ncr intle basket of nicely finished work. She was
hoping to be paid for it, and was disappointed when ‘he found that the lady was
out driving, and that she had nothing to do
Imt to leave her parcel and wend lier way
home again.
It was afternoon now, and the sun was on
She
her back, and she began to feel tired.
bad risen early that morning to finish the
piece of work, and had dressed her grandmother, and got the breakfast and scrubbed
the kitchen, and tidied up everything in her
own home before she ran up to Mrs. Garth’s,
looking as fresh as a rose, and quite ready to
rinse and ring out shirts or sheets for her;
as, indeed, Annice always was ready to help
anyone, being as busy and alert as a bee:
but now she was feeling disappointed arid
hot and tired—not to say cross; and so,after
she had gone two-thirds of the way, she sat
herself down to rest among the tufts of
bracken covering the steep grassy slopes
which rise above the beach, and are called
tlie “links” in north-country parlance, and
leaning her head back against the bank behind her, shut her eyes, and in three minutes was sound asleep in the sunshine. Above
her head was the vast dome ot sky, blue as
any turquoise, and scattered over with long,
wind-torn clouds, like wreaths of white
lielow
flowers blown across an azure field.
her feet lay the German ocean, blue too, but
with a deeper blue of a sapphire, dimpling
in the breeze, scintillating in the sunbeams,
dotted with the white and brown sails of
scores of fishing boats, scored with faint black
lilies of smoke from passing steamers, and
stretching away to the pale, limitless horizon.
Around her was the bracken, just beginning
to turn brown and yellow in the glowing
September sunshine. Now and then the
crack of a gun sounded fromj distant stubble-fields; now and then a couple of white
butterflies rose above the nodding harebells
on th! bank, and fluttered about in the summer air,
tossing and jostling, dipping and
curling, to and from one another in a mad
aerial dance; or a long flight of gulls passed
seaward with a shrill, screaming cry; but
still the little figure lay there nestled into a
sheltered hollow, the crisp, curly, browngold head thrown back among the long grass
and fern-stalks, the round cheeks flushed
with slumber, the pretty mouth pouting still,
as if in dreams she rehearsed her past wilfulness, the white kerchief on her bosom
rising and falling with every regular, deepdrawn breath—as fair a picture in her unconscious youth and loveliness as any painter
could have wished to copy—certainly as fair
as any that ever met the eyes of a man who
presently came treading along tiie links with
and just saved himself
a light elastic step,
by a sudden start from stumbling over the
sleeping maiden.
“The deuce!” he said then, under his breath
and stood still to look at her, the first sur-

ATLANTA.

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

MAINE CITIES.

very

took her out of sight of the grassy bank and
sandy beach, littered over with boats turned
keel upward, romping bare-legged cMluen,
and netss spread out to dry, which stretched
before the little village of Alnmouth. a re-

BALLADE: OF CHESTNUTS IN
THE FIRE.
BY

a

were

In

eomiection with

BOSTON
OLR

COLONY

RAIL.

ROAR.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
1'iaic. Low
Ncuii-Weekly Line, Quick
Rate*, PrequcDi Ocparturc*.
received
and
forwarded daily to FALL
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde tticnmer», nailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Cliarleaton, 6k C., Washington, 1). C., CJedk-gcand all Rai
towu. D. C., Alexandria, Vn.;
and Water Lines.
of
Rates
and
Bills
named
Through
Lading iven
from any point in New England to Philadeli hi
rates
of
other
For
information, apply to
Freight, and
I). D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Bostou, Mass
IVi*i. P. Clvdc A- Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
febG
m

PERKINS, late of Portland,
County, deceased, represented insolvent,
hereby give notice that six months from the date or
said appointment, are allowed to said creditors, in
in said

which to present and prove their claims; and that
they will be in session at the following place and
times for the purpose of receiving the same, viz:
At the office of Siitorr & Gage, Attorneys at Law,
No. 31 Va Exchange street, Portland, on Fjiiday
March nineteenth, Wednesday, May, nineteenth, aud Monday, July nineteenth, a. D.
at THREE o’CLTCK in tho afternoon of each
of said days.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-second day of January, A. 1). 1880.
IIANNO W. GAGE,
I
RsOSCAR M. METCALF.

1880,

)CoM

dlaw3wS

Oak

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

PKV PINE,

DECK PLANK.

*W Timber and

Plow Brain., Trrcnail...
Treeuiiil Medne. Hu:! I*!:iiih,i,k II .-.lirr.,
I'ini* anil If ruilorii ICuiUiuu I.umber, Box Board., Mhiu«le* Ac.
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JORDAN, Alfred,

Maine
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